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Abstraet

The mean of a variable over a finite population is an important indicator

mainly due to its connection to the sum. It is a sensitive characteristic

because it can be foreed to take any desired value by moving only one

Observation. If there are outliers in a population there are two legitimate
estimands: The population mean including the outliers or a mean of

the "normal" observations. These two possibilities are reflected in two

criteria for estimators, the representative and nonrepresentative mean

squared error (MSE).

The sample mean is the natural estimator of a finite population mean or

of the expeetation of independent identieally distributed random vari¬

ables. It is always unbiased but it is nonrobust. If outliers may be

sampled it is highly variable. Estimators with lower representative and

nonrepresentative MSE are developed in the context of infinite popu¬

lations. Location M-estimators are simple robust estimators. Usually

they are biased estimators of the expeetation but for a suitable choice

of their defining funetion they may have lower MSE of both types than

the sample mean due to a lower variance. The problem is to find a good

defining funetion when the underlying distribution is unknown. A class

of M-estimators whose defining funetions are parametrized by one tun¬

ing constant is chosen. The representative MSE of an M-estimator is

estimated by its asymptotie variance at the empirical distribution fune¬

tion plus the squared difference to the sample mean. The M-estimator

which minimizes the estimated risk over the chosen class is the final

estimator. It is called MER-estimator. Under certain conditions MER-

estimators are scale equivariant and consistent for the expeetation. But

they are still not robust. Variants of the MER-estimator which are

simpler or more robust are derived.

ix



Abstraet

Biased M-estimators (BM-estimators) are M-estimators which are

shrunken towards the sample mean by a penalty in their estimating
equation. The weight of the penalty and the form of the two defining
funetions determine the robustness and asymptotie properties of BM-

estimators.

In a Simulation study a type of M-estimator which is similar to a

trimmed mean, an ordinary M-estimator, two BM-estimators and five

MER-estimators are investigated. For small to moderate sample sizes

and skew populations MER- and BM-estimators may have considerably
lower representative and much lower nonrepresentative MSE than the

sample mean. On the other hand even in unfavourable situations they

rarely have considerably higher representative MSE than the sample
mean and almost never higher nonrepresentative MSE.

In complex samples from a finite population the Horvitz-Thompson esti¬

mator (HT-estimator) takes over the role ofthe sample mean. The HT-

estimator is expressed as a weighted least-squares functional of a sample
distribution funetion. The linear model needed is a regression through
the origin (for unequal probability samples) or an analysis of variance

(for stratified samples). The robustification of the HT-estimator be¬

comes straightforward. An approximation of the sampling variance

of the robustified HT-estimator is derived with a sampling sensitivity
curve. Three estimators of this sampling variance are developed. They
make MER-estimation applicable to sampling. In two examples the

MER-estimator has lower representative MSE than the HT-estimator if

outliers are present in the population, while it is practically as good as

the HT-estimator if there are no outliers.



Zusammenfassung

Das arithmetische Mittel einer Variablen über eine endliche Popula¬
tion ist vor allem dank seiner Verbindung zur Summe ein wichtiger
Indikator. Es ist aber auch unstabil, weil es genügt, einen einzelnen

Wert zu verändern, um das Mittel einen beliebigen Wert annehmen

zu lassen. Falls eine Population Ausreisser enthält, dann bestehen

zwei legitime Zielgrössen: Das Mittel der gesamten Population ein¬

schliesslich der Ausreisser oder ein Mittel der "normalen" Beobachtun¬

gen in der Population. Diese zwei Möglichkeiten widerspiegeln sich in

zwei Bewertungskriterien für Schätzer, dem repräsentativen und dem

nichtrepräsentativen mittleren quadratischen Fehler (MQF).

Das Stichprobenmittel ist der natürliche Schätzer eines Populationsmit¬
tels oder des Erwartungswerts von unabhängigen, identisch verteilten

Zufallsvariablen. Es ist immer unverfälscht, aber es ist nicht robust.

Falls Ausreisser in der Stichprobe auftreten können, hat das Stich¬

probenmittel eine grosse Varianz. Schätzer mit tieferem repräsentativen
und nichtrepräsentativen MQF als das Stichprobenmittel werden für un¬

endliche Populationen entwickelt. Lokations M-Schätzer sind einfache

robuste Schätzer. Sie sind gewöhnlich nicht erwartungstreu für den Er¬

wartungswert, aber sie können bei geeigneter Wahl ihrer definierenden

Funktion dank einer kleinen Varianz kleineren MQF beider Art haben

als das Stichprobenmittel. Das Problem ist, wie man eine geeignete
definierende Funktion finden kann, ohne die unterliegende Verteilung
zu kennen. Dazu wird eine Klasse von M-Schätzern, deren definierende

Funktionen durch eine Abstimmungskonstante parametrisiert werden,

gewählt. Der repräsentative MQF eines M-Schätzers wird geschätzt
durch die asymptotische Varianz an der empirischen Verteilungsfunk¬
tion plus das Quadrat der Differenz zum Stichprobenmittel. Der M-

xi



xii Zusammenfassung

Schätzer, welcher das geschätzte Risiko über die ausgewählte Klasse

minimiert, ist der endgültige Schätzer. Er wird MER-Schätzer genannt.
MER-Schätzer sind unter gewissen Voraussetzungen Skalen-äquivariant
und konsistent für den Erwartungswert. Aber sie sind noch nicht ro¬

bust. Varianten von MER-Schätzern, welche einfacher oder robuster

sind, werden entwickelt.

Verfälschte M-Schätzer (BM-Schätzer) sind M-Schätzer, die durch

eine Bestrafung in der Schätzgleichung zum Stichprobenmittel hin

geschrumpft werden. Das Gewicht der Bestrafung und die zwei

definierenden Funktionen bestimmen die Robustheits- und asymptoti¬
schen Eigenschaften von BM-Schätzern.

In einer Simulations-Studie wird eine Art M-Schätzer, welcher einem

gestutzten Mittel ähnlich ist, ein gewöhnlicher M-Schätzer, zwei BM-

Schätzer und fünf MER-Schätzer untersucht. Für kleine bis mittlere

Stichprobengrössen und bei schiefer Verteilung haben MER- und BM-

Schätzer oft beträchtlich kleineren repräsentativen und viel kleineren

nichtrepräsentativen MQF als das Stichprobenmittel. Andererseits

haben sie auch in ungünstigen Situationen selten beträchtlich höheren

repräsentativen MQF und fast nie höheren nichtrepräsentativen MQF.

Bei komplexen Stichproben aus endlichen Populationen übernimmt

der Horvitz-Thompson Schätzer (HT-Schätzer) die Rolle des Stich¬

probenmittels. Der HT-Schätzer wird als Kleinste Quadrate Funktional

an einer Stichproben-Verteilungsfunktion ausgedrückt. Das benötigte
lineare Modell ist eine Regression durch den Nullpunkt (für Stich¬

proben mit ungleichen Wahrscheinlichkeiten) oder eine Varianzana¬

lyse (für geschichtete Stichproben). Die Robustifizierung des HT-

Schätzers wird dann einfach. Eine Approximation der Stichprobenvari¬
anz des robustifizierten HT-Schätzers wird mit Hilfe einer Stichproben-
Sensitivitätskurve hergeleitet. Drei Schätzer dieser Stichprobenvarianz
werden entwickelt. Sie machen MER-Schätzung auf komplexe Stich¬

proben anwendbar. In zwei Beispielen erreicht der MER-Schätzer tief¬

eren repräsentativen MQF als der HT-Schätzer, falls in der Population
Ausreisser vorhanden sind, während er praktisch gleich gut wie der HT-

Schätzer ist, falls keine Ausreisser vorhanden sind.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The population mean and the inher¬

ent nonrobustness of its estimation

A finite population is a finite set whose elements carry information,
which is often expressed as a real number. A variable is the mapping
from the elements to their attached values. The sum of the values of a

real variable over a finite population is called total. Often a total is the

prime characteristic of interest of a survey. An example is a survey of

income of persons, where the total income is the most important indica¬

tor of purchasing power ofthe surveyed population. Another example is

a survey of crop yield forecasts of farms. The total crop yield forecast is

decisive for price building and stocking. A third example are the claims

by a certain type of clients of an insurance Company. It is the total of

these claims that has to be paid in real money.

A population mean is a total divided by the number of elements of

the population. The mean is an important indicator. First due to its

connection with the total but also because it is a measure of location.

No other location indicator than the mean can always be inflated to

the total by a simple faetor without further assumptions. For positive
variables the mean may be a measure of scale.

The simple connection of the mean to the total makes sense for finite
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populations only. In the case of a random variable which theoretically
could have an infinite number of independent realisations, i.e. for in¬

finite populations, the mean or expeetation of the random variable is

mainly an indicator of location. The total is undefined for infinite pop¬

ulations. There are other location indieators than the mean. But the

mean is the simplest one and gives equal weight to every possible value

of a random variable. The mean or expeetation is of interest in various

situations: The expected loss is the prime indicator for a game on the

long run. Also the center of gravity ofa physical body is an expeetation.

In the situations where the characteristic of interest is really the mean

or expeetation of a variable it is important to include outlying values of

this variable fully into the characteristic. For example purchasing power

may be determined mostly by a few people with very large income.

Crop yield may be determined by some large commercial farms more

than by many self-supporters. The one catastrophy in a type of contract

may make up more than half of the claims of an insurance Company.

A center of gravity may be determined largely by one "spot" of high

specific gravity.

Suppose that the mean or expeetation must be estimated from a sample
and that correct but outlying values of the variable were in the sam¬

ple. Then we are in a dilemma. An estimate which does not include

the outliers with füll weight may have a large bias. An estimator that

includes the outliers with füll weight would be completely different in

a sample that does not contain outliers. In other words including the

outliers with füll weight may make the estimator very variable but ex-

cluding the outliers may make the estimator strongly biased. There is

a trade-off between bias and variance. How to find a good balance?

Estimation of the Expeetation

Suppose Xi,.. .,X„ are independent identieally distributed (i.i.d.) ran¬

dom variables with distribution F. (Let F denote the probability mea¬

sure and also its distribution funetion). Let the expeetation of X\ exist

and be finite and denote it by p(F). If the variance exists and is finite

it is denoted by <r2(F). The canonieal estimator for the mean p(F) is

the arithmetic mean (AM) Xn = £ Y^=i X-. &^so called sample mean.

The arithmetic mean is the expeetation with respeet to the empirical
distribution funetion F„(t) = ]T_"=11{-X_ < t}/n, where 1{X, < t} is

the funetion of t which is 1 if Xi < t and 0 otherwise. The arithmetic

mean has many advantages. It has the same simpiicity as the popu-
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lation mean and also gives equal weight to all observed values. It is

unbiased for all distributions with existing and finite expeetation. For

i.i.d. observations it is the best linear unbiased estimator ofthe expeeta¬
tion (according to the Gauss-Markov Theorem). The arithmetic mean

is a uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator for the normal

and exponential distributions. But for other distributions often there

are nonlinear unbiased estimators with smaller variance than the arith¬

metic mean. In addition there may exist nonlinear estimators which are

biased but have smaller mean squared error (MSE) than the arithmetic

mean. This possibility is exploited in my thesis.

The arithmetic mean is at one extreme of the above dilemma; it in¬

cludes the outliers with füll weight. Therefore it is sensitive to outliers.

The sensitivity or stability of Statistical procedures is investigated in

the theory of robust statistics. Two basic references to robust statis¬

tics are [Huber 1981] and [Hampel et al. 1986]. An estimator which

can be written as a functional of the empirical distribution funetion is

called qualitatively robust if it is continuous at the underlying distribu¬

tion funetion in a certain sense [Hampel 1971]. The maximal fraction of

outliers that still cannot make the estimator useless is called its break¬

down point [Hampel 1971]. The influence funetion IF(i,T, F) of an

estimator T at the underlying distribution funetion F describes quanti¬

tatively the reaction ofthe estimator to an additional Observation at x.

The maximum of the absolute value of the influence funetion is called

gross error sensitivity [Hampel 1974].

The arithmetic mean is qualitatively not robust and has breakdown

point 0, because any single Observation which is moved can drag the

arithmetic mean to every desired value, including infinity. The influ¬

ence funetion of the arithmetic mean is x — p(F) for all distributions

with existing and finite expeetation. Thus the influence funetion is un¬

bounded and the arithmetic mean has infinite gross error sensitivity

[Hampelet al. 1986, p. 87]. In short, the arithmetic mean is nonro¬

bust against outliers. The only "robustness" property the arithmetic

mean possesses is that it has the lowest possible local shift sensitivity

[Hampel et al. 1986, p. 89].

This nonrobustness of the arithmetic mean, the expeetation with re¬

speet to an empirical distribution, is related to the sensitivity of the

population mean, the expeetation with respeet to an underlying dis¬

tribution funetion. In an early paper on the problem of inference for
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the mean Bahadur and Savage show that in a nonparametric setup

there is no estimator for the mean with bounded loss over all dis¬

tributions [Bahadur and Savage 1956]. The reason is that the expee¬

tation is sensitive to the tails of the distribution. More technically

they show that in every absolute-variational neighborhood of the dis¬

tribution funetions with a certain expeetation there are distribution

funetions with every possible expeetation. Hampel clarifies this sen¬

sitivity of the mean further: the expeetation is nowhere continuous

(with respeet to the weak topology) as a functional on the space of

probability measures and it is not even defined on any neighborhood

[Hampel 1971],[Hampel et al. 1986, p. 98].

The robustness theory for estimation under parametric models cannot

be applied directly to the estimation of the mean. The mean is a non¬

parametric characteristic. It is a functional on the space of distributions

for which it exists. This is a different object than in the special cases like

the normal distribution where the expeetation is a funetion of the pa¬

rameters of a parametric family. In the latter case the expeetation con

often be used as a parameter which defines a distribution by a mapping
to the space of distributions. In the examples mentioned above it is the

nonparametric mean that is important, because usually no parametric
model is assumed.

Hampel describes the problem of the estimation of the mean

[Hampel 1973, p. 91] "It should be stressed that there are situations

where robust methods are not applicable (though much rarer than naive

belief would have it): e.g. if the population members to be measured

show large variability in the measured characteristic (apart from mea¬

surement error), and if, specifically, the expected value of this charac¬

teristic is to be estimated (in a nonparametric sense). An example may
be a distribution of incomes, which is practically unbounded on one

side. Apart from trying to establish a suitable parametric model (or at

least a "smoothed" model, or truncating the distribution ifpermitted),
there seems to be no remedy but to pay special attention and great care

to the tails of the distribution and otherwise hope and pray."

The inherent nonrobustness of nonparametric mean estimation and the

difference to the parametric robustness theory may be stated more for¬

mally: In the contamination model Fe}(,G = (1 — e)Fg + eG (cf. e.g.

[Hampel et al. 1986]) the parameter of interest 6 is not affeeted by the

contamination. Conversely if the mean p(F$iCta) is of interest obvi-
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ously the mean is changed by the contamination. The problem can be

formalized as follows. A functional Ti(Fn) of the empirical distribu¬

tion funetion F„ estimates another functional T2(F) of the underlying
distribution funetion. Let an unbounded loss funetion L(Ti(F„),T2(F))
describe the quality of an estimate. The corresponding risk is the expee¬

tation EfL(Ti(F„),T2(F)). A robust nonparametric estimator would

have bounded risk over the space of probability measures for which

T-i(F) is defined. Now corollary 4 of [Bahadur and Savage 1956] im¬

plies that if T2(F) = p(F) there is no estimator T\(Fn) which has a

bounded risk over the set of all probability measures with finite expee¬

tation. Thus in this setup a theory of robust nonparametric estimation

of the mean is void.

After noting this basic fact there are three ways to proeeed. Either one

gives up the mean as characteristic of interest. This is not appropriate
if the mean is consciously chosen because of its properties. Or the

nonparametric setup is restricted to parametric models. Robustness

theory may be applied to a parametric model which provides outliers.

The resulting estimators may still have a large bias if the parametric
model is wrong. One often tries to avoid this by the restriction to

Symmetrie distributions with Symmetrie contaminations whereby the

expeetation is not changed by the contamination. In that case classical

robustness theory is helpful and offers many robust estimators which

are often better than the arithmetic mean and never much worse. The

restriction to Symmetrie distributions is seldom appropriate in a survey

sampling context.

A third way is to accept the inherent nonrobustness of the estimation

of a nonparametric mean and to look only for biased estimators with

smaller mean squared error (or another appropriate risk) than the arith¬

metic mean over a large class of distributions. This is the way I follow

in my thesis.

1.2 M-estimators and related estimators

of the expeetation

M-estimators form a class of flexible and simple robust estimators. An

M-estimator of location T(X\,..., Xn) is defined implicitly by the esti-
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mating equation
n

5>((x.--r)/*) = o. (i.i)
»=i

This equation may be written as Ef„V>((X - T)/s) — 0. If the So¬

lution exists uniquely the M-estimator T(Xi,...,Xn) is a functional

T(F) on the space of distribution funetions applied to the empirical
distribution funetion Fn- The funetion i/>(x) determines the properties
of the M-estimator. To ensure the existence of a Solution interval ip(x)
is often assumed monotone increasing from strictly negative to strictly

positive values. An M-estimator with bounded .-/--funetion often has a

bounded influence funetion and breakdown point larger than zero. For

the theory of M-estimation in parametric models see [Huber 1981] or

[Hampel et al. 1986].

The scale parameter s is needed to make the location M-estimator scale

invariant. It is usually unknown and must be estimated simultaneously
with the location (cf. [Huber 1964, Proposal 2]) or beforehand. A con¬

venient preliminary estimator of scale is the median absolute deviation

(MAD) d = med.(|_Y, — med,(Xj)|), where med. Y. is the median of

observations Y\,...,Yn. It is location invariant, scale equivariant and

it has breakdown point 0.5 (the best possible for equivariant estima¬

tors). This high breakdown point ensures that the breakdown point of

an M-estimator is not lowered even if the scale s must be estimated.

Often i>(x) is a member of a parametric family of funetions ip(x,k), (k >

0) which induces a family of M-estimators T(Fn,k). The tuning con¬

stant ik > 0 is chosen by the statistician to obtain certain robust¬

ness and efficiency properties under a known parametric model. The

optimal choice of k depends on amount and form of the contami-

nation.which are usually unknown. The most prominent example is

ij>(x,k) = max(—A:,min(a:,4t)), the so called Huber funetion.

To make the M-estimator with the Huber ^-funetion scale equivariant
Huber's proposal 3 in [Huber 1964, p. 97] is to set the scale s to 1 and

to take as a tuning constant k the one that minimizes the estimated

asymptotie variance of T(Fn, k)

V(F /_.
n^U^i-nFn,k),kf

{ "' }~
(Tr1=iMXi-T{Fn,k),k)r

{LZ)

where tpi(x,k) is the derivative with respeet to the first argument of

ij>{x, k), i.e. il>i{x, k) = j^tl>(x, k). Huber's proposal 3 has been derived
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for Symmetrie distributions with Symmetrie contaminations. There the

variance is the adequate eriterion for efficiency since all skew Symmetrie

^-funetions yield unbiased estimators. Huber conjeetured that proposal
3 minimizes the asymptotie variance over the symmetrically contami¬

nated normal distributions independent of the amount of contamination

and the scale of the normal distribution [Huber 1964, p. 96].

The estimation of the mean of a positive random variable can be seen

as a problem of scale estimation. For distributions which vanish on the

negative axis and are "close" to zero like the exponential distribution

the arithmetic mean is an intuitive scale estimator. For the exponential
distribution with density fs{x) = exp(—x/6)/6 the expeetation is actu¬

ally the scale parameter 9. An M-estimator of scale is defined as the

Solution sof(l.l)(cf. [Hampelet al. 1986, p. 106]). To achieve location

invariance the nuisance parameter T must be estimated simultaneously
or beforehand, e.g. by the median. For positive random variables often

the location is fixed at zero. This makes the estimator simpler than

a location M-estimator because no nuisance parameter must be esti¬

mated. For example Künsch uses M-estimators of scale to robustify the

estimation of the expected loss in credibility theory [Künsch 1990]. The

defining equation (1.1) makes clear that there is a close correspondence
between location and scale M-estimators. I prefer to work with location

M-estimators because they are slightly simpler than scale M-estimators

and their generalisation to linear models is easy. In the following I use

the term M-estimator for location M-estimator.

M-estimators may have smaller MSE than the arithmetic mean if the

bias to the population mean is small compared to the variance gain over

the arithmetic mean. Consider for example the asymmetric Huber-

t/i-function i>(x,k) = min(x,/c) and set the scale to 1. If the tuning
constant k is large enough the M-estimate is the arithmetic mean of

the sample and thus all observations get weight 1. When k is lowered

the difference to the arithmetic mean increases like (1 — /fc/max,_Y,)
in the beginning. Of course T(F„,k) - Xn is not the true bias but

it may serve as an estimate since Xn is unbiased. The squared bias

estimate (T(Fn,k) — Xn)2 increases like a quadratic funetion from its

minimum when k decreases, i.e. quite slowly in the beginning. On

the other hand, the variance often starts to decrease like a quadratic
funetion of ifc from somewhere eise than the minimum, i.e. quite fast

like (k/maXiXi)7. Therefore when k decreases from infinity to 0 the

MSE, as a funetion of k, is first the variance of the arithmetic mean
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a2(F)/n, then decreases (hopefully) before it increases to values higher
than cr2(F)/n because first the variance reduetion dominates the bias

increase. The interesting tuning constants ib are in the region where the

MSE of T(Fn,k) is smaller than the variance ofthe arithmetic mean.

A little example with the asymmetric Huber-function helps to clarify
this. Let a distribution have point mass (1 — e) at 1 and mass t at

i0 > 1, (0 < c < 1). The distribution funetion is F(t) = (1 - e)l{l <

t} + el{x0 < t}. The mean is p(F) = (1 - e) + ex0 = 1 + c(xQ - 1).
The variance is <r2(F) = e(l — e)(_co — l)2. Expeetation and variance of

T(Fn,k) for finite n are too eomplicated to work with. I use the value

of T(F, k) instead of the expeetation and the corresponding asymptotie
variance V(F, k) to illustrate approximately the trade-off between bias

and variance.

The functional T(F, k) = Tk is the Solution of

(1 - e)min(l -Tk,k) -f emin(a-0 - Tk,k) = 0.

Set h = (1 - e)(x0 - 1). Then

f l+he/(l-e) : k>h

k~\ l + ke/(l-c) : k<h

If k is large then Tk — p and Tk — 1 if k = 0 or e = 0. The influence

funetion of Tk can be computed to be

IF(y,Tfc> F) = min(y - Tk,k)/{(\ -.) + el{fc > /»}].

The .asymptotie variance is

V(F,k) = EFlF(y,Tk,F)2
= (l-e)lF(l,Tk,F)2-relF(x0,Tk,F)2

( h2 c/(l - e) : k>h
~

{ (*/(l - e))2 e/(l - e) : k<h

Therefore the asymptotie MSE of Tk is

AMSE(Tt) = V{F, k) + n(Tk - p(F))2 =

_

j h2 6/(1 - e) : k > h
~

\ (*/(! - e)f e/(l - e) + n(k - h)2(e/(l - e))2 : k < h
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The asymptotie MSE as a funetion of k has two parts: a quadratic
funetion for low k which jumps down to a constant at k = h (see
figure 1.1). This jump is typical for discrete distributions and tb-

funetions that have a discontinuous derivative like the Huber-function.

(The jump in AMSE(Tfc) also comes up when a distribution funetion

is estimated by Fn ¦ It vanishes asymptotically for absolutely continu¬

ous distributions.) The AMSE(Tjb) for k > h is the .asymptotie vari¬

ance of the arithmetic mean. The minimal value of the AMSE(Tt)
for ik < h is (-—^)2h2(n/(l + ne(l - e))) and is attained at ikm =

[ne(l—e)h]/[l+ne(l —e)]. This minimum is smaller than the asymptotie
variance of the arithmetic mean, i.e. global, ifn < (1—e)/(c2(2—e)). For

example with c = 0.01 : n < 4974, e = 0.10 : n < 47,e = 0.2 : n < 11.

The important point is that for a region of sample sizes there is an in¬

terval of tuning constants for which the AMSE(Tjb) is smaller than the

asymptotie variance of the arithmetic mean. Of course the true (finite
sample) MSE is different from AMSE(7]fc)/n but the principle reduetion

in MSE remains as the simulations in chapter 3 show.

Minimum Estimated Risk estimators: The simple example above

shows that M-estimators may have smaller MSE than the AM even

when the population mean must be estimated. But how to choose a

good ^-funetion if the true distribution and the MSE are unknown? A

possibility is to estimate the MSE-function and to take the M-estimator

with the smallest estimate of its MSE. To make the minimisation fea¬

sible I restrict the class of V>-functions over which to minimize to a

one parameter family ip(x, k). The variance may be estimated via the

asymptotie variance of the M-estimator at the empirical distribution

funetion, i.e. by (1.2). This is a good estimator already for moder¬

ate n if the underlying distribution is Symmetrie. If the distribution is

skew then the additional variability due to the nuisance scale is not ae¬

counted for in (1.2) [Carroll 1979]. But the estimation of the scale can

be avoided by a suitable choice of the ^-funetions (see section 2.1.2).
The range of n where a reduetion of the MSE is possible and where the

variance estimator (1.2) based on the asymptotie variance is sufficient

in fact do overlap as the simulations in chapter 3 show. The problem
is the bias. I use the arithmetic mean as a preliminary unbiased es¬

timator of the population mean. Thus I estimate the squared bias by

(T(Fn,k) — Xn)2. The arithmetic mean in the bias estimator makes

the MER-estimator nonrobust but there is no robust and consistent

nonparametric bias estimator as the discussion of mean-estimation in
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Figure 1.1: MSE, variance and squared bias ofT(Fn,k) at a two point
distribution.

section 1.1 showed. Let km be the tuning constant where the estimated

MSE is minimal. This km is a random variable and the resulting estima¬

tor T(Fn, km) is an adaptive estimator. I call it MER-estimator because

it minimises an estimated risk. It is obvious that the MER-estimator is

elosely related to Huber's proposal 3. The idea of estimating the MSE

by V(Fn, k)/n -f {T(F„, k) - Xn)2 is due to F. Hampel. The theory of

MER-estimators is developed in section 2.1.

Biased M-estimators: Another way to make M-estimators more use¬

ful for the estimation ofthe mean is to penalize a possible bias. Since the

penalty introduces a bias with respeet to the value of the unpenalized
M-estimator I call the estimator biased M-estimator (BM-estimator).
The BM-estimator is defined as the Solution _T of

i
"

-£ 4>(Xi -T) + \y/n- r,(^(Xn - T)) = 0.

Again I estimate the bias by T—Xn but in order to get more robustness
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I use a bounded funetion n of T — Xn. The tuning constant A is the

weight of the penalty and has to be chosen by the statistician. If A as a

funetion of n is such that Xy/n tends to infinity then the BM-estimator

is consistent for the mean. The BM-estimator may be plotted as a

funetion of A to deeide on the best value of A. This is reminiseent of

the ridge trace in ridge regression [Hoerl and Kennard 1970] (see below

section 1.3). As with ridge regression (and other penalty methods) a

Bayesian justification of the BM-estimator with fixed A is possible. The

BM-estimator is developed in section 2.5.

L-estimators: L-estimators are linear combinations of the order

statistics. They form a simple class of robust estimators. There is

a close connection between M-estimators and L-estimators (cf. e.g.

[Jaeckel 1971a]). The advantage of L-estimators is that they are scale

invariant without the explicit use of a nuisance scale estimator. This

gives some more complexity in the asymptotie calculations. Also com¬

putationally the ordering of the observations needed for L-estimators

is more expensive than the iterations usually needed for M-estimators.

The tuning constant a of a trimmed mean has a direct intuitive interpre¬

tation; a or 2a is the proportion of trimmed data. I use M-estimators

in my approach because they are somewhat easier to work with. In an

attempt to narrow the gap between M- and L-estimators I generalise
Hubers proposal 1 [Huber 1964, p. 96] to a nonparametric setup and I

reparametrize it such that the tuning constant corresponds to the pro¬

portion of trimmed data (cf. section 2.6). I call the resulting estimator

a trimming M-estimator (TM-estimator).

1.3 A review of related literature

Ridge Regression: Hoerl and Kennard replaee least Squares (LS)
estimators in multiple regression by biased estimators which have lower

MSE [Hoerl and Kennard 1970]. The reason is the sensitivity of the

residual sum of Squares to collinearity in the design space. If a direction

of a prineipal component of the design is not well defined (i.e. has a

relatively small eigenvalue) then a few points can change the regression
slope in that direction and the residual sum of Squares drasticaUy. To

overcome this sensitivity a multiple of the identity matrix is added to

XTX in the LS-estimator (here X denotes the design matrix). The

faetor k with which the identity matrix enters is a tuning constant.
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The tuning constant must be chosen by the statistician. The method

proposed is to plot the estimators and the optimization eriterion as

funetions of k and to take a reasonable value of k where these socalled

ridge traces stabilize.

There are similarities between ridge regression and the MER-estimator.

Both have as a starting point the LS-estimator which is sensitive to out¬

liers. Both try to minimize the MSE. Doing this they become biased but

the variance reduetion outweighs this. Both methods use tuning con¬

stants. An important difference is that in MER-estimation an estimated

MSE is used directly and the tuning constant is chosen automatically.
The ridge regression estimator can be viewed as least Squares subjected
to a spherical restriction on the parameters [Draper and Smith 1981, p.

320]. Thus ridge regression "shrinks" somehow to a sphere around the

origin. The MER-estimator can be viewed as the LS-estimator which is

shrunken towards a robust estimator.

Also BM-estimators have similarities to ridge regression. They shrink

an M-estimator to the arithmetic mean. Like a ridge trace the plot of

the BM-estimator versus the shrinking faetor (i.e. the tuning constant

A) may be useful to deeide on the final choice.

Asymmetric Situations: Jaeckel considers asymmetric contamina¬

tion of Symmetrie distributions [Jaeckel 1971a]. The estimand is the

center of the Symmetrie component of the distribution. M-estimators

with monotone V>-function usually have a bias in that Situation. To

make asymptotie comparisons possible Jaeckel lets the asymmetric con¬

tamination tend to zero at rate n~1'2. Under such a contamination

M-estimators are consistent but have an asymptotie bias, defined as

limn-Kx. y/n(T(Fn) — p(F)), which is combined with the asymptotie
variance to yield an asymptotie MSE.

Jaeckel shows that for unimodal distributions the median minimizes

this asymptotie bias among the Huber M-estimators. If the asymptotie
variance of the Huber M-estimator with tuning constant k attains its

minimum at fco, then the asymptotie MSE attains its minimum at fc <

fco since the squared bias increases with fc. Thus there is a trade-off

between variance and bias. Jockei [Jaeckel 1971a, p. 1033] shows that

the saddlepoint derived by [Huber 1964, p. 80] is not changed by a

contamination that tends to symmetry at a rate n-1/2. In other words

the least favourable distribution and the Huber M-estimator are still

minimax for JaeckePs contamination game.
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This result implies that even if symmetry holds only asymptotically (in
a certain sense) then the M-estimator which is optimal for a Symmetrie
distribution and Symmetrie contaminations is still asymptotically op¬

timal. This seems to be the limit to which the asymptotie results for

consistent estimators may be driven: Any bias that does not tend to

zero at least as fast as the Standard deviation will finally dominate in

the MSE and thus change the asymptotie optimality results. Jaeckel's

results are not applicable to asymmetric distributions in general.

Adaptive IVimmed Means: In a second paper [Jaeckel 1971b]
Jaeckel investigates the properties of adaptive trimmed means and of

adaptive combinations of L-estimators. The adaptive trimmed mean is

the trimmed mean which minimizes an estimate s2(a) of its asymptotie
variance. The tuning constant is the trimming proportion a. This is

a direct translation of Huber's proposal 3 [Huber 1964, p. 97] from

M-estimation to L-estimation. Jaeckel proves that the difference be¬

tween the adaptive trimmed mean and the optimal trimmed mean is

of order op(n~ll2) under certain conditions. In partieular the under¬

lying distribution is assumed Symmetrie and the true minimizing trim¬

ming proportion is assumed strictly positive. Thus Jaeckel proves for

trimmed means and under certain restrictions Huber's conjeeture that

his proposal 3 is optimal. Adaptive trimmed means have the computa¬
tional advantage that only a finite number of tuning constants must be

checked. On the other hand this number may be large compared to the

grid points needed for MER-estimators.

The second part of [Jaeckel 1971b] treats linear combinations of L-

estimators. The coefficients of the best linear combination may be esti¬

mated from the data. The estimator with estimated coefficients is shown

to be asymptotically equivalent to the true optimal linear combination.

Again the underlying distribution is assumed Symmetrie.

These two estimators of Jaeckel were part of the Princeton study to¬

gether with several modifications of them [Andrews et al. 1972, p. 9].
The adaptive trimmed mean performs similar to the trimmed means

and Huber proposal 2 estimates (cf. [Huber 1964, p. 96]) in the study

[Andrews et al. 1972, p. 156]. Overall Jaeckels estimators (or mod¬

ifications) are seldom really bad but usually not among the best ei¬

ther. Mildly adaptive estimators seem to have ua more uniform overall-

behavior under different distributions. They loose a bit ai the normal

distribution to gain for extreme contamination." [Andrews et al. 1972,
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p. 251]. The adaption works at sample size n = 20 already but not or

not well enough for smaller sample size. It seems that the variants of the

adaptive trimmed mean which use symmetrization tend to undertrim

[Andrews et al. 1972, p. 253]. In Bickel's list of "good" estimators for

n = 20 [Andrews et al. 1972, p. 258] the adaptive trimmed mean and a

restricted version of it have more than 90% efficiency at the normal and

never less than 78% efficiency (compared with the optimal estimators)
at the other distributions.

Asymmetric Situations in the Princeton study: The main part
of the Princeton study uses Symmetrie underlying distributions. Two

asymmetric contamponents (cf. section 3.3.4) of the normal distribu¬

tion were explored [Andrews et al. 1972, p. 109]. There the adaptive
trimmed mean has efficiency 1.11 and 2.33 relative to the arithmetic

mean (in MSE with respeet to the uncontaminated mean 0). A com¬

parison with other selected estimators shows that the adaptive trimmed

mean is among the good estimators. In partieular it does well in the

more asymmetric Situation. Thus the adaption works even if only an

estimator of the variance part of the MSE is minimized!

Bootstrap Adaption: In two technical reports Leger and Romano

formulate the problem of adaption by minimizing a bootstrap risk es¬

timate over a class of estimators. The general framework in the first

paper [Leger and Romano 1989a] is not applicable to my problem be¬

cause the basic assumption that a normalized distance of the estimator

to the expeetation converges to zero in probability (for all tuning con¬

stants) is usually not fulfilled. More precisely the classes of estimators

considered by Leger and Romano must contain only ^/"-consistent esti¬

mators. Location M-estimators are usually not consistent for the mean.

In the second paper [Leger and Romano 1989b] on adaptive trimmed

means the assumption ofSymmetrie underlying distribution ensures this

consisteney. General distributions are considered but the parameter to

estimate is then the functional that corresponds to the adapted tuning
constant. Thus the estimation procedure determines the estimand. It

seems impossible to estimate the bias to the population mean by Boot¬

strap methods without using the arithmetic mean. Nevertheless the

Bootstrap estimate of the finite sample variance may yield some gains
over the estimation by the asymptotie variance in the case of relatively

light tails (like normal distribution or low contamination rate). This

is suggested by the Performance of different adaptive trimmed means

[Leger and Romano 1989b, table 4.1].
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1.4 Outlier-robustness in finite popula¬
tion sampling

Survey statisticians were aware of the problems with large observations

long ago. In the older survey sampling literature the problem of out¬

liers or aberrant values is often treated under the heading "skew popula¬
tions" . Kish describes the problem in economical surveys and surveys of

individuals [Kish 1965, §11.4 B]. He proposes the formation of separate

strata for outliers if possible, truncation, transformation or modelling.
In a nice example he shows the influence of one or more large incomes

on the estimate of mean income and concludes that an estimate for a

class of large incomes "could be done better with an expert's judgement
based on outside figures" [Kish 1965, p. 412].

The censored mean proposed by Searls [Searls 1966] makes the trunca¬

tion idea more precise but is worked out for simple random samples only

(see below). The idea of forming a separate class for large units and

combining the class means is investigated for example in [Glasser 1962],

[Rao, CR. 1971] and in [Hidiroglou and Srinath 1981].

Glasser calculates an exact and an approximate cutoff value which di¬

vides the population in two strata in an optimal way. In the Stratum of

the large values a census is taken. The proposed estimator is a stratified

mean. The results are theoretical since the optimal cutoff depends on

unknown characteristies of the population .

Rao considers estimators of the form x\ + ... + x,, + (a^+i + ... +

x„)(N — p)/(n — u) in simple random sampling with replacement

[Rao, CR. 1971, p. 185]. N is the population size. The values

xi + ... -f Xp are considered outliers. Rao argues that (operationally)
the reference set of the possible samples may be changed in such a way

that the outliers xi + ... + x,, are always in the sample while only

xn+i + ...xn are randomly chosen. In such a case the precision of the

above estimator of the total of x may be considerably higher than that

ofthe usual estimator Nxn, where x„ is the sample mean. The outliers

are downweighted by a faetor n/N, i.e. quite heavily. But they are not

thrown out. Rao's justificaton by changing the reference set may not

appeal but taking it as conditional inference given the outliers makes it

more acceptable.

Hidiroglou and Srinath assume that the outliers are already identified
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and belong to the population [Hidiroglou and Srinath 1981]. Thus they
do not treat the problem of outlier identification. The sample design
considered is simple random sampling. Their estimator Y3 depends on

a tuning constant r which they choose to be the one that minimizes

the true conditional MSE given the number of outliers in the sample.
They do not consider minimization of an estimate of the MSE. They

analyse the sampling MSE conditionally on the number of outliers in

the sample and unconditionally. Large gains over the AM are possible.
The gains are due to the large interclass variability which is avoided

by their stratification. It seems that their estimators work well in the

case that there are two discernible classes of values (in this case the

identification ofthe outliers is relatively easy). The Performance ofthe

Joint procedure of outlier detection and subsequent estimation is not

clear. The best estimator depends on a tuning constant. An advantage
of the estimators is that they are simple.

Chambers generalises the approach of Hidiroglou and Srinath in his the¬

sis [Chambers 1982, p. 83]. But as Chambers notes, the basic problem
of outlier identification remains and also the connected problem of a

restricted outlier model with two discernible strata.

Smith [Smith 1987] emphasises that it is as important to detect and

treat influential observations if the inference is based on the randomi-

sation provided by the sample design as if the observations are con¬

sidered realisations of random variables. He mentions practical exam¬

ples, Basu's example with circus elephants and the sampling of rare

events. Smith reviews some of the outlier treatments using poststrat-
ification. He then proposes an influence measure for linear estimators

based on case deletion, which involves both the variable of interest j/,

say and its weight 1/jt_. An applieation of the functional approach
used in robust statistics leads him to an estimator of the total pro¬

posed by Hajek in 1971 as a Solution to Basu's elephant example:
T = (J2s 2/»7,r»)/(Xls V""»')> where £.5 denotes summation over the

sample.

Censored Mean: Searls investigates the estimation of the population
mean in [Searls 1966]. The motivation for his research is that true and

good but extreme observations turn up in survey samples which may

not be simply excluded as outliers. He discusses the infinite population
case:

"Many distributions encountered in practical sampling situations can be
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eharaeterized by the foUowing:
a. Unimodality;
b. Positive skewness or symmetry;
c. Non-negative values.

In addition usually some knowledge is available concerning possible

ranges ofthe data." [Searls 1966, p.1200]. For such situations Searls

proposes the mean of censored observations as estimator of the mean:

1
"

1
r

& =
z iL min(y»' 0 = -(Y. yt + (" - r)0.
n •*—' n l—d

»=1 i=l

where the cutoff value t is determined by the statistician and r is the

number of observations below the cutoff. Searls gives the expeetation
and variance of yt expressed in pt = E[Y 1{Y < t}], tTt = Var[Y 1{Y <

t}] and p = P[y < t], The MSE of yt as a funetion of t is shown to

approach the variance of the arithmetic mean from below. The tuning
constant t is determined by the statistician. An approximate estimate

ofthe population mean p is helpful for the choice off. Searls gives two

tables of effieieneies relative to the arithmetic mean at the exponential
distribution . The choice of t is not too crueial for low to moderate n.

For example at n = 50 y. gains over the arithmetic mean for t larger than
three times the population mean. The optimal value of t/p would give
a relative efficiency of 1.21 at n = 50 (1.58 at n = 10,1.14 at n = 100).
The relative efficiency at n=500 is at most 1.05 at t/p — 4.9, but is only
about 0.60 at t/p = 3.2 (the optimal value for n = 50). The efficiency

gains occur mostly in a region of n up to about n = 500. The optimal
cut-off value depends on the unknown distribution and in partieular for

large n a bad choice of t results in an efficiency loss.

The MSE of yt is relatively simple to calculate exactly but involves

the first and second moments of the truncated distribution as well as

of the whole distribution. The estimation of this MSE is at least of

similar complexity as for M-estimators and it would include the arith¬

metic mean, too. The advantage of M-estimators is that they are scale

equivariant and that they are more flexible, allowing for different rp-
funetions. The asymptotics of y. seem to be simpler than for Huber

M-estimators with fixed tuning constant but not for an analogue to the

MER-estimator.

The censored mean estimator of Searls and various other estimators

were compared by Ernst [Ernst 1980]. The censored mean with optimal
t turns out to be the best of the considered estimators. In partieular
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it is better than all trimmed means and all winsorized means in the

study. For example the MSE-efficiencies relative to the arithmetic mean

in samples of size 100 of independent exponential random variables are

1.14 (optimal censored mean), 1.00 (optimal winsorized mean), and 0.90

(optimal trimmed mean). At n = 1000 all estimators are within a range

of 3% gain or loss relative to the arithmetic mean.

Winsorized Means: Füller defines an "outlier" Situation as one in

which the mean performs markedly worse than alternative estima¬

tors [Füller 1970]. He studies asymmetrically winsorized means, L-

estimators and estimators which minimize the MSE for Weibull dis¬

tributions. The Weibull distribution has typical tails for many data

sets oecurring in surveys. It has density f-,(x) = y-r7-1 exp(—x1). The

once-winsorized mean has smaller MSE than the arithmetic mean for

Weibull distributions with shape parameter y < 1 and larger MSE for

7 > 1. Füller compares r-winsorized means (r the number of winsorized

largest observations) with the minimum MSE- and the best unbiased

estimators for exponential distributions. A simple decision eriterion is

given to deeide between the once winsorized and the arithmetic mean.

It is based on a test for the shape parameter j. Füller uses these esti¬

mators to predict a finite population mean. In a small Simulation study
with sample size n = 20 his estimators had effieieneies from 361% up to

724% for two distributions with a tail similar to a Weibull distribution

with shape parameter j = 1/3. The Performance of the estimators for

other situations is not investigated. Only simple random samples are

considered.

Root Estimators: Root estimators are of the form T — (1 —

C)Xn + C~ J27=i -kP^i- They and generalisations are treated in

[Jenkins et al. 1973]. The aim is to estimate the population mean with

lower MSE than the arithmetic mean in the case of skew populations.
The MSE-efficiency relative to the arithmetic mean under different skew

distributions and with different sample sizes is given. The optimal tun¬

ing constant depends on the distribution and on n. The MSE-efficiency
for n = 16 with optimal C is for example 1.05 at the exponential dis¬

tribution. Other estimators, e.g. the censored mean, obtain higher

efficiency gains and are simpler.

Median and Trimmed Mean: Shoemaker and Rosenberger derive

exact formulas for the expected value and variance of the median and

trimmed mean under simple random sampling without replacement
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from a finite population [Shoemaker and Rosenberger 1983]. The char¬

acteristic of interest is the population mean. The exact MSE-efficiency
relative to the arithmetic mean is investigated for several simulated pop¬

ulations stemming from Symmetrie superpopulations. For heavy tailed

superpopulations the robust estimators are more efficient in MSE than

the sample mean. For short tailed superopulations the robust estima¬

tors are worse than the arithmetic mean but better than asymptotie
results would suggest. No comparisons are made for asymmetric super¬

populations where the bias plays an important role.

The Random Average Mode Estimator: Oehlert addresses the

problem of mean estimation in [Oehlert 1985]. In partieular he notes

the inherent nonrobustness of mean estimation. He proposes the ran¬

dom average mode estimator (RAM). The RAM is the mode of the

distribution ofthe random variable U = (£_)"=1 XiEi)/(n — 1), where Ei

are i.i.d. random variables, independent of the (positive) observations

Xi (i — 1,..., n) (for n = 1 RAM is just xi). The distribution of the Ei

is exponential with parameter 1. Oehlert proves the asymptotie equiva¬
lence to the arithmetic mean and that for finite n and skew populations
the MSE is usually smaller than for the arithmetic mean. Furthermore

the RAM has a sensitivity curve which is logarithmic in the largest Ob¬

servation. This logarithmic sensitivity is quantitatively better than the

linear sensitivity of the arithmetic mean. But "unfortunately it is not

the case that as two x values increase they will have logarithmic influ¬
ence. The RAM estimator is linear in the second largest Observation."

[Oehlert 1985, p.1422]. Oehlert reports some simulations with contami¬

nated exponential distributions and sample sizes n = 10,30,100, where

the RAM is superior to the arithmetic mean and a trimmed mean and

partly superior to an adaptively shrunken mean. At a pure exponential
distribution with parameter 1 the RAM has efficiency 1.065 (n = 10)
and 1.009 (n = 100) compared with the arithmetic mean. Contami¬

nated with 10% gross errors from an exponential distribution with 5

times larger scale the efficiency is considerably better than that of the

arithmetic mean at low n (1.650 at n = 10) but drops fast with in¬

creasing n (1.085 at n = 100). If the gross errors occur only in 5% of

the observations the gains are a bit smaller but do not drop as fast

with increasing n. The RAM performs well in these examples. Since

the definition involves the exponential distribution the Performance on

other distributions than the exponential would be interesting. A major
drawback of the RAM is that it is not very intuitive. It is restricted
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to positive random variables. Flexibility may be gained by replacing
the exponential distribution in its definition by other suitable distribu¬

tions. Oehlert proposes certain Gamma distributions to get logarithmic
sensitivity against more than one outlier.

M-estimators under the Prediction Approach: The prediction

approach [Royall 1970] uses stochastic models for the population to pre¬

dict the total of the present realisation of the model. Linear models

and linear estimators are used. Aspects of the sensitivity and robusti-

fication against model misspecification are investigated for example in

[Royall and Herson 1973] and reviewed in [Iachan 1984]. In an article

[Chambers 1986] based on his Ph.D. thesis [Chambers 1982] Chambers

develops an outlier-robustification of the prediction approach using M-
estimators.

Chambers distinguishes representative and nonrepresentative outliers.

A representative outlier "is a sample element with a value that has been

correctly recorded and that cannot be regarded as unique. In partieular,
there is no reason to assume that there are no more similar outliers

in the nonsampled pari of ihe population." A nonrepresentative out¬

lier "is typically associated with a sample datum that is either incorrect

(due, for example, io errors in coding) or is unique to the partieular
population element involved." [Chambers 1986, p. 1063]. The distine¬

tion is important because the population values that are represented by
representative outliers must be included in the population mean while

nonrepresentative outliers should be corrected or downweighted. Thus

a coding error is edited and imputed while a correct but unique Ob¬

servation Stands for it alone (i.e. gets weight 1 instead of N/n in an

estimator of the total in simple random sampling).

Chambers' distinetion in representative and nonrepresentative outliers

is somewhat loose because even if the population is known it is not clear

without further speeification whether a partieular Observation in a sam¬

ple is representative or not (essentially every value is unique!). In prac¬

tice the Classification in representative and nonrepresentative outliers is

made after the sample survey and without knowing the population. It

is not easy. In fact on top of the well known problem of outlier diagnos¬
tics there is the problem of diagnosing whether an identified outlier is

representative or not. And what about nonrepresentative outliers which

are not identified as outliers? In spite of these problems the distinetion

of representative and nonrepresentative outliers is an interesting con-
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cept. The main point is that behind the idea of representative outliers

Stands the choice of the population mean as characteristic of interest.

The notion of a nonrepresentative outlier can be seen as a justification
for the heavy downweighting of an outlier without giving up the popu¬

lation mean as characteristic of interest. The meaning of representative
and nonrepresentative outliers can be made precise in a contamination

model. I define two criteria for judging estimators ofthe mean based on

two characteristies of interest under a contamination model in section

2.2. In section 2.4.1 I develop an estimator which is motivated by the

idea of a gradual transition from representative to nonrepresentative.

Chambers treats only representative outliers but does not assume that

they are already identified. He assumes a regression through the origin
model with known variance s. depending on the auxiliary variable a...

In his thesis more general Setups are also treated. The best (minimum
variance) linear unbiased estimator of the total yy, of a variable y,- is

Tls = _C» Vi + ßLS _Cc/\j x«> where ßhs is the weighted least Squares

estimator of the slope and the summations extend over the sampled

(s) and nonsampled (U \ s) units (cf. [Royall 1970]). Chambers robus-

tifies Tls by an estimator T„ which stabilizes the distribution of the

prediction error Tn — yu»- The estimator is of the form

Tn = J2v* + ßY.Xi + X>.V4(2/.- - 4*.-)/*]. (1-3)

with Wi = (i»/s.)(£\etn, xj)/d2a xj/sj) anc- ß 1S a r°bust estimator

of the slope. The third term is an estimate of the difference of the

total of the unsampled units to its expeetation under the model. ß
is a Huber-type regression estimator, which is robust against residual

outliers but not robust against outliers in x (leverage points). Neither

is the third term of (1.3) robust against leverage points. This drawback

of Chambers' estimator could be overcome by using bounded-influence

regression (cf. [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 315]).

Chambers derives the asymptotie bias and variance of T„ under a gross

error model and discusses the eoiee of tf) under this model. In general
(nonsymmetric situations) there is a trade-off between asymptotie bias

and variance. Chambers uses suitable classes of ¦¦/'-funetions which are

parametrized by tuning constants and then minimizes the asymptotie
variance with the side condition of a bound on the asymptotie bias.

The asymptotie bias may be estimated such that the procedure becomes

partly adaptive. Since the analysis is restricted to a special gross error
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model it is not clear whether and how the results may be extended to

a füll neighborhood of the kernel model.

In a Simulation study with a real population Chambers tests his esti¬

mators. He uses different smooth .-/»-funetions for the robust estima¬

tor of the slope and for the third term in (1.3). The sample size is

n = 55. The estimator T„ reaches sampling MSE-efficiency 3.83 (fixed
tuning constants) and 3.37 (adapted tuning constants) relative to a

Horvitz-Thompson strategy. For a stratified random sample the rela¬

tive efficiency is 2.18 (fixed tuning constants) and 1.76 (adapted tuning

constants). Thus in this example, which is assumed to be a possible
realisation of the considered gross error model, Chambers' estimators

perform well.

A drawback is the somewhat eomplicated form (1.3). It is not clear

why two different ^--funetions enter the estimator: one for the robust

estimator which downweights the residuals and another one for down-

weighting the same residuals in the third term of (1.3). The adaption
is not transparent but apparently works well.

Ratio Estimators: Hampel [Hampel 1985] treats the weighted LS-

estimators in the regression through the origin model EY = ßx with

residual variance v(x) = xha2. The estimator under 6 = 0, i.e. for con¬

stant variance, is ßi = J2s Vixil _Cs xl- ^or 6 = 1 it is the ratio estima¬

tor ßn = ys/xs and for 6 = 2 the mean of ratios ßm —

i £.5 y./x..
These estimators are widely used in sampling. For 6 = 0 and 6 = 1

large x-values are leverage points while for 6 = 2 small x< are lever¬

age points. This is intuitively clear from the form of the estimators.

Hampel's (empirical) influence funetion formalizes and quantifies this

intuition.

Rivest and Rouillard investigate resistant ratio estimators under sim¬

ple random sampling without replacement [Rivest and Rouillard 1991].
They use different types of robustifications (Huber-type, Hampel-
Krasker and Mallows-type, cf. [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 315]) with fixed

scale and tuning constants. The estimators are investigated in a Monte

Carlo study with samples of size n = 20 and 30 from 5 populations

ranging from well behaved to heavily contaminated. The MSE effieien¬

eies relative to the ratio estimator range from 0.91 to 2.80. Gains can

be obtained when the coefficient of Variation of the ratio estimator is

not too small. An analysis of the resistant estimators conditional on

the number of outliers in the sample shows that the smaller overall bias
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of the ratio-estimator is composed of conditional biases which are often

larger than for the resistant estimators.

Based on a finite sample influence funetion and an estimator of the sam¬

pling variance developed in [Gwet and Rivest 1990] Rivest and Rouil¬

lard propose different estimators of the MSE of their resistant ratio

estimators. The estimator of the squared bias always involves the pure

ratio estimator. Different corrections of the overestimation due to the

squaring are applied. The MSE-estimator and coverage probabilities
of confidence intervals based on them are investigated by Monte Carlo

simulations. Without correction the MSE-estimators have a positive
bias.

Rivest and Rouillard propose to use several values of the tuning constant

before choosing one finally. The theory is developed for simple random

sampling only (see section 4.5 for ratio estimators for complex samples).
A similar bias correction for the MSE-estimator could be used with

MER-estimators.

Multivariate Outliers: Little and Smith treat outliers and

missing data in certain positive multivariate continuous data

[Little and Smith 1987]. The variables are transformed throughout with

the natural logarithm in order to reduee skewness and to bring the distri¬

bution closer to normality. For each case a Mahalanobis distance (MD)
based on the observed items in the case is calculated. The covariance

matrix for the MD is estimated by the EM-algorithm (cf. the references

in [Little and Smith 1987]), where they use a robust M-estimator with

a redescending V'-function in the estimation step. A normal plot of the

Wilson-Hilferty transformed MDs shows possibly outlying cases. Inside

the outlying cases a stepwise leave-one-out procedure with the MD as

measure identifies the most outlying items. The identified outlier items

and missing items are imputed either as conditional means under the

assumption of multivariate normality (with the robust mean and covari¬

ance estimated beforehand), with random imputations according to the

same multivariate normal, or with a sort of matching of incomplete to

complete cases and with a simple model. The last procedure has certain

similarities with a sampling Bootstrap that I propose in section 4.2.5.

The cutoff values for deeiding when an MD is outlying are difficult to

set. Overediting may occur. The problem of breakdown of robust M-

estimators in high dimensions or any other robustness properties are not

investigated. The main goal is to provide complete and "representative"
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data sets.

Little and Smith compare the Performance of sample means, variances

and correlations in a Simulation study with contaminated data. Under

contaminated normal data their basic procedure has efficiency 1.11 for

sample means (2.67 for variances and 38.77 for correlations). The effi¬

eieneies are the ratio of the MSE of nonrobust EM-imputation divided

by the MSE of their procedures. In partieular the correlations and vari¬

ances seem to become much more efficient than with the nonrobustified

EM-algorithm. With uncontaminated data their basic procedure has

efficiency losses of less than 2% for means, variances and correlations.

The sampling context is not mentioned. All samples seem to be simple
random samples.

1.5 Two criteria for mean-estimators

The MSE is a natural eriterion to judge the Performance of an esti¬

mator. Other loss funetions may be appropriate in certain situations

but the quadratic loss is basic. The MSE has the advantage of the

decomposition into variance -f squared bias.

The discussion about nonrepresentative outliers in section 1.4 makes it

clear that the mean of a "representable" part of the population may be

the better estimand than the mean of the whole population. I formalize

the "nonrepresentable" part of a population by the contamination in

a contamination model (see section 2.2). The mean of a representable

part of a distribution is not neeessarily the same as the mean of the

uncontaminated distribution because there could be representative con¬

tamination. (The practical side of this problem is the difficult decision

of the survey statistician whether an outlier is representative or not. In

practice every outlier above some vague cutoff is deemed nonrepresenta¬
tive and is disregarded or edited and imputed. Implicitly the editing of

outliers changes the estimand too.) Since the representable part of the

population is unknown and eomplicated to formulate, the mean of the

uncontaminated part of the population may stand for it in simulations

or theoretical investigations. This amounts to saying that if one consid¬

ers the possibility of nonrepresentative outliers then all contamination

is nonrepresentative.

I keep open the two possibilities that a contamination is representative
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or not. Thus if contamination is present I consider two different esti¬

mands, each legitimate on its own: the expeetation ofthe contaminated

distribution and the expeetation of the uncontaminated distribution.

The latter is the characteristic which would be estimated in classical

robustness where a good description of the bulk of the data is wanted.

I call the MSE with respeet to the contaminated mean "representative"
MSE (MSE-R) and the MSE with respeet to the uncontaminated mean

"nonrepresentative" MSE (MSE-N). I want to develop estimators which

are good in MSE-R and MSE-N at the same time.

1.6 Overview

Chapter 2 treats the nonparametric estimation of the expeetation of a

random variable. The minimum estimated risk estimator is introduced

formally in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Its asymptotie properties are dis¬

cussed in section 2.1.3. The breakdown point ofthe MER-estimator is

zero. Its sensitivity curve is linear for large x but with smaller slope
than for the arithmetic mean (section 2.1.4). In section 2.2 the two

Performance criteria MSE-R and MSE-N are defined for contamination

models. Some preliminary calculations of the minimum of the asymp¬

totie MSE V(F, fc) + (T(F, fc) - p{F))2 for known Gamma distributions

F are reported in section 2.3. Four variants of the MER-estimator are

proposed (section 2.4). The MER2-estimator (section 2.4.1) has a risk

estimator which downweights the bias part if the arithmetic mean is too

far away from a robust location estimator. The MER2-estimator has

finite sample breakdown point larger than zero but is still consistent for

the population mean. The MER3-estimator (section 2.4.2) is based on

an estimated risk which downweights the bias part if the M-estimator

itself does not downweight too much data. The EER-estimator (section
2.4.3) is the M-estimator with the lowest tuning constant among the

tuning constants which yield an estimated MSE which is smaller than

the empirical variance. The MVBB-estimator (section 2.4.4) minimizes

only the variance estimate but only among the M-estimators with a

relative bias estimate below a prechosen bound.

BM-estimators (section 2.5) are derived from the estimating equation
of an M-estimator which is augmented by a penalty. The penalty is a

bounded funetion of a standardized bias estimate. Consisteney, break¬

down point and influence funetion of BM-estimators are discussed. The
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last section 2.6 of chapter 2 treats TM-estimators which are a general¬
ization of Huber's proposal 1.

Chapter 3 describes the simulations with the estimators of chapter 2.

Details of the computation of the estimators are described in section

3.2. The Simulation setup and control is described in sections 3.3 and

3.4. The results of the simulations are Condensed to figures and to tables

in appendix C. The figures are explained in section 3.5 and guidelines
for the comparison of the estimators are established. The results are

discussed in sections 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.

In chapter 4 the M-estimation for complex samples from finite popula¬
tions is developed. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator, which is the only
linear unbiased estimator for "inclusion with probability proportional
to size" (IPPS) samples, is expressed as a LS-functional in a regres¬

sion through the origin model and then robustified accordingly (section
4.2.1). A sensitivity curve of the robustified HT-estimator is derived

(section 4.2.2). Two approximations to the variance of the robustified

HT-estimator are proposed in section 4.2.3. Three estimators of the

variance are proposed in section 4.2.4. Specific problems with the sen¬

sitivity to the auxiliary variable are treated in sections 4.2.6 and 4.2.8.

MER-estimation is more difficult because weighting is done in the fae¬

tor and residual space (section 4.2.7). Exact results ofan example with

samples of size 3 and simulations with samples of size 16 are reported
in sections 4.2.9 and 4.2.10. Stratified sampling is a special case of

an IPPS design. The robustification needs a one-way analysis of vari¬

ance model but the variance estimation becomes simpler than for the

general robustified HT-estimator (section 4.3). The robustification of

the Hansen-Hurwitz estimator for drawing with probability poportional
to size and with replacement is discussed in section 4.4. Robust ratio

estimators are treated as a generalisation of robustified HT-estimators

(section 4.5).
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Infinite populations

2.1 Minimum estimated risk estimation

2.1.1 Definition of the MER-estimator

Let Ti denote the set of probability distributions with existing and

finite moments up to order i. Let X_,.. .,Xn be independent identieally
distributed random variables with distribution funetion F, where F 6

.7-2- I need different assumptions about the distribution at different

places but basically the procedure works with the distributions in T2.

If not mentioned explicitely I assume Fg^.

My goal is to estimate the mean of F: p(F) = EpXi = f x dF(x).
The arithmetic mean (AM) of X-.,..., X„ is Xn — j: Ya-zi X* = M-^»)-
It is a simple and an intuitive moment estimator. It is even the best

linear unbiased estimator due to the Gauss-Markov Theorem for all F G

T2 and it is the Maximum-Likelihood Estimator (ML-estimator) and

minimum variance unbiased for normal and exponential distributions.

But the AM may be inefficient. The Gauss-Markov theorem assures

optimality only in the restricted class of linear unbiased estimators and

there may be nonlinear or biased estimators that are much more efficient

than the AM (cf. e.g. [Hampel 1989]). Fisher in [Fisher 1922, §10]
discusses the efficiency of the method of moments in fitting Pearsonian

curves. He gives a graph [Fisher 1922, p. 346] of the Pearsonian system

27
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that shows how special the normal distribution is. In fact the (absolute)
efficiency of the arithmetic mean is 100% only at the normal curve and

drops dramaticaUy for Pearson curves outside a neighborhood of the

normal.

Furthermore the AM is not robust (cf. section 1.1). The non-robustness

is intimately connected with the choice of the population mean as char¬

acteristic of interest. I motivated in section 1.2 the use of location

M-estimators to beat the AM as an estimator of the expeetation p(F)
in MSE-efficiency when outliers are present or when the distribution is

skew. In the following I introduce what I call minimum estimated risk

estimators, which are adaptive M-estimators, formally.

Consider a parametric set of funetions ty = {^(x.fc) : fc € K), where

K = [fco, oo], for some fc0 > 0 is the set of parameters. I usually do not

call fc a parameter but a tuning constant to avoid any confusion with

the concept of parameters in probability distributions. A suitable set

i_? (see page 29 for assumptions on ty) induces a set of M-estimators

T := {_T(_Fn, fc) : fc £ K}, where an estimator _T(_F„,fc) is a Solution of

the defining equation

n

Y,Tl>(Xi-T,k) = Q. (2.1)
»=i

If an estimator T must be unbiased for p{F) at all F then it must be

linear in the observations and the best of these estimators is the AM. To

allow a wider class of estimators I accept a bias for finite or even infinite

sample size. A convenient risk is then the mean squared error (MSE)
EF[(T(Fn) - p(F))2], which I called representative MSE (MSE-R) in

section 2.2. Obviously other loss funetions are possible. The quadratic
loss is suitable because it splits up into variance and bias which are

directly estimable. For the absolut distance loss |x — p\ the risk must

be estimated by resampling methods ([Leger and Romano 1989b]). The

problem of estimation of the risk is postponed to the next section. Sup¬

pose for the moment that we have for all fc 6 K an estimator R(Fn, fc)
ofthe risk funetion R(F,k).

Definition 1 (MER-estimators) Consider a class T of M-

estimators T(F„,k) and corresponding risk estimators R(Fn,k). Lei

R(Fn, •) lake on its minimum on a (nonempty) set Km(Fn) C K. Then
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the estimator

M(F„) = T(Fn, km(Fn)) with km(Fn) = inf Km(Fn) (2.2)

is called Minimum Estimated Risk estimator (MER-estimator).

Since Km(Fn) C K and K is closed km(F„) e K, such that the MER-

estimator is well defined.

In contrast to M-estimation in parametric models the ^-funetion cannot

be chosen to have an optimal form because the underlying distribution

is assumed unknown. The set ty must be chosen on other grounds.

Let the -0-functions in ty fulfill the following

assumptions:

1. i>(x,k) is continuous in x and fc.

2. yj(x,k) is monotone increasing in x from strictly negative to

strictly positive values and ip(0, fc) = 0 Vfc € K.

3. The derivative with respeet to x, ifi(x,k), exists Vfc and is con¬

tinuous in x and fc almost everywhere (with respeet to Lebesgue
measure).

4. \xj)(x, fc)| < |x| and \\j>i(x, fc)| < c for all (x, fc) € R x K.

liirijfctoo il>(x, fc) = x Vx € R and limfcfoo t}>i(x, fc) = 1 Vx € R.

5. rl>(j,k) = tp(x, kS)/6 and ipi(j,k) = -^(-r, .fc-5) for all (x,fc)and
for 6 > 0.

Assumptions 1 and 2 ensure that the Solution of (2.1) is an interval

whose midpoint may be taken as estimate T(F„,k). Assumption 2

excludes so called redeseending V-functions which may have multiple
solutions for (2.1). I didn't work with redescenders because of this

nonuniqueness though this could be overcome by defining T(Fn, fc) as

the Solution nearest to the AM. Assumption 3 ensures that the estimate

of the asymptotie variance (1.2) is an almost everywhere continuous

funetion of fc. Assumption 4 ensures that the AM is in T (cf. Lemma

2). I require this because any consistent estimator of the mean must

converge stochastically to the AM. Assumption 5 ensures the scale-

equivariance of the MER-estimator (cf. Lemma 5).

Some classes of -0-functions are
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• Asymmetric Huber:

tyoffu» = {4>(x, k) = min(x, fc) : fc > 0}

• Symmetrie Huber:

*»ffu» = {$(x, k) = max(-fc, min(x, fc)) : fc > 0}

• Asymmetric exponential:

*a£rP = {#*¦¦•<•) = *1{* < 0} + fc(l-exp(-x/fc))l{x > 0} : fc >

0}

• Symmetrie exponential:

*,Exp = {i>(x, fc) = fc(l - exp(-|x|/fc))sgn(x) : fc > 0}

• Asymmetric sine:

VaSin = {Wx>k) = xlix < 0} + fcsin(x/fc)l{0 < x < fc7r/2} +
fcl{x > fc7r/2} : fc > 0}

• Symmetrie sine:

ty,s.n = Wx,k) = fcsin(x/fc)l{|x| < fc7r/2} + fcl{|x| > fc?r/2} :

fc>0}

For all these ty-classes the parameter fc = 0 must be excluded, such

that fco > 0. The (symmetric) Huber ^-funetion yields the translation

equivariant estimator which minimizes the asymptotie variance over the

symmetric e-contaminated normal distributions [Huber 1964, p. 82]. It

also optimally bounds the gross error sensitivity at the normal distri¬

bution [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 120]. If the observed random variables

are positive it is natural to choose an asymmetric ^-funetion except
where the skewness is near to zero. The symmetric and asymmetric
Huber V-functions are very simple funetions but they have an edge, i.e.

they are not differentiable at ifc or fc. The exponential V-ftmctions
are everywhere differentiable and since all higher derivatives exist they
are very smooth. This could result in a better Performance of the es¬

timator of the asymptotie variance. A (computational) disadvantage
of ipsExp and tßaExp is that they do not reaeh the bound fc for finite

x. This is achieved by the sine tp-funetions, which are still everywhere
differentiable.

Of course there are V>-clcisses with more than one tuning constant (see
for example section 4.2). One can even estimate the underlying density
funetion, which amounts to an infinite set of constants. I want to keep
the amount of adaptivity low because optimization in more than one
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dimension is difficult. Besides that every estimated tuning constant

introduces further variability into the final estimator. This additional

variability may outweigh the efficiency gain due to the better adaption.

2.1.2 Estimation of the mean squared error and

scale equivariance

Consider the variance and the bias part of the MSE of a M-estimator:

R(F,k,n) = EF[(T(Fn,k)-p(F))2]
= EF[(T(Fn,k)-EFT(Fn,k))2]

+(EFT(Fn,k)-p(F))2
=: VarFT(F„,fc) + ß(T(F„,fc))2.

The square Bias is estimated by

B(T(Fn,k))2 = (T(Fn,k)-Xn)2. (2.3)

If T(F, fc) is unique then B2 is a consistent estimator of B2 [Huber 1981,

Corollary 2.2]. But the basic limitations to the robustness ofthe MER-

estimator enter in this estimator of the Bias. It is the AM in B which

is not robust. Of course other estimators might replaee the AM but

the only estimator which is a functional of the empirical distribution

funetion and unbiased for p(F) VF £ T2 is the AM.

The variance of T(Fn,k) is estimated by its asymptotie variance at the

empirical distribution funetion. (Some resampling method would be an

alternative.) The asymptotie variance is

V(F k) - E,W(X F k)2 -
^i>(X-T(F,k),k)2

V(F, fc)
-

E,IF(X, F, fc) -

{EFMX_T{Fjklk)r
(2-4)

Here 1F(X, F,k) is the influence funetion of T(F,k)
[Hampel et al. 1986]:

lH*'*'k)-
ftPi(x-T(F,k),k)dF(x)'

(2"5)

The influence funetion exists under general conditions, in partieular that

its denominator is nonzero and that differentiation and integration of
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ip(x) may be interchanged. References to conditions under which the

asymptotie variance exists and equals (2.4) are in [Hampel et al. 1986].

I use as an estimator of n ¦ VarF(T(Fn,k))

V(Fn,k) = -^—^lF(Xt,Fn,k)2
n

»=i

nh-y=irP(X,-T(Fn,k),k)2
tiT:=iMXk-T(Fn,k),k)y

{- >

In the following Lemma on the consisteney of V(F„,k) and whenever

asymptotie calculations involving V(Fn, fc) are made I replaee the faetor

jj^Y by £. The reason for using j-4-^- is that if the V-function is the

identity the variance estimator V(Fn.k) = s2 = ^j- _)"=i(-^_ — -^n)2
is the empirical variance.

Lemma 1 Let T(F,k) be unique and finite. Let xp(x,k) and V>i(x,fc)
be uniformly continuous tn x and let V(F, fc) < oo. Then the estima¬

tor V(Fn,k) converges almost surely (a.s.) to the asymptotie variance

V(F,k), i.e.

P[ lim V(Fn, fc) = V(F, fc)] = 1. (2.7)
n—»-oo

Proof: EFi>(X - T(F,k),k)2 exists and is finite because \i>(X -

T(F,k)\2 < \X - T(F,k)\2 and F £ T2. By the strong law of large
numbers \ £"=1 ip(X, - T(F,k),k)2 —+ EFiP(X - T(F,k),k)2 a.s..

T(Fn,k) converges almost surely to T(F,k) [Huber 1981, Corollary

2.2]. Due to the uniform continuity of ip(-,k) there is to e > 0 a

6 > 0 such that |V>(x - T(F„,fc),Jfc)2 - iP(y -T(F,k),k)2\ < e for all

(x,y) with |x - y| < 6. Thus \^Y."=i« - r(F„,fc),fc)2 - rp'Xt -

T(F, fc), fc)2| < 1 Er=i M*. ~ T(Fn, fc), fc)2 - tP(X, - T(F, fc), fc)2| < e

if \T(F, fc) - T(Fn,k)\ < S. Therefore I ^=11>{*- ~ T(Fn,k), fc)2 -

n E,n=i Hxi - T(F, fc), fc)2 almost surely. Together it follows, that

- f>(X, - T(F„, fc), fc)2 —. EFi,{X - T(F, fc), Jfc)2 a.s. .

n,=i

By the same arguments the a.s. convergence of i _T»=i V'iC-^« —

T(Fn,k),k) to EFipi(X - T(F,k),k) follows. Now /(x,y) =
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x/y2 is continuous in x and y and therefore £• _}"=1 V'(-^» —

r(F„, fc),k)2/(-\ ELi ^i(^-r(F„, fc), fc))2 converges a.s. to EFV(X-

T(F, fc), fc)2/(EfMX - T(F, fc), fc))2 = V(F, fc). D

The condition of uniform continuity of x\> and V-i in the preeeeding
Lemma is too strong. It is possible to work with continuity and bound-

edness only. The important example of the Huber ^-funetion has not

even a continuous ipi but it is easy to show that V(F„, fc) is still consis¬

tent if F has no point mass at T(F, fc) - fc or T(F, fc) + fc:

1
n

- Yl *'«*-a(X- ~ T(Fm k), k) - rl>,Hub,i(Xi - T(F, fc), fc)
t=i

< IjH \**«u.,i(Xi - T(Fn, fc), fc) - ißiHub,i(Xi - T(F, fc), fc)|
»=i

n
.

»=i

where An = {T(F, fc) - fc < x < T(Fn, fc) - fc} U {T(Fn, fc) + fc < x <

^F,fc) + fc} U {T(Fn, fc) - fc < x < T(F, fc) - fc} U {T{F, fc) + fc <

* < t(f„, fc) + fc} = {t(f, fc) - fc ± |r(F„, fc) - r(F, fc)|} u {r(F, fc) +
fc ± \T(F„,k) — T(F, fc)|} in an obvious notation. Due to the strong

consisteney of T(Fn, fc) there is to every h £ N a n0 £ N such that

for all n > n0 a.s. I £?=11{^„} < ± _?=1 1{* 6 {T(F, fc) ± fc ±

1/h}} and this sum converges a.s. to P[{T(F, fc) ± fc ± 1/h}} due to

the strong law of large numbers. If P[{T(F, fc) ± fc}] = 0 we can make

P[{T(F, fc)±fc±l//i}] eis small as we want, getting a decreasing sequence

of sets Bj = {limi]T"=11{A„} < 1/j'}, j £ N, each with probability
1. Finally P[flieN Bj] = lim,-..«, P[Bj) = 1.

Lemma 2 Let |-0(x,fc)| < |x| and |t/>i(x,fc)| < c for all (x,fc) £ R x

K and for some 0 < c < oo. Let limfc-jo,. xj>(x, fc) = x Vx £ R and

lim]4;-4--» il>i(x, fc) = 1 Vx £ R. Then

k

lim T(F,k) = p(F), VFG^i,

lim F(F, fc) = a2(F) := /(x2 - p(F)) dF(x), VF G T_.
k-*tX, J
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Proof: If F is an empirical distribution funetion F„ the two state¬

ments follow immediately from the convergence of -^(x, •) and i>i(x, •).
More generally consider an e > 0.

J V>(* - t-{F) + e, fc) dF{x) *^°° j(x - p(F) + 0 dF{x) = e

due to |V>(x,fc)| < |x| and dominated convergence. The same holds for

—e instead of -fe such that there is a fci with

f ip(x - p(F) - e, fc) dF(x) < 0 < / i>(x - p{F) + e, fc) dF(x)

if fc > fci. But then |T(F,fc) - u(F)| < e for fc > fci, which proves the

first assertion.

Consider

V(F,k) = ftP(x-T(F,k),k)2 dF{x)/{fi>i{x-T{F,k),k)2 dF(x))2.
The convergence ofthe numerator to a2(F) = j(x—p(F)) dF(x) follows

from the convergence of T(F, fc) to p(F) and like above due to dominated

convergence. The denominator converges due to \ipi(x,k)\ < c for all

(x,k) £Ü,x K and due to dominated convergence to (jr-imi_00 ^i(x —

p(F),k)dF(x))2 = l. D

The conditions of Lemma 2 are assumption 4 (page 29). For V(F„, fc)
with the faetor j^y the convergence to the empirical variance s2 follows.

For small fc V(Fn, fc) may become infinite due to a vanishing denomi¬

nator. Even before this collapse the bias and variance of V(Fn,k) may

be large. Thus in practice it may be necessary to restrict the set K

such that at least y/n observations get füll weight, as Huber suggests

[Huber 1964, p. 96], or even that at least n/2 of the observations get

füll weight. It may also happen that V(F, fc) becomes infinite due to a

vanishing denominator. Then theoretical problems arise. For simpiic¬

ity I assume that fco = fco(F) is chosen large enough such that fc > fco

implies f i>i(x - T(F, fc), fc) dF(x) ^ 0.

Now the squared bias and the variance estimator are combined:

Definition 2 The estimated risk ofa M-estimator T_{Xi,. ..,Xn) =

T{Fn,k)is

r{Fn,k,n) = V(Fn,k) + n(T(Fn,k) - _Y„)2. (2.8)
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The risk estimator r estimates n times the MSE. This doesn't change
the minimum problem. The advantage is to work directly with esti¬

mators of the asymptotie variance. Usually I omit the third argument

n, writing r(Fn,k,n) = r(Fn,k) such that only the n of the empirical
distribution funetion reminds of n. The variance and the bias are con¬

sistently estimated by the corresponding estimators in r(Fn,k,n). But

since the bi^ term is multiplied by a faetor n the estimated risk tends

to infinity with n whenever |T(F, fc) - p(F)\ > 0.

Lemma 3 Let rp and rpi be continuous in R x U(ki), where U(ki) is a

neighborhood of some fci £ K, let T(F„,fci) be a Solution of

5>(X.--T,Jb_.) = 0

»=i

with __"_i ipi{Xi — T, fci) ^ 0. Then T(F„,k) is unique and continuous

at fci and r(Fn,k,n) is continuous at k\.

Proof: r(F„,fc) is implicitly defined by A(_T,fc) = £"=i -0(_Y_ -

T(Fn,k)) = 0. Now A(T,fc) and £\(T,k) = -£ ViPQ - T(F„,fc))
are continuous and ^ 0 at fci. Therefore T(Fn, fc) is unique and contin¬

uous at fci. V(Fn, fc) is a rational funetion of continuous funetions and

therefore it ist continuous if Y. *l>i(Xi — T(Fn,fc))^0. ü

Lemma 4 If the conditions of Lemma 3 hold for all fc £ K then

r(Fn,k) attains its global minimum over K on a set Km(F„) C K.

Proof: Due to Lemma 2 it holds that

lim r(F„, fc) = lim V(Fn, fc) + n ( lim T(Fn, fc) - Xn)2 = s2 + 0.
fc—»oo fc—4-O0 i—--oo

Suppose infk r(F„,fc) < s2. Then there is a fci < oo such

that r(Fn,k) > inf# r(F„,k) Vfc > k%. The continuous funetion

r(Fn,k) takes on its global minimum on the interval [fco, fci]- Suppose
inf/f r(Fn,k) > s2. Then the infimum over K is s2 and is attained at

fc = oo. D

This Lemma makes the MER-estimator well defined in the case of a

continuous risk estimate r(F„,fc). The assumptions on the r/'-funetion
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only ensures that there are at most a finite number of discontinuities

of r(F„,fc). Thus Lemma 4 cannot be applied. This is no problem in

practice and for theoretical investigations the minimum set Km(Fn) in

the definition (1) ofthe MER-estimator may be replaced by K'm(Fn) =

{k £ K : r(F„,k) < miKr(Fn,k) + e} for some small c > 0. This

K'm(Fn) is not empty because r(F„, fc) > 0 and 0 < s2 < oo.

The definition of the MER-estimator could take into account that

r(Fn,k) is an estimate. But a confidence band for R(F, k,n) would

involve estimates of fourth moments which are not very reliable. It

may be more interesting to require that a minimal reduetion must be

obtained say (s2 — r(Fn, fcm))/r(F„, fcm) > a to accept T(F„, fcm) oth¬

erwise the AM would be preferred. In partieular for risks that are flat

around a minimum which is only marginally lower than s2 this could

be more efficient in MSE-R.

M-estimators of location need a scale estimate to become scale equiv¬
ariant. This may make the variance estimator V(F„, fc) biased (cf. sec¬

tion 3.2.3) The MER-estimator does not need a scale-estimate if the

.-/"-funetion fulfills the conditions in the following Lemma, which are as¬

sumption 5 on page 29. These conditions hold for all the funetions in

section 2.1.1.

Lemma 5 The MER-estimator is scale-equtvariani tf for all x and k

tf(?. k) = Hxi k6)/6 and V-i(t- fc) = ipi(x> kS). (2.9)
o o

Proof: Let Y = X/6 with distribution funetion Gn ¦ T(Gn, fc) is de¬

fined by £>(X,/* -T(Gn,k),k) = }_>(*. - ST(Gn,k),k6) = 0.

Therefore T(Gn,k) = T(Fn,k6)/6. Now

r(Gn,k)

(l±MX>-T(Fn>k6\k)f
n ¦*—;* 0

1=1

T(Fn,k6)-Xn3

+„( _ )

= r(Fn,k6)/62.
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Thus fcm(G„) = km(Fn)/6 and M(Gn) = T(G„,fcm(G„)) =

T(Fn,km(Gn)6)/S = T(Fn,km(F„))/6 = M(Fn)/6. a

I call V'-functions which fulfill the conditions of the preeeeding Lemma

equivariant.

2.1.3 Consisteney and asymptotie behavior of the

MER-estimator

In this section I prove the consisteney of the MER-estimator for the

expeetation p(F). I assume that the conditions on the ^-funetions (p.
29) are fulfilled. The M-estimators involved must be continuous as a

funetion of the tuning constant. Lemma 3 ensures this if in partieular

ip(x, • and rpi(x, •) are continuous on K. The next Lemma shows that

for the Huber ^--funetions, which have one or two discontinuities, the

functional T(F, fc) fulfills a Lipschitz-eondition in fc and is continuous

therefore.

Lemma 6 Lei F £ Ti and let T(F,k) be unique. Let ip(x,k) be piece¬
wise linear in x and fc. Let \frp2(x — T(F, fc),fc)| dF(x) < ci and

| / ipi(x - T(F, fc), fc)| dF{x) > c2 for all k £ K. Then

\T(F, fc2) - T(F, fci)| < ^|fc2 - fci|. (2.10)
C2

Proof: The second derivatives of tp(x, fc) vanish and therefore

0 = J(tP(x-T(F,k2),k2)-iP(x-T(F,ki),ki))dF(x)
= J(~MX ~ T(F, fci), fci)(T(F, fc2) - T(F, fci)) dF(x)

+ f tp2{x - T(F, fci), fci)(fc2 - fci) dF{x).

It follows that

ITYFJO TYFfcl -
kfMt-nF.kii.ktidFjz)

|T(F,fc2)-T(F,fci|
-

\fMx_T{Ftkl)tkl)dFix)\\k>-ki\
< -\k2-ki\.

c2
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For the Huber V>-functions ipsHub and ipaHub the constant ci = 1. The

second constant may need a large enough fco- If F(x) is strictly mono¬

tone then any fco > 0 ensures the existence of such a c2. The distribution

funetion F may be the empirical distribution funetion Fn such that the

Lemma holds for the estimates T(Fn, fc). The next Lemma gives an ap¬

proximation of the funetion T(Fn, fc) with a finite number of grid points
of T(F, fc). Remember that due to Lemma 2 T(F„, fc) tends to the AM

and T(F, fc) to the expeetation for fc tending to infinity.

Lemma 7 Let e > 0 be given and let F £ T\. Lei T(F,k) be unique
and continuous on K. Lei %p(x,k) be monotone in k for each x. Then

there is a finite set of points {ki,...,k,,kr} and a (random) number

ni(e) such ihat for n > «i(e) it holds ihat

min{|T(F„,fc) - T(F,fci)|,..., \T(Fn, fc) - T(F, fcr)|,
\T(Fn,k)-p(F)\} < m

for every k £ K almost surely.

Proof: First I prove that there is a fcr < oo and a nr.(e) such that for

fc > fcr and for n > n0 the last inequality |T(F„, fc) — p(F)\ < e holds

almost surely.

Choose kp such that EF[|_Y. - p(F) + e| l{\Xi - p(F) + e| > kP}] < c/4
and EF[\Xi -p(F)-e\ l{|X,-/i(F)-e| > fcp}] < e/4. Such a fcp exists

because p(F) < oo. Choose a fc, such that sup^-^ \tp(x,kq) — x\ < e/4.
This is possible because on [—fcp,fcp] the convergence of tp(x,k) to x

is uniform due to the monotonicity of tp(x,-). Set fcr = max(fcp,fc?).
Choose n0 such that both £ _.?=1(|X-; - /u(F) - c| l{\Xi - u(F) - e\ >

kP} - EF[\Xi -p(F) - e\ l{\Xi - p(F) -e\> fcp}]) < e/4 and the same

equality for Xi — p(F) + c instead of Xi — p(F) — c hold almost surely.
Such an no exists due to the strong law of large numbers for the mean

of \Xi-p(F)±e\ l{\Xi-p(F)±e\ > fcp}. Now let fc > fcr and n > n0.

Then

\^^(^-^F)±^k)-lY(Xi-p(F)±e)\
n ¦r-T n •f-r

_=i »=i

< i £ \Xi - p(F) ± e\ l{\Xi - p(F) ±e\> fcp}
n,=i
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+- J2 \rp{Xi - p(F) ±e,k)- (Xi - p(F) ± e)|
ni=i

•l{\Xi-p(F)±e\<kp}

< ±-J2\Xi-p(F)±e\l{\Xi-p(F)±e\>kp}
ni=i

+ sup \xp(x,kq) -x|

< 2e/4 + e/4.

This implies that 1 Y.1=i tp(Xi - p + c, fc) > 0 and ± £"=1 HX* -

A*
-

e, fc) < 0. Therefore T(F„, fc) £ (p - e, p + <r).

Now the rest of the points fc,- are chosen. T(Fn, fc) is continuous in fc for

fc > fco and therefore uniformly continuous on [fco,fcr]. Thus there is a

S > 0 such that |T(F„, fci)-T(Fn, fc2)| < e/2 for all ku fc2 £ [fco, fcr] with

|fci — fc2| < 6. Choose the points fc,- (i = 1,..., s) equidistant on [fco, fcr]
with distance 6. Choose a ni > n0 such that |T(Fn, fc.)—T(F, fc.)| < e/2
for all i = l,...,s almost surely. Such a number ni exists because s

is finite and T(Fn, fcj) n~^*° T(F, fc) a.s.
, (i = 1,..., s). Now for every

fc £ [fco, fcr] there is a closest fc,- = fc.(fc) with |fc — fc.(fc)| < 6. For n > ni

|r(Fn,fc)-r(F,fc.(fc))| < \T(Fn,k)-T(Fn,ki(k))\

+\T(Fn,ki(k))-T(F,ki(k))\

< e/2 + e/2 a.s. .

D

The following theorem shows that the MER-estimator is strongly con¬

sistent for the population mean. A key condition is that the AM is a

member of the class of M-estimators induced by ty.

Theorem 1 (Consisteney) Let F £ T2 and T(F, fc) be unique Vfc

and continuous on K. Let tp(x, fc) be monotone in k for each x. Suppose
fco is such that for all fc > fc0 Ef[V>i(x — T(F, fc), fc)] > c for some c> 0.

Then the MER-estimator is strongly consistent for the mean, i.e.

P[ lim M(Fn) = p(F)] = 1.
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Proof:

V(F,k) = jtP(x-T(F,k),kfdF(x)

/(^JiPi(x-T(F,k),k)dF(x)\
< J(x-T(F,k))2dF(x)

/(^jiPi(x-T(F,k),k)dF(x)\
< [J(x - p(F))2 dF(x) + (T(F, fc) - p(F))2]

/(^JiPi(x-T(F,k),k)dF(x)Sj
= [a2(F) + (T(F,k)-p(F))2]

j(JtPi(x-T(F,k),k)dF(x)\
< oo

Thus the variance is bounded on K and therefore it will be enough
to consider the bias part of the risk to exclude tuning constants as

accumuluation points of fcm(F„).

Consider to e > 0 an element fc,- of the set of equidistant points

{fci,...,fc,} with distance 6 that was constructed in Lemma 7. For

every fc with |fc — fc.| < -5 it holds almost surely that

\T(Fn,k)-Xn\
= |T(Fn, fc) - T(F, ki) + T(F, ki)-p(F) + p(F) - Xn |
> |r(F,fcI)-ri(4f,)|-2e,

if n is larger than the ni of Lemma 7. If almost surely |T(F, fc,) —

p(F)\ > 2e for n > m then finally r(F„,k) = V(F„,k) +

n(T(Fn,k) - X„)2 > <x2(F) almost surely because V(Fn,k)_ ->

V(F,k) a.s. and nVarF(X„) — tr2(F) a.s.
,
while n(T(F„,k) - Xnf

diverges almost surely. This means that all fc with |fc — fc_] < 8 can

be excluded almost surely as points of aceumulation of the sequence

km(Fn)- Otherwise |T(F, fc,) - u(F)| < 2t.
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By this procedure all fc in the finite union of -5-neighborhoods of fc.'s

with |T(F, fc,) — p(F)\ > 2e can be excluded almost surely as points
of aceumulation of the sequence fcm(F„). For a fc in a -5-neighborhood
of the rest of the fcj's it holds that |T(F„,fc) - p(F)\ < |T(F„,fc) -

T(F, fcj(fc))| + |T(F, fc.(fc))-u(F)| < e+2e due to Lemma7. For fc larger
or equal the fcr constructed in Lemma 7 it holds directly that \T(Fn, fc)—
p(F)\ < e. Together P[Un. \ln>n,{\M(Fn) - p(F)\ < 1/j}] = 1 for

every j £ N. Since the set sequence Uni r\n>n,{\M(F>-)-l1(F)l < Vi}
is decreasing in j

PflU f]{\M(Fn)-p(F)\<l/j}]
j n_ n>ni

= .lim P[IJ f) {|M(F„) - p(F)\ < Vi}] = 1-

"l n>m

The next step after proving the consisteney of the MER-estimator is to

look at its asymptotie distribution. If y/n(M(F„) — X„) would tend to

0 a.s. then the MER-estimator would be asymptotically equivalent to

the AM, in partieular it would have the same asymptotie distribution

_A/"(0, <r2(F)). In the following I explain heuristieally what can really

happen.

Consider a fc with T(F, fc) — p(F) = 0. Such a fc is a candidate for an

aceumulation point of fcm(F„). Now

r(Fn,k)
= V(Fn,k)-rn(T(Fn,k)-Xn)2
= V(Fn,k)

+ {y^(nFn,k)-T(F,k))-^(Xn-p(F)))2. (2.11)

The second summand is a continuous mapping of two random variables

Zm = yü(T(Fn,k) - T(F, fc)) and Z2n = >(X„ - p(F)).

Because Zln/yß = ££?=! IF(Xitk, F) + oP(l/Jn) (cf. e.g.

[Huber 1981, Corollary 2.5]) (Zin,Z2n)T converges in distribution to

a bivariate normal variable

( Zl\^jkrJQ\v(F,k) P(k)
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The squared difference (Z\n —Z2n)2 tends in distribution to D(F, fc)2 ~

tj2Dx\ with <r2D(F, fc) = V(F, k)+a2(F)-2p(k). The variance of D(F, fc)
is zero only if Zi = Z2. The estimated risk converges in distribution to

a shifted x2 random variable:

r(Fn,fc)^V(F,fc) + D(F,fc)2.

There are four types of tuning constants :

1. {k£K

2. {fc € K

3. {k£K

4. {fc £ K

T(F,k)±p(F)}

T(F, fc) = p(F), o-2D(F, fc) > 0, V(F, fc) > a2(F)}

T(F, fc) = p(F), o-2D(F, fc) > 0, V(F, fc) < a2(F)}

T(F,k) = p(F),ty2D(F,k) = Q}

The sequence km(Fn) does not converge to a fc of type 1 or 2 because

such a fc is finally excluded due to the bias or due to the variance. If

there are fc's of type 3 then fcm(Fn) remains a random variable even

asymptotically. It is not clear what asymptotie distribution the MER-

estimator has in that case. If there are no fc's of type 3 then fcm(Fn)
converges to a fc of type 4 such that y/n(M(Fn) — Xn) —* 0 a.s.

,
i.e.

the MER-estimator is asymptotically equivalent to the AM.

2.1.4 Breakdown point and sensitivity curve of the

MER-estimator

The expeetation p(F) of a distribution F is a sensitive characteristic

[Bahadur and Savage 1956]. The reason is that the functional p(F) on

the space of probability measures is nowhere continuous, i.e. in every

(weak topology) neighborhood of any distribution exist distributions

with arbitrarily large expeetation. It follows that a consistent estima¬

tor of p(F) cannot be qualitatively robust (cf. [Hampel et al. 1986]).
In theorem 1 I have shown the consisteney of the MER-estimator for

p(F). Therefore the MER-estimator is not qualitatively robust and has

breakdown point 0. The influence funetion of the AM is x — p(F). For

finite sample size the behavior of the MER-estimator is different from

the AM. A finite sample version of the influence funetion for the MER-

estimator is necessary to detect differences to the AM. The sensitivity
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curve (SC) of an estimator Tn(X„) which is a member of a sequence

(r„)n,j^ of estimators for increasing sample sizes n is defined by

SC(x,T, n) = (n-{-1) [Tn+i(Xn, x) - Tn(Xn)].

The finite sample breakdown point of an estimator is the largest frac¬

tion of the data such that the estimator remains finite even if the

values of any such fraction of the data are changed arbitrarily (cf.
[Hampel et al. 1986, p. 98]). The following lemma shows that also

the finite sample breakdown point of the MER-estimator with ipaHub is

zero.

Lemma 8 Consider the MER-estimator with ipaHub- Its finite sample
breakdown point is 0 and its sensitivity curve has slope less than 0.5 for

large x.

Proof: Let 0 < x_, <
• • • < x„_i < x„ and denote T(xi,.. . ,x„;fc)

by T(k). T(Fn,k) is unique because ¦}- _."_i min(x. — f,fc) is strictly
monotone in t for t > xi

— fc. T(Fn, fc) is strictly monotone while at

least the largest Observation is downweighted because — _)"=1 min(x,- —

T(F„,fci),fc2) > i£r=imin(.r_ -r(FBlti),ifci) = 0 for fc2 > ki. Let

Kr, (r = 1,..., n — 1) be the intervals of tuning constants for which

exactly r observations are downweighted. These Kr do not overlap but

are contiguous. For fc £ Kr the Solution of Y^^ii1- ~ ^W) + rfc = 0

is T(k) = (_."=ir xi + rk)/(n - r) = xn_r + kr/(n - r) and

2 / 1
"~r \

r(f»'fc) = 7^r^(r3rDa:'-^-'--W(«-'-))2 + fc2rj
+n(x„_r + kr/(n - r) - x„)2.

For Ki this risk is minimised at fcim = (xn — x„_i)(n — l)/an, where

a = (n-{-n(n- l)2 + (n - l)3)/(n -1)3 > 2. Thus the M-estimator with

minimal estimated risk over Ki is T(fcim) = x„_i-f(x„—x„_i)/an. The

lowest fc in K\, say fci, is (x„_i — x„_i)(n - l)/n. Thus fcj and T(fci)
do not depend on x„ directly.

Now I show that T(fcim) is the MER-estimator for large enough x„.

For every fc < fci the variance part of the risk estimate does not depend
on x„ directly and is bounded for increasing x„. Now T(k) is strictly
monotone in fc for fc < fci and therefore the bias is a strictly monotone
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decreasing funetion of fc for any x„. If xn is large enough the bias part
makes the risk strictly monotone decreasing for fc < fci. Then the MER-

estimator is larger than T(fcim). Furthermore the coefficient of x2 in

the risk estimate r(F„, fcim) is (l/(n - l)2 + l/(n - 1) + (1 - a)2/n)/a2.
This is smaller than the coefficient 1/n of x2 in the empirical variance

which is the risk estimate for fc > max(/{]). For large enough x„ the

risk estimate is minimized at fcim overall and thus the MER-estimator

is T(fcim). For x„ tending to infinity T(fcim) tends to infinity too.

The MER-estimator becomes infinite if any single Observation tends to

infinity and therefore its finite sample breakdown point is 0.

For large x„ the sensitivity curve of the MER-estimator is

n(T(fcim,xn)-M(F„_i))
= n(x„_i + (x„-xn_i)/cm-M(F„_i)), (2.12)

where M(F„_i) is the MER-estimator without x„ and thus fixed. For

large x„ the sensitivity curve of the MER-estimator is linear with slope

1/a < 1/2. a

The slope of the SC of the AM is 1. Therefore the SC of the MER-

estimator is smaller than the influence funetion of the AM when the

argument x is large enough. The difference is even unbounded. Thus

the MER-estimator is in a weak quantitative sense more robust than

the AM.

I now give a heuristic approximation to the SC of the MER-estimator

using linearizations of ip(x, fc). The calculation and notation is in ap¬

pendix A.l. I assume that ip(x,k) is continuous in both arguments
and differentiable almost everywhere with respeet to both arguments
with derivatives bounded by 1. I assume for simpiicity that all second

derivatives of ^>(x,fc) vanish almost everywhere. The symmetric and

asymmetric Huber-functions fulfill these assumptions. The SC of the

MER-estimator can be expressed with the SC of the minimizing tuning
constant fcm(F„):

SC(x, M) « (V(x - M, fcm) + SC(x, fcm) C(km))/B(km).

To eliminate SC(x, fcm) I further assume that the conditions of Lemma

3 are fulfilled for a sufficiently large neighborhood of km(X_n), such

that r(Xn. fc) is continuous in this neighborhood. Together with the
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above assumptions it follows that T(Xn. fc) and r(Xn,fc) axe differen¬

tiable with respeet to fc in this neighborhood of fcm(2C)- I assume

that ^rn(fcn) = 0 is sufficient to determine fcm(F„). In other words

I assume that the estimated risk is differentiable and strictly convex

around a unique minimum. I need this to express the definition of the

MER-estimator by two equations instead of an equation and a minimum

condition. Thus the MER-estimator T(F„,fcm(F„)) is defined by

iy;V(^,-r(F„,fcm(Fn)),fcm(Fn)) = 0 (2.13)

3tMm*> = °- (214)

After a tedious calculation (see appendix A.l) one gets the following

approximation

SC(x, M,n)rXr

[ - (2BE -CD + 3n(M - Xn)B2c)(ipi(x - M) - B)

-(n(M - Xn)B3 - BD)(i>2(x -M)-C)
+BC(i>(x - M)tpi(x -M)-D)

-B2(ip(x - M)xp2(x -M)-E)

-(BF-^)iP(x-M)
+nB3C(x-Xn)\
j(BzH/C - 2F/(BC) + BCG + nB3C). (2.15)

For large x the linear term n(x-Xn)/(H/C2-2F/(B4C2)+G/B2-rn)
dominates. The sensitivity curve of the MER-estimator is for large
absolute x proportional to the one ofthe AM and is unbounded too.The

faetor for (x—X„) is positive but smaller than 1 for the Huber funetions.

Thus again the slope of the SC of the MER-estimator is smaller for

large x than the slope of the AM. Quantitatively the MER-estimator

is less sensitive to large observations than the AM. In this weak sense

the MER-estimator is more "robust" than the AM. SC(x, M,n) is not

generally equal zero for x = Mn ¦ This means that a future Observation

at our estimate Mn will change the estimator as long as it is not equal
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to the AM. This is due to its influence on km(Fn). For n tending to

infinity the sensitivity curve of the MER-estimator tends to x — p(F)
if the MER-estimator is consistent for p(F). This is true because the

terms in 1/n become negligible and (M„ — Xn) tends to zero if the

MER-estimator is consistent.

Even under the above simplifications the expression for the SC of the

MER-estimator is too eomplicated to be useful for the estimation of the

variance of the MER-estimator.

2.2 The gross error model and two Perfor¬

mance criteria

The concept of representative and nonrepresentative outliers of

[Chambers 1986] is discussed in chapter 1. The idea of gross errors is for-

malized in the well known contamination model by Tukey [Tukey 1960]
and Huber [Huber 1964]. The data Xi,...,X„ are assumed i.i.d. with

distribution funetion

F_(x) = F.,G(x) = (1 - e)F(x) + cG{x), (2.16)

where e £ [0,1] but usually small and F is a kernel distribution that

should govern the distribution of _Y. with probability 1 — e, while G

is a contamination distribution. The distribution of X. is the same as

if first a (unobservable) Bernoulli trial Y. 6 {0,1} with probabilities
e and (1 — e) is made and then X. is realised according to F if Yi = 1

and according to G if Yj = 0. The distribution of G can differ from F

in its variance or expeetation or in other aspects.

An extreme case is e = 1, i.e. when the whole population follows

another distribution. An example is F = J\f(ßx,xa2) and G =

Af(ßx-\-'(x2, xa2 ¦+¦ x3<r2) with e = 1. This is the type of deviations con¬

sidered in [Royall and Herson 1973]. Royall and Herson suppose that

the true underlying distribution for the whole population is different

from the assumed distribution, which is the same as an extreme con¬

tamination, i.e. e = 1. Robustness under such a contamination would

need a breakdown point of 1! The robustness for infinite populations

usually is developped for speeified (up to parameters) distribution F

but completely unknown distribution G (though sometimes G is as¬

sumed symmetric). In sampling theory with superpopulation models
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one usually considers distiributions F which are speeified only up to

the first two moments but these two moments are assumed to be known

funetions of the parameters for G too. The estimators considered in ro¬

bustness studies of the socalled prediction approach in sampling theory
are linear such that the Gauss-Markov theorem remains interesting for

the optimisation in the group of linear estimators. Much more efficient

nonlinear estimators may exist if the true distribution is not normal.

There are two population means that are of interest. The mean of the

uncontaminated kernel distribution, which governs most of the data is

p(F) = EFX = f x dF(x). (2.17)

The mean of the contaminated distribution is

p(F(tG) = p(Fe) = EF,X

= JxdFe(x)
= (1-e) f xdF(x) + e f xdG(x)
= (l-e)p(F) + ep(G). (2.18)

Which characteristic, p(Fe) or p(F) do we want to estimate? The an¬

swer depends on our opinion and knowledge about Fe. If we consider the

gross errors as representative then p(Fe) is our choice. This is the com¬

mon choice in survey sampling maybe because the dangers involved with

this choice are not known. The acceptance of outliers as representative
makes estimators which do not treat outliers more variable. If in fact

the outliers are nonrepresentative the estimators may be heavily biased.

If we consider the gross errors as nonrepresentative (cf. the discussion on

representative outliers in sections 1.4 and 1.5) then we choose p(F) as

our characteristic of interest. The distinetion between p(F) and p(Ft)
is crueial but the choice between them is not easy because it depends
on unknown facts.

A natural eriterium for the Performance of an estimator T(X„) of the

characteristic of interest p(Fe) is the mean squared error with respeet
to p(Fe) :

MSE-R(T)
= EFt[(T(Xn)-p(F<))2]
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= (l-e)EH(r(2Q-/<(F£))2]

+eEG[(T(X„)-M4F,£))2]- (2.19)

The "R" in MSE-R refers to representative.

If p(F) is the characteristic of interest then the corresponding eriterium

is the mean squared error with respeet to p(F) :

MSE-N(T)
= EFt[(T(Xn) - p(F))2]
= (l-e)EF[(T(2L)-p(F))2]

-reEG[(T(Xn)-p(F))2]. (2.20)

The "N" in MSE-N refers to nonrepresentative.

If the choice between p(Ft) and p(F) were clearcut then the eriterium

would be clear too. In the usual unsecure Situation one would like to

have an estimator which performs well in both criteria. We are led to

a two-dimensional Performance eriterium, the pair (MSE-N, MSE-R).
In both criteria the competitor on which to measure Performance is the

AM. The corresponding relative effieieneies are

en(T) = MSE-N(X„)/MSE-N(T) (2.21)

er(T) = MSE-R(Xn)/MSE-R(T). (2.22)

Sometimes a one-dimensional eriterium is needed. The geometric mean
of en(T) and er(T) is one possibility to eombine the two effieieneies.

eg(T) = ^en(T)er(T). (2.23)

2.3 Efficiency of the M-estimator which

minimizes a known risk

Numerical calculations for gamma-distributions show that the estima¬

tor with the optimal tuning constant may be considerably better in

asymptotie MSE-R and MSE-N than the AM. The optimal tuning con¬

stant minimizes a mean squared error. I use an approximation to n-

MSE-R with the help of the asymptotie variance and the value of the
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M-estimator at F:

n-MSE = n-EF(T(Fn,fc)-/i(F))2 (2.24)

» r(F, fc, n) (2.25)

= V(F,k) + n(T(F,k)-p(F))2. (2.26)

I use asymmetric Huber-estimators, i.e. ip has the form ipaHub(x, fc) =

min(x,fc). The scale is the median absolut deviation (MAD). (It is not

necessary to use a scale different from 1 but it gives a better under¬

standing of the value of the tuning constant fc and it may stabilize the

numerical calculations.)

I choose sample sizes n = 2k with fc = 4,6,8,10. In practice the sample

sizes for simple random sampling often are between 50 and 800. Size 16

and 1024 are rather extreme while 256 and 64 are in a common region.

The comparison of the results over sample sizes is made easier by the

simple geometric relation of the sizes.

The two parameter gamma distribution Gam(7, A) has the density

ftÄ*) = YfÄxl~le~XX' (2"2?)

where 7 is a form parameter and A a scale. The expeetation and variance

are 7/A and 7/A2 respectively. The skewness is 2/yJ-f. I chose as values

for 7 : 1/4,1,2,4,16 and checked the scale invariance with some runs

for A = 4 but usually A = 1.

Point contamination is introduced at fixed quantiles of the underlying

distribution. Thus the contaminated distribution is

F. = (1 - e)Fo(x) + el{x0 < x}, (2.28)

where 0 < e < 1 is the amount of contamination, Fo is the distribu¬

tion funetion of the uncontaminated distribution Gam(7, A). The value

of the contamination xo was either the 0.95 or the 0.99 quantile of

Gam(7,A) and e was 0,0.01 or 0.05.

The expeetation of the contaminated gamma distribution is

EF<X = p(Fe) = (1 - e)p(F0) + ex0.

The variance is

Var^X = a2(Fe)
= (l-e)[ff2(Fo) + e(/j(Fo)-x0)2]. (2.29)
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For the calculation of r(F, fc, n) see appendix A.2. The (MSE-R) risk of

the AM is cr2(Ft) since it is unbiased for p(Fe).

I compare the MER-estimator with the arithmetic mean by the relative

efficiency in MSE using the approximation (2.24) :

er(M,F,n) (2.30)
= <r2(F)/r(F,fcm(F,n),n)
= (T/A2)/

(V(F, km(F, n)) + n(T(F, km(F, n)) - p(F))2). (2.31)

The subscript V in er(F,n) Stands for representative.

The relative efficiency for the MSE with respeet to the uncontaminated

mean is:

en(M,Ft,n)

=
o-2(Fe)-rn(p(Fe)-p(F0))2

V(Ft,km(Fc,n))-rn(T(Fc,km(F(,n))-p(F0)¥'
y ° >

The minimizing tuning constant km(F,n) is determined by a linear

search, i.e. the risk was evaluated at equidistant points of the inter¬

esting region of R+. I wanted to be sure that r(F, k,n) has its global
minimum at km(F,n) and I wanted a picture ot the curve r(F,k,n).
There is no problem to find the global minimum for uncontaminated

gamma-distributions, though the risk funetion flattens out around the

minimum with increasing 7 and n. The point contamination together
with the discontinuity of -0i(x,fc) = l{x < fc} in the denominator of

V(F, fc) introduces a discontinuity into the risk-funetion. Two local

minima may occur, one on each side of the discontinuity.

A further problem with the point contamination is the effect on the

variance of M-estimators. A 5% point-contamination at the 0.99 quan¬

tile of a Gam(l, 1) distribution increases the variance 1.57 times, while

the risk of the M-estimator at fcm(Fo,n) = 5.3 is increased 1.76 times.

This different increase in variance for M-estimators than for the AM is

mainly due to the form of the contamination. The point contamination

has no own variability. Downweighting the contamination implies that

the estimator relies more heavily on the variable observations than the

mean. In other words : point-outliers give a bonus for the mean which

usually is not justified. In real world situations one would rather expect
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that the outliers have higher variability than the good observations.

The different increase of the risk for M-estimators with different fc has

the effect, that the relative efficiency of the MER is lower for heavy

point-contamination than without contamination.

A simplifying example shows how point contamination benefits the AM.

Suppose the location xo of the point contamination is such that xo >

T(F&, k) + k for some fc. Here F& = (1 - e)F0 + eAXo, where Ar„(x) =

l{xo < x}. If AXo is replaced by another distribution G whose variance

<x2(G) > 0 and whose support is on [T(F^,fc) + fc,oo] then neither

T(F, fc) nor V(F, fc) change. If G is such that p(G) = x0 then p(FG) =

u(F&) = p. But now a2(FG) = (1 - e) J"(x - p)2 dFQ(x) + e/(x -

p)2 dG(x) >(1 - e)/(x - p)2 dF0(x) + e(J(x - p)dG(x))2 = a2(FA)
due to Jensens inequality. If the variability of the contamination is

decreased then the variance of the AM decreases while the (asymptotie)
variance of the M-estimator remains the same.

The results for Gamma distributions without contamination are re¬

ported in table 2.1. Because there is no contamination p(F() = u(Fo)
and therefore er(Fo,n) = e„(Fo,n). The effieieneies are well explained
by the following model:

loger « 0.1 - 0.06 log2 n + 0.004(log2 n)2 + 0.22 < - 0.022 < log2 n.

Here C = 2/t/l is the skewness of Gam(7, A). The effieieneies decrease

with increasing n and 7. For skew distributions and moderate sample
size there is hope that the MER achieves worthy gains over the AM in

spite of the additional variability and bias that comes in because for

unknown distribution the risk and therefore fcm(F„) must be estimated.

Table 2.2 shows the two effieieneies for a point contamination at the 0.99

quantile with e — 0.05. The efficiency gains of the MER under point-
contamination do not look promising for moderate skewness. Later

simulations with estimated MSE but with gamma-eontamination show

that point-contamination gives a picture that is too pessimistic because

of the fixed location of the contamination (cf. section 3.3.4).

2.4 Variants of the MER-estimator

The estimated risk r(Fn, fc) is elosely connected to the Performance eri¬

terium MSE-R. This is not necessary. Any data dependent funetion
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Relative effieieneies er for e = 0

7 \ n 16 64 256 1024

1/4 171.7 130.8 113.2 105.4

1 125.3 111.6 105.1 102.1

2 114.7 107.0 103.1 101.3

4 108.3 104.1 101.8 100.7

16 102.4 101.3 100.6 100.2

Table 2.1: The efficiences are expressed in percent. The minimum risk

estimator is always beiier than ihe AM, sometimes much better.

Relative effieieneies er and enr for e = 0.05

er •2f.r

7 \n 64 256 1024 64 256 1024

1/4 108.0 105.2 102.4 113.1 112.9 104.6

1 103.3 102.2 101.0 107.9 108.9 103.4

2 102.0 101.3 100.6 106.0 106.9 102.6

4 101.1 100.7 100.3 104.8 105.0 102.1

Table 2.2: Still the minimum risk estimator is always better ihan the

AM, but not much. The point contamination is at x0 = Fo-1(0.99).
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whose minimum is used to select one candidate out of a homogeneous
class of simple estimators could be used. The Performance ofthe result¬

ing estimator is still judged by the chosen Performance criteria MSE-R

and MSE-N. To stress the independence of the selecting funetion from

the Performance criteria I sometimes call it selector. A selector that

tries to get close to a Performance eriterium hopefully will be good in

this eriterium, while it may be rather bad in other criteria like expected
absolute deviation or variance alone.

The sensitivity of the MER-estimator to outliers stems from the char¬

acteristic of interest p(Fe) . To estimate u(Fe) the bias term in the

estimated risk involves the nonrobust AM. The variance estimate is ro¬

bust for finite fc. If the MER-estimator must be consistent for p(Ff)
then there is no way around the AM in the bias term because without

further assumptions the AM is essentially the only consistent estimator

of p(Fc). But we can downweight the bias term in the selector at least

for finite sample size. In the following I present four new selectors, the

first two of them based on downweighting the bias term.

2.4.1 M-weighted bias term

Consider the selector

r2(Fn, fc) = V(Fn, fc) + w2(Fn, n, kw) n (T(Fn, fc) - Xn)2,

where w2(Fn,n,kw) is a weight that depends on a prechosen constant

fc«,. The weight w2 is constant over fc. Consider a tuning constant fc..

which may be different from kw and let d be the MAD. Then T(F„,ki, d)
is the M-estimator with preliminary scale estimate d and V(Fn,ki,d) is

the corresponding variance estimator. Put

Xn-T(F„,kbd)
a :=

— —

0.6745 ^/V(Fn,khd)/n

Now the weight u.2 is defined as w2(Fn,n, kw) = tp(a, kw)/a.

Definition 3 (MER2-estimators) Assume r2(F„,fc) takes on Hs

minimum on a (nonempty) set K2m(F„) C K and let k2m =

ini{K2m(Fn)}. The estimator M2(Fn) = T(Fn,fc2m) is called MER2-

estimator.
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Of course any robust estimator and estimator of its variance could re¬

plaee T(F„,kt d) and V(Fn,kb d)/n and the r/'-fimetion _n the weight

may be different from the i^-function of T(F„, fcj d). For simpiicity I set

kw = kb in this section but in the simulations of chapter 3 I set fc» = 5

and fcu, = 2 usually (cf. section 3.5.3).

The weight u/2(Fn,n,fc&) would be attached by the M-estimator

T(Fn, kb d) to an Observation at Xn which has a variance as estimated by

V(F„,kb d)/n. The M-estimator T(Fn, fc» d) and its estimated variance

give a measure by which the deviation of the AM is judged. If the AM

deviates too much from T(F„, kb d) the bias term is downweighted. The

intuitive reason is that an AM that wanders to infinity becomes less

and less credible. If an outlier wanders out from the bulk of the data

at the beginning it is considered representative but as it gets more and

more extreme the doubt whether it is really representative comes up at

some point and finally it will be considered a nonrepresentative outlier.

Expressed in a contamination model if the outlier distribution becomes

too extreme the characteristic of interest is no longer the mean of the

contaminated distribution p(F€) but rather p(F). The problem is to

deeide when the outliers are too extreme to be still representative. The

diagnostic to deeide wether outliers are representative or not is built

into the weight w2, because the AM is a good indicator for all outliers

together. By a suitable choice of the ^-funetion in the weight the tran¬

sition from representative to nonrepresentative becomes smooth in the

same way as outliers are smoothly downweighted by M-estimators. The

.¦/'-funetion of the weight and the constant fcj may be different from the

ones for the T(Fn, fc). One possibility would be to choose ipSHub because

T(F„,kbd) and Xn are approximately normal distributed.

Lemma 9 The MER2-esümator ts scale equivariant.

Proof: If Y, = X,/6 Vi then due to the scale equivariance of

T(Fn,khd) and V(Fn,kbd) it holds that a(Yn,n,kb) = a^.fci)
and therefore tü2(Yn,n,fcj) — w2(X.n,n,kb). Then r2(Y_n,k) —

r2(Xn,k6)/62 and M2(Y„) = T(Yn, k2m(Yn)) = T(Xn, k2m(Xn))/6 =

M2(X„)I8. O

Lemma 10 Let \p(±.oo,k) — ifc. Lete^ be ihe finde sample breakdown

point of T(F„,ki,d) and ev the one of V(F„,kbd).The finite sample
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breakdown point e2 ofthe MER2-estimator fulfills e\ > min(e;j,,£y) =

€TV-

Proof: Assume Xi < ... < xn. I prove that though r < tj.v n obser¬

vations tend to infinity the minimal tuning constant fc2m(F„) remains

finite.

In partieular let x„ tend to infinity. Then the AM tends to infinity and

thus a(F„,kb) = (Xn - T(Fn,kbd))/(Q.tj74bW,V(Fn,kbd)/n) = 0(x„)
because T(Fn, kbd) and V(F„, kbd) remain bounded due to their larger
breakdown point. Therefore niü2(Fn,fc-,) = 0(l/xn) because \p is

bounded above. Then

r(Fn,kbd) = V(Fn,kbd)

-rnw2(Fn,kb)(T(Fn,kbd)-Xn)2
= V(Fn,kbd) + 0(l/xn)0(x2n)
= 0(x„).

Now assume that the funetion k2m(F„) tends to infinity when

Xn-r+i,- • -,xn tend to infinity. M2(F„) will not tend to infinity
faster than 0(xn) in any case. If k2m(Fn) = 0(x„) or faster then

V(Fn,k2m(F„)) = 0(x2) or faster. Therefore r(F„,fc2m(Fn)) will fi¬

nally become larger than r(Fn,fcj,d) and this is a contradiction to

r(F„,fc) beeing minimal at fc2m(F„). If fc2m(F„) grows slower than

xn, i.e. k2m(Fn) = o(x„), then also M2(Fn) = o(xn). There¬

fore (M2(Fn) - Xn)2 = 0(xn) and V(Fn,k2m(Fn)) = 0(k2m) be-

cause x„ — M(F„) = 0(xn) and thus finally ip(x„ — M2(F„),k2m) =

0(k2m(Fn)). But then r(F„,fc2m(Fn)) = 0(k2m(Fn)2) + 0(xn) remains

smaller than r(F„, kbd) only if fc2m(Fn) = 0(-y/x^) or slower. But this

is impossible too because then

r(F„,fc2m(Fn)) = V(Fn,k2m(Fn))

+nw2(F„,kb) [(M2(Fn) - T(Fn,kbd))2

-2(M2(F„) - T(Fn, kbd))(Xn - T(Fn, kbd))

+(Xn-T(Fn,kbd))2

= 0(k2m(Fn)2)

+0(l/xn)[0(xn) - 20(V^O(x„) + 0(x2)]
= 0(fc2m(F„)2) + 0(xn)
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or slower. The coefficient of x„ in the second summand is larger or equal
than the one of the second summand of r(Fn,kbd). Since furthermore

k2m(Fn) is assumed to tend to infinity r(F„,fc2m(F„)) is finally larger
than r(F„,kbd). This is a contradiction again. Therefore fc2m(^n) can¬

not tend to infinity. ü

On the other hand if e > ej the MER2-estimator may break down or

may even be undefined if r2(Fn, fc) diverges for all fc.

Theorem 2 Under ihe conditions of theorem 1 the MER2-estimator is

consistent for p(F).

Proof:

a(Xn,n,kb) „__.«, p(F)-T(F,kbd)

y/n 0.6745 yJV(F,kb d)

almost surely. Therefore n w2(Fn,n,kb) = n ip(a,kbd)/a =

nO(l/y/n) = 0(y/n) while p(F) ^ T(F,kb_ 6). Thus the bias term in

r2(Fn, fc) = V(Fn,fc) + 0(y/n)(T(Fn, fc) - J-VT,.)2 dominates the variance

part less rapidly than in r(F„,k) but nevertheless the proof of theorem

1 can be applied. Cl

2.4.2 No bias for weakly trimming tuning constants

This variant of a selector is based on the idea of a trimming M-estimator,
which is introduced in section 2.6. An M-estimator may declare some

observations as nonrepresentative by downweighting them. The bias

term in the estimated risk r(F„, fc) does treat all observations as repre¬

sentative. But the statistician may be willing to allow up to a proportion
a say of the observations to be declared nonrepresentative. A weight
that is attached to the bias term should be zero while less than a n

observations are downweighted. Like for the definition of the trimming
M-estimator I take

m(F„,fc)= -y-iPi(Xi-T(F„,k),k) (2.33)
nti

as a measure of downweighting. For ipaHub and tp,Hub the funetion

m(Fn,k) is in fact the proportion of observations with füll weight. There
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are many continuous funetions w3(m, a) ofm(F„, fc) and a that are 0 for

m(Fn,k) > 1 — ot and give a weight between 0 and 1 elsewhere. It turns

out that W3(m(Fn,k), a) should approach 1 rapidly when m(Fn,k) falls

below 1 — a. Otherwise the loss of efficiency in MSE-R becomes large.
I chose

w3(m(F„,k),a)

1

= •{ (—m + 1 — ct)/ot
0

m < 1 - 2a

l-2a<x<l-a

m > 1 — a

= min(l, max(0, (1-a - m(F„, fc))/a)). (2.34)

The new selector is

r3(Fn,*) = V(Fn,k) + w3(m(Fn,k),a) n (T(Fn,fc) - X„)2

Definition 4 (MER3-estimator) Assume r3(Fn,k) takes on its

minimum on a (nonempty) set K3m(Fn) C K and let k3m =

inf{Ar3m(F„)}. The estimator M3(Fn) = T(F„,k3m) is called MER3-

estimator.

The MER3-estimator is scale equivariant because m(Y_n,k) =

m(Xn,k5) for Z, = X./-5 Vi. I conjeeture that the MER3-

estimator tends in probability to the functional T(F, fc) which has min¬

imal asymptotie variance V(F, fc) under the side condition f rpi(x —

T(F, fc), ik) dF(x) > 1 -a. The breakdown point of the MER3-estimator

is governed by a and the breakdown points of T(Fn, ka) and V(F„,ka).
Here fca is the trimming tuning constant fc defined by 2.42. For the Hu¬

ber .¦/¦-funetions the MER3-estimator has breakdown point greater or

equal to a.

2.4.3 Estimated risk equal empirical variance

To gain robustness in MSE-N the tuning constant usually should be

as small as possible. Instead of minimizing the risk I choose now the

smallest tuning constant with estimated risk less or equal the estimated

risk of the AM, i.e. less or equal the empirical variance s2. This cor¬

responds to a selector re(Fn,fc) which is an indicator funetion. Let

Ke(Fn) = {k : r(F„,k) < s2} C K. Then re(F„,fc) = 1K\KM-
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Definition 5 (EER-estimators) Let fce(Fn) = inf Ke. Then ihe M-

estimator Me(Fn) = T(Fn,ke) is called equal estimated risk esti¬

mator (EER-estimator).

The EER estimator is consistent for the mean under the assumptions
of theorem 1. It is qualitatively as sensitive to outliers as the MER-

estimator. It may be quantitatively more robust in MSE-N than the

MER-estimator for finite sample sizes. The price may be a higher MSE-
R with or without contamination. Algorithmically it is easier to find

the smallest root of r(F„,k) — s2 than to minimize r(F„, fc). The region
of tuning constants that have a lower estimated risk than the AM is the

intervall [fce, oo] if r(F„, fc) — s2 has the unique root fce.

2.4.4 Minimum variance with bounded bias

The Bias of an estimator might be neglected as long as it is small com¬

pared with the variance. I propose to minimize the estimated variance

V(Fn,k) under the condition that an estimate of the relative bias is

below some prechosen constant b. Let

Ab := {k£K: \Xn - T(Fn, k)\/^V(Fn,k)/n < b}.

Definition 6 (MVBB-estimators) Assume that V(Fn,k) takes on

its minimum on a (nonempty) set Kr,m C Ab and let k4m := inf K4m.
The estimator M4(F„) — T(Fn,k4m) is called Minimum Variance

Bounded Bias estimator (MVBB-estimator).

The MVBB-estimator may be expressed as MER-estimator with the

selector

r4(Fn,k)--V(F„,k) + MlK\Ai, (2.35)

where M > max*^,, V(Fn,k).

It is obvious that the MVBB-estimator is scale equivariant. The MVBB-

estimator may be worse than the MER-estimator in MSE-R but hope¬
fully is better in MSE-N. Whether the noneontinuous selector is harmfull

is not clear. While the selector does not suffer directly from the high
variability of the AM like the other selectors do, the variability of the

AM may be important if fc.j is often on the border of Ab. It depends on
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the value of 6 whether the MVBB-estimator is at all interesting. Choices

between 0 and 1, maybe 2 seem reasonable. The MVBB-estimator has

finite sample breakdown point 0 because all fc that do not go to infinity

together with the AM will drop out of Ab.

The MVBB estimator is consistent for the mean p(F) under the as¬

sumptions of theorem 1 because the AM has relative bias 0 Vn and

every fc with asymptotie bias unequal 0 will eventually drop out of Ab.

Suppose T(F,k) = p(F) for some fc < oo. Then y/n(Xn - r(F„,fc))
tends to a normal random variable which is infinitely many times out¬

side [—6 V(F, fc), b V(F, fc)] but also infinitely many times inside. Thus

the MVBB estimator oscillates in this case. This corresponds to a fc

of type 2 or 3 in the Classification on page 42. Thus similar difficul¬

ties with the asymptotie distribution of the MVBB-estimator as for the

MER-estimator arise.

2.5 Biased M-estimators

The idea of the MER-estimator of finding a good balance between a

variance estimate and a bias estimate leads to another estimator. The

risk of the AM is

limr(Fn,fc,n) = [I £(*. - T)2 + n(T - Xn)2\ \
i=i

i = l

Instead of the quadratic funetions in the two parts of the risk of the

AM consider funetions p and \ which are positive, convex and vanish

at zero only. The risk becomes ± ]_"=i p(Xi -T)+x(Vn(T-Xn)). The

trade-off between the two summands can be governed by a coefficient

X for the second summand. The value T that minimizes this risk is our

new estimator.

Definition 7 (BM-estimators) The class of Biased M-estimators

(BM-estimators) is defined by

TB(Fn) = arg mm j £ _>* -T) + X X(M*n -T))\
, (2.36)
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where X may depend on n. (The notation argmin-74 means any argument

T for which the minimum of the following expression is attained.) For

strictly convex and differentiable p and x the BM-estimator is defined

equivalently as the Solution of the equation

1
"

-YlHXi-T) + Xy/i.n(V^(Xn-T)) = 0, (2.37)
»=1

where tp(x) = £p(x) and n = -£x(x)-

The first summand in equation (2.37) is the same as for a usual M-

estimator. The second term is a penalty for deviation from the AM.

It introduces a bias compared with the M-estimator. This is the rea¬

son for the name of the estimator. The penalty may be less severe

than quadratic in the difference. This makes sense from a robustness

standpoint because the AM is not robust. I put the faetor y/n inside

the penalty funetion because Xn is order \/n less variable than a single
Observation Xi.

For symmetric x it does not matter wether I take Xn — T or T — Xn

as its argument. But I want to have a parallel reaction of the two sum-

mands in (2.37) to asymmetric downweighting too, i.e. for asymmetric

X- Therefore I take y/n(Xn — T) as argument in x- The central limit

theorem for T motivates the choice tj = ipaHub- Usually p and x de¬

pend on tuning constants which must be chosen by the statistician. To

simplify the choice of p and x and their tuning constants one may take

p = x and the same tuning constants.

To make the BM-estimator scale equivariant I use as a preliminary scale

estimator the median absolute deviation d, i.e. I replaee in (2.37) the

funetion p(x) by p(x/d) and x(x) by x(x/d)- In principle simultaneous

scale estimation is possible too.

The BM-estimator can be derived as sort of an empirical Bayes estima¬

tor in the following way: Suppose the random variables X\,..., Xn are

independent identieally distributed with density fß(x) = cx exp(—p(x —

p)), where cx is a normalizing constant. The parameter p has an a-priori
distribution with density i.»(p) = c,_ exp(—Xnx(i/n(9 — p)), where 9 is

unknown. The a-posteriori distribution of p is

n

fe(p\Xi, ...,Xn) = c„|*exp(- £>(X. -P)~ Anx(-A0? - /*)))•
>=i
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The value T(0) which maximizes the a-posterior density for p is

n

T(6) = arg min(]T p(X{ - p) + X n X(V*(0 - p))). (2.38)
**

«=i

T(6) still depends on the nuisance parameter 0. As in the usual empiri¬
cal Bayes procedure one could use an ML-estimator 6 with the marginal
likelihood of Xi,..., Xn and calculate T(0). Since for general p and x

the density //^(x„) ire(p) dp does not have a closed form, the ML-

estimator would have to be calculated numerically. Instead I propose

an intuitive estimate for 0. Given an Observation of p, say p, one could

use an ML-estimator for 6, i.e. minimize x(y/n(fi — #)) f°r <?• Because x

has its minimum at 0 the ML-estimator would be 6 = p. As a predictor
for p I propose the AM because u is sort ofa location of /^(x). Actually
for symmetric p the AM is unbiased for p.

A procedure to estimate p would be as follows: First take as a predictor
of p the AM and plug the corresponding "MLE" 0 = Xn into (2.38).
The funetion to minimize is now __"=1 p(X,, — p)-\-Xnx(\/n(X„ —p)). It

is the same as in (2.36). Therefore the maximum estimated a-posteriori

density estimator p = argmin^(52"=1 p(A.. — u) + Xnx(\/n(Xn — p)) is

the BM-estimator. Obviously the procedure could be iterated by setting

p = p and so on.

I do not claim that this "Bayesian" justification is convincing. The

concept of an analysis of variance model with the population mean as

a random effect which must be predicted may appeal. There is a con¬

nection to superpopulation models in sampling theory. But the special
form of the a-priori distribution is arbitrary and the only justification
for using the AM as a preliminary estimate of p is that it is unbiased

for p if p is symmetric.

Theorem 3 Lei tp(x) be continuous, monotone and bounded. Let the

solutionTM(F) of Jip(x — T) dF(x) be unique. Let n(x) have a unique
root at zero and be continuous and monotone in [— e, e] for some e > 0.

Then

1. //lim„_.oo A„\/" = oo then linin-n-o -v/nC^M^n) - Xn) — 0.

2. //lim«..«, A^ = 0 then PßirrWoo TB(Fn) = TM(F)] = 1.
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Proof: Consider case 1 first: Let \ip(x)\ < C < oo. Then

ÜjEfei^C** - T)\ < C- Consider TB(Fn) as the Solution of

(n E"=i 1>(Xi ~r))/(*V») + v(Vn(Xn -T))) = 0. The first summand

converges to 0 for every T. The second summand has a unique root at

zero. For any y > 0 there is a no such that C/(A-v/n) < 7 for n > no-

Then \n(y/i.(Xn -TB(F„)))\ < 7. Therefore n(yß(Xn -TB(F„))) con¬

verges to zero. Now the inverse funetion ij~1(y) of 77 is continuous and

monotone around zero. Choose a -5 with 0 < «5 < e. There is a 7 > 0

and then a no such that for n > no it holds that y/n(Xn —TB(F„)) < 6.

In case 2, i.e. if lirn,,-.«. X„y/n = 0 then Xny/nr)(y/n(Xn — T)) tends to

zero since n is bounded. Then the almost sure convergence follows from

the almost sure convergence of the M-estimator Tm(F„). n

It depends on the sequence A„ what TB is estimating asymptotically.
A possible choice for the case lim„_.00 A,,-^ = 00 is A„ = l/log(n).
Between the cases 1 and 2 in the above theorem there is the case

limf__>oo Anv/n = Aoo with 0 < Aoo < 00. For example A„ = 1/y/n
is such a bordercase. Then the asymptotie behaviour of TB(Fn) de¬

pends on the tails of xp and n. For every fixed t the estimating funetion

converges to

/ iP(x-t)dF(x) + X00t1(Z),

where Z is 00 (if t < p(F)), —00 (if t > p(F)) or a random variable

with distribution jV(0, <r2(F)) (i(t = p).

Thus depending on tp, n and F this funetion may become zero at a point
t ^ u(F) or "jump over zero" at t — p(F). Since n(-oo) < r\(Z) < 1.(00)
if t = p(F) this jump is a minor problem. If Tm(F) < p then there is

a Solution TM(F) < TB(F) < p(F) if / %p(x - p) dF(x) + A^oo) < 0.

If TM(F) > p then there is a Solution p(F) < TB(F) < TM(F) if

fip(x — p) dF(x) + Aooi7(—00) > 0. For example for A^ = 1 and

tp = rj = ipaHub these conditions may be fulfilled if F is skewed to the

right. For A«, = 1 and %p — rj = tp,Hub these conditions cannot be

fulfilled and thus TB(Fn) converges to p(F).

The (asymptotie) breakdown point of a BM-estimator is the one of the

correspoinding M-estimator in case 1 or the one of the AM, i.e. e* = 0,
in case 2. However the finite sample breakdown point depends on the

relative size of the two parts of the defining equation. The following
Lemma shows the behavior of the BM-estimator for fixed sample size
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n, when r of the observations tend to infinity.

Lemma 11 Let ip(x) and rj(x) be monotone increasing and bounded

above. Let r of the total of n observations tend to infinity. Then the

BM-estimator remains finite if there is an xq > —oo such that

ip(oo)r/n + ip(x0)(n - r)/n < -Xny/nr)(oo), (2.39)

where rp(oo) = lim*_00 ip(x).

Proof: Suppose Xi,..., Xr tend to infinity. Then Xn —? oo and

n(y/n(Xn — t)) —* t)(°°) f°r finite t. The defining funetion tends to

1
"

- Yl 4>(Xi ~t) + An>/ni?(oo),
ni=i

for finite t. Since £ __."=1 *P(xt —t) is monotone decreasing the question
is whether there is a t < oo such that the whole funetion is negative.
Now for t such that max{J^_*r+i,..., Xn} < xo + i it holds that

1
"

1
"

- V tP(Xi - t) = tP(oo)r/n + - Yl HXi - t)

= tp(oo)r/n -f ip(xo)(n — r)/n

< -X„y/ni)(oo)

due to the assumption (2.39). ü

If ip is not bounded from below then the assumption (2.39) is ful¬

filled. Thus ipaHub does not break down "to the right", i.e. for out¬

liers which tend to infinity. If tp = n = tp,nub then the assumption

(2.39) is kr/n + £ __"-=r+i ip,Hub(Xi - t) < -X„y/h~k. For t such that

max{Xr+i,...,X„} < xo + t this is equivalent to (r/n — (n — r)/n +
Xny/n)k < 0, which is fulfilled for r/n < (1 - Xny/n)/2. Thus the finite

sample breakdown point of this BM-estimator with tp = n = ip,Hub is

max(0,(l — Xn\fn)/2). If then Any^n = 1 the finite sample breakdown

point is 0.

An approximate influence funetion for the BM -estimator can be de¬

rived by replacing the sample average by an integral over the distri¬

bution F but keeping A„ and y/n fixed. A justification of this sort of
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influence funetion is the following: Write the defining equation of the

BM-estimator as

1
m

- 5>(*i -T) + An-A »?(v^(/i(Fm) - T) = 0.

i=i

For m = n this is the same as (2.37). Letting m tend to infinity while

leaving n fixed this equation tends to

/ iP(x - T) dF(x) + Xny/t. n(Mp(F) - T)) = 0.

Taking the derivative of this defining equation

J-; ( J #r - T(Fe)) dF((x) + A„^(^(/i(F£) - T(F<))) = o),
the IF obtains:

IF(x, TB,F,n)

= [P(x-TB(F))~ JiP(y-TB(F))dF(y)
+nXn (x - p(F)) m(MKF) - TB(F)))]

/\jtPi(y-TB(F))dF(y)
+nXn m(Mp(F) ~ TB(F)))}. (2.40)

Of course other embeddings of the BM-estimator into a sequence of

estimators are possible (e.g. by taking y/m(p(Fm) — T)as argument of

n). In principle one could use directly a sensitivity curve but this would

be eomplicated. The above procedure corresponds to replacing F„ by
F and replacing the (standardized) step from n to n 4- 1 at F„ by an

infinitesimal step at F, i.e. by the derivative of the estimator at F. Of

course one would need regularity conditions to make this rigorous.

The term \p(x - TB(F)) in (2.40) is the IF of the M-estimator that

corresponds to ip. The term nXn(x—p(F)) r)i(y/n(p(F)—TB(F))) comes
in through the penalty. The correction — / i>(y—TB(F)) dF(y) becomes

necessary because it is generally not zero unlike with M-estimators.
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This approximate IF is bounded if t]i(y/n(p(F) - TB(F))) = 0, i.e. if t)

is constant at y/n(p(F) — TB(F)). For %p = t) — ip»Hub(x, k) with a fixed

ik this means, that the mean is downweighted in the bias part. Suppose

p(F) - TB(F) > 0. The equation for the BM-functional is then

/ rpsHub(x - T, fc)dF(x) + XnylHk = 0.

Now fip,Hub(x - Tb,k) > -fc such that ni(V"(KF) - tb{f))) = 0

only if X„y/n < 1. No lower limit for ipaHub exists but for large Xny/n
the equation f ipaHub(x - T,k)dF(x) + AnV/nfc = 0 may hold only
for large T. Then the mean may not be downweighted anymore, i.e.

rpaHubi(y/n(p(F)-TB(F))) £ 0. Thus for Xny/n tending to infinity the

approximate IF of the BM-estimator with Huber-functions will tend to

the (unbounded) IF ofthe AM (x — p(F)). This was to expect from the

consisteney of the BM-estimator in that case.

2.6 Trimming M-Estimators

Here I develop an M-estimator that adapts the tuning constant such

that a fixed proportion et ofthe observations are downweighted. Thus it

mimicks a trimmed mean. The trimming M-estimator is a generalization
of Hubers proposal 1 [Huber 1964, p. 96] (cf. page 68). More precisely
the estimator is defined by the following two equations for Ta and ka :

-Y,4(Xi-Ta,ka) = 0 (2.41)
n

_=i

-f]MXi-TQ,ka)
= 1-a (2.42)

nti

Equation 2.41 is the defining equation for a M-estimator with the tuning
constant fca. Equation 2.42 determines fca such that the denominator

of the corresponding influence funetion equals 1 — a. For i/>-functions
with discontinuities in the derivative ipi(x, fc) the equation 2.42 may be

fulfilled only approximatley. This is numerically a minor problem. To

ensure that an approximate or exact Solution of 2.42 exists the restric¬

tion 0 < V'ifa- k) < 1 and |V>i(x, fc)| monotone increasing from 0 to 1 in

fc may be placed on the -^-funetions.
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The resulting estimator is T0(X_) = T(Fn,ka(Fn)) = Ta(Fn). I call

this estimator a trimming M-estimator (TM) because it is similar to

a trimmed mean for the Huber .-/»-funetions. The advantage over the

trimmed mean and the winsorized mean is that its computation is nu¬

merically faster because it does not need sorting of the observations.

Compared with an M-estimator with fixed tuning constant it has the

advantage of beeing scale equivariant for equivariant -0-functions and

the meaning of the constant a is intuitively clear.

The TM-estimator is a functional Ta(F) defined by

iP(x-T(F,ka(F)),ka(F))dF(x) = 0 (2.43)

tPi(x-T(F,kQ(F)),ka(F))dF(x) = 1-a (2.44)

For ipaHub these equations are

a(x-TQ)dF(x)-rka(l-F(Ta + ka)) = 0 (2.45)L
F(Ta + ka) = 1-a (2.46)

If F-1(l — a) is well defined and unique the Solution is

fF-l(l-«)
•<f) = /_ xdF(x) + aF~1(l-a).

oo

For ip,Hub the Solution is not explicit in general. If F is symmetric
around 0 then the Solution Ta(F) is consistent for 0 because Ta(F) =

9 Va>0.5.

The influence funetion of the TM-estimator involves second derivatives

4>n(x,k) and ipi2(x,k), which are assumed to exist almost everywhere
and integrable. The influence funetion is derived by taking the deriva¬

tives with respeet to e of the defining equations for the TM-functional

TQ((l-e)F + eAx). Let C(Ta,F) = JMv-Ta, ka)dF(y)/f Vi2(y-
Ta,ka)dF(y).

lF(x,Ta,F) =

(iP(x - Ta,ka) - C(Ta,F)(iPi(x - Ta, ka) - (1 - a)))

/((l-a)-C(Ta,F)jrPn(y-Ta,ka)dF(y)) (2.47)
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The integral of the influence funetion is zero as expected.

For .-/--funetions with derivatives that are infinite at some points prob¬
lems might arise. For tpaHub an approximation with piecewise linear

funetions that tend to Vn or Vi 2 shows that

Jrpn(x-Ta,ka)dF(x) = -f(Ta + ka)

JrPi2(x-Ta,ka)dF(x) = f(Ta + ka),

if the density f(x) exists and is continuous at Ta + fca. Thus for ipaHub
the influence funetion of the TM-estimator is

IF(X, Ta,i>aHub)
= i>aHub(x — TQ,ka)

+(l{x < Ta + fca} - (1 - a))a/f(Ta + fcQ). (2.48)

The influence funetion at Ta is a2/f(Ta + ka) which is not zero. This

is the effect of the simultaneous equation for ka and of the asymmetry
Of IpaHub-

For ipsHub and F symmetric
the influence funetion is

!.49)

which is the same as the one for the trimmed mean.

4I1U _. BJ4 UllilC.4.!!4.. 4.11C4 11111UC11V.4C lUll^blUll 1..

IF(x,Ta, iPsHub) = rp,Hub(x - Ta,ka)/(l - a), (2A

The TM-estimator with ipaHub breaks down if a mass a tends to infinity
because then Ta + fca tends to infinity and therefore Ta itself. On the

other hand fca is finite for contaminations less than a. The breakdown

point for ip,Hub is a/2. Furthermore the influence funetion of Ta is

bounded if fca < oo i.e. while |F-1(1 —a)| for xpaHub or |F-1(a/2)| and

|F-J(1 - a/2)| for tpsHub are finite.

An alternative definition of the TM-estimator would replaee equation

(2.42) by

" E^X* - T°> k°V(Xi -T'a) = l-ot (2.50)
n r—'

t=i

(Set the summand equal 1 if _Y. — T'a = 0. ) The important restriction

on tp is 0 < ip(x, k)/x < 1 which is fulfilled by all common V-functions
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for location estimation. The value ip(X{ - T'a,ka)/(Xi - T'a) is actually
the weight an Observation Xj gets by the M-estimator.

The definition of the TM-estimator by 2.41 and 2.50 instead of 2.42

avoids problems with higher derivatives of tp. On the other hand the

influence funetion and theoretical treatment becomes more eomplicated.

The TM-estimator is elosely related to Huber's proposal 1 in

[Huber 1964, page 96]:
PROPOSAL 1. Choose beforehand a fixed number k (either by intuition

or using previous experience). Then determine T and S such that [in
my notation]

-f^fp((Xi-T)/S,k) = 0,
",=i

-YM(Xi-T)/S,k) = E*Vi (*,*)•
n,-=i

Instead of fc I choose beforehand a number et, 0 < a < 1. If the equation

E$ipi(x,k) = 1 — a has a Solution fc0 then the second equation in

Huber's proposal 1 is equivalent to -\ Yl?=i Vi((-X. — T)/S, ka) = 1 — ct.

For equivariant V-functions the Solution of Huber's proposal 1 is now

T =Ta and S = ka/ka. The advantage of my formulation is that it is

nonparametric and directly depending on the natural tuning constant

a. Huber's proposal 1 allows for a larger class of V-fnnctions.

2.7 An overview over the proposed esti¬

mators

The original MER-estimator is also called MERl-estimator. It is the

M-estimator T(Fn,k) with the tuning constant fc = fcm(F„) that mini¬

mizes the risk estimate ri(F„, fc) = V(F„, fc) -f n(T(Fn,k) — Xn)2 over

fc. The MERl-estimator is scale equivariant for a suitable choice of the

defining V-function. It is consistent for p(F) and therefore not robust.

Its sensitivity curve is linear increasing for large x but with smaller slope
than the sensitivity curve of the AM. The tuning constant of the EER-

estimator is the smallest root of ri(F„, fc) — s2. The EER-estimator is

consistent and therefore not robust. The tuning constant ofthe MER2-

estimator minimizes r2(F„,fc) = V(Fn,k) + w2(Fn,kw)n(T(Fn, fc) —
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Xn)2- The weight w2 smoothly downweights the bias term when the

AM becomes too extreme compared with a robust M-estimator. The

MER2-estimator is consistent for p(F) and thus not robust but it

may have a finite sample breakdownpoint which is larger than zero.

The tuning constant of the MER3-estimator minimizes r3(Fn, fc) =

V(Fn,k) + iü3(Fn,a,fc)n(_r(Fn,fc) - Xn)2, where the weight iu3(fc) is

1 when T(F„, fc) downweights heavily and 0 when less than a% of the

observations are downweighted. The MER3-estimator may be inconsis¬

tent. The tuning constant of the MVBB-estimator is such that only

V(Fn, fc) is minimized but under a bound on an estimate of the relative

bias. The MVBB-estimator is consistent for p(F). A BM-estimator is a

Solution of the equation ± £"=1 ip(X{ -T) + Xny/n n(y/n(Xn -T)) = 0

which is the equation for an M-estimator with an added penalty for

deviation from the AM. If Xny/n tends to infinity the BM-estimator is

consistent for u(F). It may have a finite sample breakdownpoint larger
than zero for suitable V, A and n. A TM-estimator is an M-estimator

which downweights a% of the data. The estimators actually used in the

simulations of chapter 3 are listed in table 3.3.
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Chapter 3

Simulations for infinite

populations

3.1 Why simulations ?

It is an established practice to evaluate the Performance of robust es¬

timators by Monte-Carlo simulations. Nevertheless it is not an easy

decision to undertake a (large) Simulation experiment. The conceptual
difficulties are not smaller than with theoretical studies. Usually there

is a lot of programming work to do until the first Simulation runs prop¬

erly. Simulations often have several phases until a satisfactory result is

obtained. I have gone through five phases.

I did some early calculations for the MER-estimator with the Statisti¬

cal package S just to know whether the MER-estimator works at all,
i.e. whether there is a minimum of the estimated risk which does not

yield the AM as MER-estimator. Then I made numerical calculations

(cf. section 2.3) to expiore whether the MER-estimator had enough

potential to make serious simulations worthwile. I went through the

first wave of simulations where I used point contamponents (cf. section

3.3.4). A second wave with contamponents that have a füll distribution

followed. The last wave of simulations for infinite populations used füll

contaminations and füll contaminating distributions. I also enlarged the

Simulation bed and the set of estimators.

71
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The analysis of Simulation results is similar to the data analysis of an

experiment. The results are multivariate: In the last wave 10 estimators

with 2 Performance criteria each. The treatments, i.e. the Simulation

conditions, have more than 10 dimensions (type and parameters of the

kernel distributions, amount of contamination, sample size, V-functions,

tuning constants). Thus the analysis of Simulation results is by itself a

major task.

A serious drawback of simulations is that it may be difficult to extrap¬
olate the results from the Simulation bed to other conditions. The non¬

parametric nature of the problem cannot be overcome by simulations:

For the Simulation bed specific distributions must be chosen. Out of an

infinite dimensional response surface on the space of probability distri¬

butions only a few points have been evaluated. Therefore the Simulation

must be backed up by the theoretical results in chapter 2.

So why all this work for simulations? The results of chapter 2 on con¬

sisteney are based on asymptotie calculations. The finite sample sensi¬

tivity curve ofthe MER-estimator (2.15) is much too eomplicated to be

of use for the approximation of finite sample effieieneies. The variance

estimator (2.6) is asymptotically consistent but it may be biased even

if no scale must be estimated and it has a positive variance. There

must be an overlap between the range of sample sizes where the risk

estimator is close enough to the true MSE and the range of sample sizes

where the variance is not yet dominated too much by the bias. The

basic question is: Does the sampling variability and the eventual bias of

the risk estimator annihilate the potential gains of the MER-estimator?

In other words, does the adaption pay off? Though the MER-estimator

is asymptotically at least as efficient as the AM in MSE-R, how good
is it for finite n? It is not interesting to have an estimation procedure
that is 1% more efficient than the AM but is much more eomplicated.
Do losses in MSE-R occur and under what conditions? What about

efficiency in MSE-N?

Besides the MER- and the EER-estimator and the median all considered

estimators depend on tuning constants. What tuning constants are

good? How do these estimators perform? For the BM- and the TM-

estimators the influence curve may give indications at least on their

asymptotie Performance but these results must be checked for finite

sample sizes.
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3.2 Computation of the estimators

3.2.1 BM-estimators

The BM-estimator needs a preliminary scale estimate d. I use the MAD.

The Solution of 2.37 may be found by a root searehing algorithm. No

special problems should arise for V- and ».-funetions which are contin¬

uous and strictly monotone in x. If the monotonicity is not strict the

Solution may be an interval. Any point inside the interval can be taken

as estimate, in partieular the limit closer to the median. I use the Van

Wijngaarden-Dekker-Brent algorithm described in [Press et al. 1986]. I

set 77 = V and kn = fc-^ such that only one constant must be chosen.

To obtain braeketting values, i.e. an interval which certainly contains

the root, I search outward from the interval with limits median and AM

with increasing steplength until the left hand side of (2.37) has opposite

signs at the braeketting values. For the distributions I considered this

was safe and efficient enough. Problems might occur with symmetric

distributions, or generally when the median is too close to the AM. A

wider interval around the AM may be adequate to prevent underflow.

However under a symmetric distribution the BM-estimator will be near

both the median and the AM if V and rj are skew-symmetric. In such

a case asymmetric V-functions may give convergence problems.

The Solution of (2.37) could be found by an iteratively reweighted least

Squares algorithm. The algorithm would be as follows:

1. Let T° be a starting value and d a preliminary scale estimate.

2. Let T* be given.

«f+i := V(^^,M/(^7^). '•= 1,-.».

<+M '¦= n2Xnn(V^^^,k,)/(^^^)
Tk+1 := {Y^+1*i + <+M*n)/(Y^+l+<M)

«=i _=i

3. If \Tk+1 - Tk\ < \Tk\r, where r is a small positive number, then

stop: Tb := Tk+1, eise go to step 2.
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The converged Solution Tb fulfills

n n

0 = Y WiX> + wAMXn - Tb(Y w> + wam)
»=1 i-1

i=l

+[n2Ann(v^^^,fc,)/(v^^4^)](Xn -Ti). (3.1)

Therefore Tb is a Solution of (2.37).

3.2.2 TM-estimators

The tuning constant ka for the winsorizing M-estimator is determined

by a root of the funetion

vw = {\Y MXi~Tifn,k)>fc)) - <J - °)- (3-2>
>'=1

The scale d is used for numerical stability only if the V-function is scale

equivariant. The same root finding algorithm as for the BM-estimator

is used. The braeketting starts with the intervall [l,s«,] where

sw — max(max(x.) — x„,x„
— min(xj)) * 1.05/d. (3.3)

The value of sw is such that T(Fn,sw d) = Xn if ip(x,sw) = x for

jx| < sw. The funetion W(k) usually is monotone increasing in fc. If

W(k) does not change its sign over the first braeketting interval a search

starts outwards until W(k) < 0 at the left and W(k) > 0 at the right
end of the interval.

3.2.3 Variance estimation for M-estimators

The variance estimator (2.6) has a bias if the underlying distribution is

skew [Carroll 1979]. This bias stems from the estimation of the scale.

For simultaneous scale estimation Carroll gives an approximation under

certain conditions on V and F:
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(EFiPi(Xi - T(F, k))/cr(F))(T(Fn, k) - T(F, fc))

n f—'
i=l

+((T(F) - s„)EF(Xi - T(F, fc))V(X_ - T(F, fc))

+0p(n"1) (3.4)

This expression shows, that for skew distributions the variance of the

scale estimate sn inflates the variance of T(F„,fc). The inflation is

not taken into account by V(Fn,k). Table 3.7 shows that in the case

of preliminary scale estimation the variance is inflated too. Here the

advantage of the scale equivariance of the MER-estimators becomes

clear. Since they need no scale estimate for T(Fn, fc) the above variance

inflation does not affect r(F„,fcm). In fact the comparison of V(F„,k)
with the Monte-Carlo variance of T(F„, fc) shows.that for fixed scale the

bias is small. Nevertheless I tried out correction factors proposed by

Huber [Huber 1970] for symmetric distributions in a regression context.

The improvements are small.

A more serious problem is the discontinuity of Vi (x, fc) in fc. This makes

V(Fn, fc) discontinuous too. In partieular for the Huber-functions the

variance estimate jumps upwards when fc decreases and the edge of

ipsHub moves over an Observation. For small and moderate n the ragged
form of V(Fn,k) makes a minimum search difficult and unstable. The

neatest way to overcome this would be to replaee the empirical distri¬

bution funetion Fn by a smooth version. This turns easy summations

into piecewise integrations. I preferred to smooth only Vi- I replaee

ipaHub,i(x,k) = l{x < fc} by

i>aHub,l{x,k) =
x<k

k < x < k + a . (3.5)
x > k + a

The funetion ipaHub,i(x, fc) falls linearly from 1 to 0 in [fc, fc + a]. The

value of a is set to min(2<ii,fc/n) usually, where dk is the steplength

fo the minimum search. For V»flu»(x,fc) a symmetrically smoothed

derivative is used. The smoothed derivatives correspond to V-functions
which are quadratic in [fc, fc -f a]. I used the original V for its simpiicity.
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This smoothing introduces a small negative bias into the variance esti¬

mator, which is partly compensated by taking the third power instead of

the second power for the denominator. This is motivated by formula 6.6

in [Huber 1981, page 173]: The faetor W1 is I £"=1 Vi((*. - T)/d).
The variance estimator for the Huber-V-functions becomes

fr- ,,
nh"LUmXi-T)ld,k)2

nn,)-{n-YZ=iM(Xi-T)id,k)r
(3-6)

(Note the third power in the denominator.)

3.2.4 Minimum Search for the MER-estimators

There are four selectors in the study. Usually they are different. A

golden section search may be considered for each selector separately. I

prefer to calculate the selectors for a range of equidistant values of fc

and to determine the minimum of these evaluations. Obviously these

minima are not accurate. But the minima are global with respeet
to the chosen ränge. Furthermore Computing time is saved since the

T(Fn,k) and V(Fn,k) are the same for the four selectors. A golden
section search would need separate braeketting values for each selector.

An important advantage of this equidistant search is that it is always
possible to get a plot of the selectors. The starting value for the first

M-estimator is the median. For the rest ofthe evaluations the iterations

start at the previous evaluation. This reduces the number of iterations

for the M-estimators considerably. Usually it is below 10.

The number of evaluation points n,.ep is 25. Comparison with 50 eval¬

uation points show that the gain of efficiency of the MER is below 1%.

The range of the evaluations sw is determined by (3.3). The length
of a step is dk = sw/natep- The search is actually from dk to sw in

steps of length dk. If fc is too small, fc < 0.5 say, the algorithm for the

M-estimator may not converge (cf. section 2.1.2). In such a case the

evaluation is discarded and a warning flag is set. This is not a serious

problem because fcm usually is rather large. It oecurred sometimes at

the normal distribution.

For the Huber-V-functions fc = sw ensures that T(Fn,k) = Xn- This

is not the case for the exponential V-functions. Therefore the search

goes on beyond sw with increasing steplength. The search ends if either

|T(F„,fc) - X„\ < |T(F„,fc)| • 0.001 and fc > sw or if the number of
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evaluations or fc itself becomes too large. The second condition prevents
overflow. If it comes to use, a warning flag is set. With the exponential-
V-functions the search almost always stopped because of a too large
fc.

3.3 Simulation bed

3.3.1 Sample sizes

The sizes n of simple random samples of finite populations often are

between 50 and 100. There may occur smaller samples but one tries

to avoid them because terms of the order 0(l/n) may be too large to

negleet them. The sizes n = 100 and n = 400 approximately yield
95% confidence intervals for proportions of width < 0.2 and < 0.1

respectively. They usually are large enough to rely on asymptotics and

they are manageable. Samples of size larger than 800 or maybe 1000

are usually complex, i.e. clustered and stratified.

I chose n = 64 = 26 as basic sample size. It is small enough to show

effects (bias-variance balance) which vanish for larger n. And it is large

enough to be realistic. I chose n = 16 = 24 to represent rather small

samples. As a larger sample size I chose n = 256 = 28. Here the

bias already plays the predominant role but it is still manageable for

simulations. Together n = 16,64,256 form a geometric series, which

makes the comparison over sample sizes easier.

3.3.2 Kernel distributions

The simulations are based on a small number of basic distributions, the

kernel distributions. It is not feasible to expiore too many distributions

because of Computing time and because of the complexity of the analysis
of the results. The distributions that arise in sampling are often skew

and contain oecasional large values. Examples are income of persons

or yield of wheat of farms. The MER-estimator is designed for skew

distributions where bias plays an important role. Therefore the kernel

distributions should cover a range of skewness from heavily asymmetric
to symmetric.

I chose Gamma and Weibull distributions as kernel distributions for the
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contamination model. See table 3.1 for their densities and figure 3.1 for

plots. I set the scale parameter A = 1 almost always because changing
the scale is not interesting for scale equivariant estimators. The two-

parameter Gamma and the Weibull distribution are subclasses of the

three-parameter Gamma distributions that have density

Gam(7,A,i,)=^x^-1e-^.

For 7 = v = 1 the exponential distributions arise. The parame¬

ters v and 7 are shape parameters that govern skewness and (for the

Weibull) tail-thickness.

There are two common ways to generate outliers. Thick tails ofa distri¬

bution mean that large values occur relatively often. Such distributions

are sometimes called outlier prone. The Pareto distributions and some

lognormal distributions are outlier prone. The second way of generat¬

ing outliers is by the contamination model (2.2). The contamination

produces gross errors which eventually show up as outliers. The kernel

distribution to which contamination is added should not be too outlier

prone itself. For a kernel distribution with not too thick tails it is easier

to discriminate between the bulk of the data and outliers.

As an outlier prone distribution family I use the Pareto distributions.

They often serve as a model for very skew distributions with oecasional

large values. Like the Cauchy distribution for symmetric models the

Pareto is sort of a worst case because it may not even have an expee¬

tation. The lognormal distribution may display different tail-thickness

and skewness according to its parameters. The main reason why I did

not include it in the Simulation is that its canonieal parameterization is

not by a shape parameter and a scale parameter.

The AM is optimal under a normal distribution in a number of ways.

The normal distribution is used as reference. It also assumes negative
values in contrast to the above distributions. The case of symmetric
contamination has been extensively investigated, e.g. in the Princeton

study [Andrews et al. 1972]. It is interesting to compare the behavior

of our estimators to the estimators of this study though they are not

designed for that Situation. The case of asymmetric contamination of

the normal distribution is interesting and promising.

Figure 3.1 represents all kernel distributions.
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Kernel distributions

type -fc density shape 7 mean p st. dev. (7 skewn. £

Gam(7, A) =

fWx e 0.5

1.0

4.0

7/A
0.5

1.0

4.0

y/lß
0.707

1.0

2.0

2/VX
2.89

2.0

1.0

Wei(7,A) =

A7xT-1e-Al" 0.5

2.0

*

2.0

0.89

*

4.47

0.46

*

6.62

0.63

Par(T) =

7(l/*)7+1 1.5

2.5

7-1

3.0

1.67

7

-

(7-l)4'(7-2)

1.49

Normal 0 0 1 0

Table 3.1: The kernel distributions of the simulations for infinite popu¬

lations with their parameters and moments. The scale X = 1. Skewness

is £ = (E(X — p)3)/<r3. The Weibull moments (*) are calculated with

EXr =A-r/TT(r/7 + l).
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3.3.3 Contamination

The Gamma, Weibull and normal distributions were contaminated ac¬

cording to the contamination model

Ft(t) = (l-e)F(t) + eG(t).

The distribution F(t) is the kernel distribution, G(t) is the contamina¬

tion distribution and c is the contamination rate.

The contamination ratio was chosen to be e = 0,0.01,0.05,0.20. I con¬

sider e = 0.01 as representative for high quality data that contains only
a few outliers. This high data quality is rather the exeeption. The

rate e = 0.05 is quite common. There are outliers but not too many.

Data that contains a eonsiderable amount of outliers is represented by
c = 0.2. Such data may be unsatisfactory, but are still common. Of

course in sampling the Situation is different from robustness of para¬

metric models [Hampel et al. 1986, section 1.2c] because outliers may

be considered representative. But they are usually as discomforting for

the analysis of survey data as for experimental data.

Scott, Marchant and Verma report on an experiment to compare two

forecast methods for crop-yield [Scott et al. 1989]. The total sample
size is 560. 10 units were eliminated due to missing values and another

10 due to extreme values. Thus the rate of nonrepresentative outliers

would be e = 10/550 w 0.02. The remaining data set still contains large
values such that the authors use the logarithmic transform to analyze
their data. Little and Smith [Little and Smith 1987] conclude in an

example that 15 out of 152 cases contain potentially outlying data (in
a multivariate sense), which would correspond to e » 0.1.

In an analysis by myself [Alleman et al. 1988] I found 49 cases with

(multiple) errors out of 309 in a first round and 17 cases out of 319

in a second round. This corresponds to e = 0.16 and 0.05. There are

certainly more errors in the data set I finally used for the analysis.

Of course one can hope for better data quality when only a single vari¬

able is considered. Unfortunately outliers tend to cluster in cases and

variables. The rates in the above examples are outlier rates. It depends
on F and G whether a gross error, i.e. an Observation stemming from

G, shows up as an outlier (cf. page 81). Furthermore it is not clear

how the rates of representative and nonrepresentative outliers are con¬

nected. The distinetion of representative versus nonrepresentative is op-
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erational. E.g. with a true gross error rate e = 0.4 a rate e„ = 0.2 shows

up as outliers and half of the apparent outliers are considered nonrepre¬

sentative, such that a "representative gross error rate" er = 0.3 from a

(censored) contamination distribution obtains. I consider e £ [0.0,0.2]
as reasonable.

I use two types of contamination distributions: scale contamination and

exponential contamination. The first type of contamination distribution

is G(t) = F(Xct), where F is the kernel distribution and 0 < Ac < 1. The

contamination distribution is the same as the kernel distribution but its

variance is inflated by A~2, while its expeetation p(G) = p(F)/Xe. This

contamination type models gross errors that are measured in the wrong

scale. Alternatively the gross erros are units that are of the same type as

the bulk ofthe data but on a larger scale. I call this contamination type
scale contamination. I chose Ac = 0.1 as my Standard. The contami¬

nation thus has 100 times larger variance than the kernel. Nevertheless

with the sample sizes considered it is difficult to detect because a large
part of the contamination is hidden in the bulk of the uncontaminated

observations. The contaminated densities may have two modes if the

mode ofthe kernel distribution is larger than zero (Wei(2) and Gam(4))
but the mode due to the contamination is barely noticeable (see figure
3.1).

A second type of contamination is chosen to be nasty for M-estimators.

The contamination distribution is G(t) = Exp(t — xo), an exponential
distribution with parameter 1 that has its origin at xo > 0. I chose xo

according to the kernel distribution:

x0:=p(F) + atj(F),

where a = 5 usually. I call this type of contamination exponential
contamination. It creates bimodal contaminated distributions with the

kernel distributions, the second mode beeing the sharp peak of the ex¬

ponential contamination. The resulting density is discontinuous at xo-

To check whether the discontinuity might cause troubles I tried a log¬
normal contamination instead ofthe exponential. The results were very

similar. Since the estimators are non-parametric and the support of the

contaminated distribution is the same as for the kernel distributions no

problems with superefficiency arise. The advantage of the exponential
contamination is its simpiicity and its tail which has the same form as

the Gamma-distributions.

The strong bimodality of the exponential contamination makes it diffi-
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cult to obtain a good balance between the two modes. If the outliers are

considered representative only the AM distributes the weights correctly
on the two modes. This is an unfavorable Situation for M- and MER-

estimators because they will tend to downweight the outliers too much.

In fact all the gross errors that arise by the exponential contamination

have large values compared with the bulk of the kernel distributed ob¬

servations. The exponential contamination models a second population
which has different location than the kernel population. It is rather easy

to detect. The question whether the contamination is representative or

not is acute. A eareful analyst would probably try to separate the two

populations [Hidiroglou and Srinath 1981].

3.3.4 Contamponents and point contaminations

The concept of contamponents is introduced in [Andrews et al. 1972]. If

the kernel distribution and the contamination distribution have densities

/ and g respectively then the joint density of an i.i.d. sample xi,...,xn

may be written

f((xi,...,xn) = Y(n\k(l-er-kf{g(xi) JJ f(Xi).
k=Q

^ ' »=1 i=k+l

Thus the joint density may be expressed as the weighted sum of the

joint density funetions

k n

/t(xi,...,xn) = JJ(J(X,4) JJ f(Xi)
i=l i=k+l

which involve only a fixed number fc of contaminated variables. The dis¬

tributions with densities fk{xi, ¦..,x„) are called contamponents. Thus

a contamponent is the conditional distribution of the sample given the

number of contaminated observations. For small e and n it pays off to

simulate only a few contamponents, mainly for small fc, and to inte¬

grate them numerically over the binomial distribution for a partieular
e. Actually the analysis of the Princeton study was esentially based on

the contamponents because the effects were clearer with contamponents

than with the whole contaminated distribution. To distinguish contam¬

ponents from the unconditional contaminated distribution I sometimes

call the latter füll contamination.
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Kernel and contaminating distributions
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Figure 3.1: Densities f(x) of the kernel distributions (füll line), to¬

gether with ihe density x 2 ofthe scale contamination (dotted line) and

the density x 0.2 of the exponential contamination (dashed and dotted

line).
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One could go one step further back and disintegrate contamponents
into point masses. Thus only point-contamponents would have to be

simulated and integrated over the different contamponent distributions.

Or the point-contamponent would have to be simulated and integrated
over the binomial weights, leaving the integration over the contamina¬

tion distribution for a later stage of the analysis. The advantage of point
contaminations is their simpiicity. They are elosely related to sensitivity
curves.

The problem with point-contamination, be it by contamponents or füll,
is that the outliers do not have internal variability (cf. section 2.3).
The AM takes füll advantage of this reduetion of the variability. An

M-estimator often downweighs the outliers though they are less vari¬

able in this case. The usual variance estimator for M-estimators cannot

take into account the reduced variability of the outliers. This results

in an inefficient minimal tuning constant for the MER-estimator. The

advantage of the AM over M-estimators and the MER-estimators van¬

ishes when the point-contamination is integrated over a contamination

distribution. But then the point-contamination only complicates the

analysis and interpretation.

Contamponents with füll contamination distributions still pose prob¬
lems. One problem is that for larger sample sizes, say n = 64 or 256,
the contamponents with large weight for one e have low weight for an¬

other but nearby e. This is an effect ofthe concentration ofthe binbmial

distribution around ne which for larger n separates the distributions for

different e. Thus more and more contamponents are needed to cover the

important range of e. Therefore the efficiency gains of contamponents
versus füll contamination becomes small for large n.

The problem with the interpretability of single contamponents for skew

contaminated distributions is more serious. Consider the MSE of an

estimator T of the mean:

EF,[(T(X)-p(F<)2]

= EBinW[En[(nX)-M^)2]], (3.7)

where Egjn(cx denotes the expeetation with respeet to the binomial

distribution with parameter e and EFk denotes the expeetation with

respeet to the contamponent distribution with fc contaminated observa-
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tions. Let p(Fk) = EFkXn- The MSE-R becomes

EBin(0 [En l(T(X) - p(Fk) + p(Fk) - p(Fe)2]]
= Eßinw [En KT(X) - tiFk))2}] + VarBin(€)(MFt))

+2EBin(o[En[n2CMn)]]
-2EBin{e)[p(Fk)] EB[riU)[EFk[T(X)]]
-2 EBin(£)^(^)2] + 2 /i(^)EBin(0|>i(fi)3

= EßinwKK71^ ~ ^-O)']] " VarBin«)(M^))
+2 Cov^^F*), EfjTQQ]). (3.8)

The MSE-R is composed of the MSE-R's with respeet to the contam¬

ponents, the variance of the contamponent mean and the covariance of

the contamponent mean with the contamponent expeetation of T. For

symmetric contaminated distributions the two latter components are

zero. For T = Xn the above decomposition of the MSE-R reduces to

the well known formulaEFtX„ — Egjn- , Var^ X„ + Vargjn(£, EFkX„.
The MSE-R's of the contamponents are not enough to calculate the ef¬

ficiency of an estimator if the means of the contamponents are different

as in my simulations. The remaining two terms in (3.8) may even yield
a smaller MSE-R of T than of the AM though all MSE-R of T with

respeet to the contamponents are larger than the ones ofthe AM. The

overall MSE-R really depends on a partieular e and the second and third

component of (3.8) would have to be calculated for every considered e.

I deeided not to use contamponents and/or point-contamination because

they are not helpful for the interpretation of my simulations and the gain
of efficiency of the Monte-Carlo simulations are minor compared with

the difficulty of the implementation.
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3.4 Control and evaluation of the simula¬

tions

3.4.1 Number of replicates and accuracy

The Performance criteria for the estimators are relative effieieneies

with respeet to the AM in MSE-R and MSE-N. Denote with Avec
the arithmetic mean over the replicates of a Simulation with nr repli¬
cates. The MSE-R of an estimator T is estimated by mr(T) —

A\ec[(T - Avec Xn)2] and the MSE-N by mn(T) = Avec[(T-
p(F))2]. The Monte-Carlo estimate for the representative efficiency
is er = mr(AM)/mr(T) and for the nonrepresentative efficiency en =

m„(_4M)/m„(T) . How many Monte-Carlo replicates are necessary to

obtain a certain accuracy of mr(T), i.e. how large should nr be? The

Monte-Carlo variance of mr (T) is

Var(mr(T)) = Var(Varc(T) + (Avec T - Avec Xn)2), (3.9)

where Varc denotes the empirical variance over a Monte-Carlo sample.
The dominating part in (3.9) is Var(Vaxc(T)). I want to control this

variance.

Suppose T ~ ,\f(0,a2). The sampling variance ö\ ~ o"2Xnr-i/nr — 1

and thus has variance 2<r4/(nr — 1). Its coefficient of Variation is ct =

\f2/(n — 1). I want to achieve c-r < 0.05, which needs nr < 800. I

chose nr = 800 throughout. This is also computationally feasible. The

relative effieieneies should be considerably more accurate because the

MSE's are often positively correlated (cf. 3.4.4).

3.4.2 Estimation of the variance of the effieieneies

The estimation of Var(er) or Var(e„) from the whole set of replicates
involves linear approximations and estimates up to the fourth moments

of the joint distribution of the two estimators involved. It is too com¬

plex for practical uses. I chose a method that works with groups of the

Monte-Carlo samples. Let ng be the number of groups of size nrg such

that nrg = nr/ng is an integer. For every group I estimate the rela¬

tive effieieneies. I use the sampling variance over the groups of these

within groups effieieneies as an estimate for the sampling variance of

the relative effieieneies over the whole set of replicates.
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Let Tg and Xg (g = 1,..., ng) be the group means of the estimator T

and of the AM. The MSE-R of the estimator T in group g is estimated

by

mr(g,T) = -i— Y(T3,i -fg)2 + (fg - Xg)2. (3.10)
"rp

- 1
fcl

The relative efficiency per group is er(g,T) = mr(g, AM)/mr(g,T).
The variance of the representative efficiency er is estimated by

V*W=n(r! nI>r(g,r)-e-r(r))2, (3.11)
nAn3 -1) rr?

where er(_T) = ^- ^=i er(ff-T). I chose ng = 4 such that for nr = 800

the group size is nrg = 200. The mean er(T) of the group effieieneies is

very close to the overall efficiency.

The estimated variances of the effieieneies were standardized and aver¬

aged to yield an overall measure vr of the accuracy of the Simulation

results.

v2T = -±--Yvr(l<»)/er(T^)2 , (3.12)

where a = 11 is the number of estimators in the Simulation and j =

1 corresponds to the AM. (The numbers (overall coefficient of

Variation of en and er) in the output in appendix C.2 have to be

multiplied by -^11/10 w 1.05 because I erroneously averaged over all

estimators including the mean, which has i>r(AM) = 0.) The formulae

for the nonrepresentative efficiency en(T) are completely analogous.

The simulations show, that for relative effieieneies near 1 the estimated

Standard error is below 1% usually because the correlation ofthe consid¬

ered estimator with the AM is large. For effieieneies well away from 1 the

coefficient of Variation often is larger than 0.05 but only exceptionally
it is larger than 0.2. The median and the bounded influence estimators

have the least accuracy of their effieieneies. The MERl-estimator has

very accurate efficiency estimates while the other MER-estimators are

somwehat worse.
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3.4.3 Pseudorandom numbers and control of vari¬

ability

The IMSL library [IMSL 1987] provides six versions ofthe basic random

number generator. It uses the linear congruential method :

x,- = cxj_imod(231 - 1).

I set c to the highest value 950706736, which should yield good results in

general and I use shuffling (IMSL option 6). My starting value for single
simulations is xo = 123456719. I take a system start that is extracted

from the system clock when a whole set of simulations is run.

Gamma, Weibull and normal variates are generated by the correspond¬

ing single precision IMSL-routines. Histograms of some of the realisa-

tions did not show any peculiarity. The IMSL-routine RNBIN generates
the number of gross errors in a sample. To check the generation of this

number of gross errors I record the maximum number of gross errors

over the realisations of a Simulation and calculate the probability pm
of getting a number that is at least as extreme as the observed. This

gives a check whether very strongly contaminated samples oecured. The

reason for this check is that even Monte-Carlo means are not robust.

If for example one of the 800 replicates contains only gross errors then

this replicate is such a wild outlier that the Monte-Carlo Results may

be invalidated and the Simulation should be repeated. Usually I got

0.3 < Pm < 0.9. The smallest value was pm = 0.03. Since I made

around 250 simulations this seems to be in order.

I calculated quantiles and pseudovarianees for the estimators

to have a further control over the impact of single realisa¬

tions on the effieieneies. I chose the probabilities p =

0.01,0.025,0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5,0.75,0.9,0.95,0.975,0.99 to evaluate the

corresponding quantiles qp of the estimators. To calculate the quantiles
without ordering I interpolated linearly a number of indicator means:

For every estimator a set of 100 trial quantiles was chosen equally spaced
on the ränge ofthe estimator. The resulting empirical distribution fune¬

tion was used to evaluate the quantiles at the above probabilities (I used

linear interpolation; quadratic interpolation does not ensure monotonic-

ity). I routinely plotted the quantiles of the MERl-estimator against
normal quantiles to check for outliers (8 or more) and skewness (cf.
appendix C.2).
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Pseudovarianees [Andrews et al. 1972, p. 81] were calculated as

[(«0.975 - ?o.o25)/(^-1(0-975) - $"1(0.025))]2, (3.13)

where qa is the a-quantile of the distribution ofan estimator and $-1(a)
is the a-quantile of the Standard normal distribution. A large deviance

of a pseudovariance from the variance would indicate deviations from

normality. Such a deviation usually is due to thicker tails or skewness.

The pseudovarianees of my simulations were often very close to the

variances except for the Pareto distributions. Even for the very skew

Wei(0.5)-distribution the effieieneies based on the pseudovarianees were

within the sampling variability ofthe effieieneies based on the variances.

Usually the pseudovarianees would have favoured the robust estimators

because oecasional outlying replicates influence the AM stronger than

the robust estimators.

3.4.4 Variance reduetion

There are various possibilities to reduee the variance of Monte-Carlo

simulations (cf. [Bratley et al. 1983]). Contamponents are an effective

way to eombine conditional sampling with importance sampling. In

section 3.3.41 explained why this teehnique is not useful for asymmetric
distributions.

I compare the MSE of estimators over the same samples thus using
the teehnique called "common random numbers". The AM acts as

a control variate. For this reason I take the MSE-R with respeet to

the mean of the AM though the difference to the theoretical mean of

the contaminated distribution is very small. The correlation of the

estimators and the AM reduee the variability of the effieieneies. A

linear approximation of the Monte-Carlo variance of er is

Var(er) * ;^r^Var(mÄ))

+WVar(m'(T))

-2^^Cov(mr(X„),mT). (3.14)

For mr(X„) close to mr(T) and Cov(mr(_Y„),m4r) > 0 (which is often
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the case) the relative efficiency may have smaller variance than the

corresponding mean Squares.

The use of different simulations for different distributions and contami¬

nations is a stratificaton without the intention to summarize the results

of the different strata in simple numbers.

The accuracy of the effieieneies cannot be improved by poststratification
be it random or according to a sample statistic. The reason is that the

separate ratio estimator is the same as the combined ratio estimator

when poststratification with estimated strata sizes is used. There is

an estimator of the variance of a ratio-estimator for stratified sampling
[Cochran 1977, section 6.10-13] but it does not take into account the

additional variability due to the poststratification.

3.4.5 Compartmentation by robust skewness

Tukey proposes in [Tukey 1979] compartments for the analysis of ro¬

bust estimators by simulations. Compartments are groups of replicates
eharaeterized by a sample statistic. It is a poststratification of the simu¬

lations with the purpose of improving the analysis not the accuracy. The

degree of skewness is important for the efficiency of MER-estimators.

I create compartments by a robust measure of skewness proposed by

Hampel [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 424]. The measure is calculated as

follows.

Given a sample xi,..., x„ let d be the MAD and r, = (x, — med, Xi)/d.
Hampels skewness measure is

Ch{xi,. ¦ .,x„) = med|r,|>0(sgn(r.)_og(|r,4|)). (3.15)

The median is taken over the r, ^ 0 to avoid overflow of the logarithm.
For r = 0 the funetion sgn(r)log([r|) should yield two values on plus
and minus infinity, each with eight 0.5. Thus the observations with

r = 0 are neutral for the median over that funetion.

The skewness measure du fulfills du £ [—1,1]. Negatively skewed sam¬

ples yield du < 0, positively skewed C/f > 0. The sample space is divided

into four parts by med xn
— d, med x„ and med x„ -f d. If C_v = — 1 half

of the observations are in the first part and the other half in the third

part, if dH = 1 half of the observations are in the second and the other

half in the fourth part. If dH — 0 then medx„ — d is the first quartile
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and medx„ + d the third. This shows that dH ls an intuitive measure

of skewness. Its main advantage is the high breakdown point 0.5. It is

scale invariant.

I created 8 compartments by the compartment indicator ic :=

min(max(0, [80_-],7) -f 1. Thus the cutpoints for the compartmenter

du are 0.125 fc, with fc = 1,.. .,7. The simulations showed that dH is

not useful to discriminate the effect of samples on the relative effieien¬

eies. The reason is that dH is very robust and thus it does not reflect

the impact of outliers on the AM(cf. page 138).

3.5 How to analyze the results ?

3.5.1 Notation

The letters g,w,n,p denote Gamma, Weibull, normal and Pareto dis¬

tributions respectively. The value of the shape parameter is put right
after the distribution letter, e.g. g.5 is a Gam(0.5,l) distribution or

w2 is a Wei(2,l) distribution. Thus the kernel distributions (cf. table

3.1) are denoted g.5, gl, g4, w.5, w2, nO, pl.5 and p2.5. The contam¬

ination is indicated by the letter S for scale contamination and E for

exponential contamination and the contamination rate in percent. In

graphs the contamination type is sometimes indicated by the variable

contype, which is 1 for scale contamination, 2 for exponential contam¬

ination and 0 for no contamination. The acronym w.5S5 denotes a 5%

scale contaminated Wei(0.5) distribution. Usually I denote an (uncon¬
taminated) kernel by 0% scale contamination, e.g. w2S0. Leaving out

the distribution letter and parameter, e.g. S20 or E5, means all distribu¬

tions and parameters of a core (see below) for which the corresponding
contamination exists. Leaving out the contamination rate means all

contamination rates (including 0) for the corresponding contamination

type, which exist. Sometimes I put the sample size in front of the dis¬

tribution letter, e.g. 256g.5E1 indicates samples of size n = 256 of a

Gam(0.5) kernel with 1% exponential contamination.

I call a core the distributions g.5, gl, g4, w.5, w2 uncontaminated

and with scale contamination and exponential contamination at rates

{1%, 5%, 20%}, plus the distributions nOSO, nOS5, n0E5, pl.5, p2.5.
Thus a core consists of 40 distributions. I call a contamination family
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the set of contaminated distributions of the same contamination type
for a specific kernel distribution, e.g. w.5E is the set w.5E0, W.5E1,

w.5E5, W.5E20.

The estimators are denoted by single uppercase letters or by numbers.

The median is D, the M-estimator is M, the BMl-estimator is B, the

BML-estimator is L, the TM-estimator is T, the MERl-estimator is

1, the EER-estimator is E, the MER2-estimator is 2 and the MVBB-

estimator is 4. For on overview see table 3.3.

3.5.2 Classification of the distributions

If one is looking at MSE-R only there is no basic parametric model

with which the contaminations should be compared though the Sim¬

ulation bed contains kernel distributions and contaminations of these

kerneis. For every contamination family the effect of increasing con¬

tamination rate may be observed, but unlike in parametric robustness

studies the uncontaminated kernel distribution is not the parametric
model for which the estimators are designed. A 5% scale contaminated

distribution is as "central" as the uncontaminated kernel. The contami¬

nation rate is essential in what concerns MSE-N. The nonrepresentative
MSE equals the representative MSE only at the kernel distribution.

The right tails of the distributions have various forms. For the gamma
distributions the dominant term of the density at large x is of the form

exp(—Acx) (scale contamination) or exp(—x) (exponential contamina¬

tion). The tail ofthe Weibull distribution decays like exp(—XJx"1) (scale
contamination) or exp(—x"1"^7,1-1) (exponential contamination). The

normal distribution decays like exp(—X2x2) (scale contamination) or

exp(—x) (exponential contamination). The Pareto distributions decay
like x-(7+1-1. The distributions may be classified according to their tail-

thickness, e.g. whether the right tail decays slower than, faster than, or

like exp(—cx). Thick tails have: pl.5, p2.5 and the w.5 family. Medium

tails have: all gamma families, w2E and nOE5. Thin tails have: w2S0

and w2S, nOSO and n0S5.

The skewness d — E[(—f^)3] is crueial for the competition between the

AM and the other estimators. Table 3.2 gives the skewness of the dis¬

tributions. The skewness jumps upwards if contamination is introduced

but then it decreases when the contamination rate increases. The less

skew the kernel distribution the higher is the jump. Most contaminated
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Expeetation, variance and skewness of the distributions

e g-5 gl g4 w.5 w2 n pl.5 p2.5

0 0.50 1.00 4.00 2.00 0.89 0.00 3.00 1.67

0.50 1.00 4.00 2.00 0.21 1.00 -- 2.22

2.83 2.00 1.00 6.62 0.63 0.00 -— —

Sl 0.55 1.09 4.36 2.18 0.97

1.20 2.79 20.79 20.00 1.06

14.27 12.18 11.04 27.06 10.63

S5 0.73 1.45 5.80 2.90 1.29 0.00

3.94 9.80 85.36 134.39 4.30 5.95

11.13 8.58 5.87 22.80 5.74 0.00

S20 1.40 2.80 11.20 5.60 2.48

13.64 33.76 290.56 467.84 14.64

6.34 4.70 2.89 13.51 2.82

El 0.55 1.06 4.11 2.23 0.92

0.71 1.36 5.17 25.21 0.33

3.60 3.35 7.60 5.59 6.77

E5 0.73 1.30 4.55 3.17 1.05 0.30

1.50 2.71 9.60 44.97 0.78 2.71

3.12 3.01 5.18 3.57 4.76 2.10

E20 1.41 2.20 6.20 6.67 1.55

3.89 6.76 22.76 103.52 2.13

1.83 1.90 3.29 1.69 2.87

Table 3.2: Expeetation above variance above skewness for the distribu¬

tions in the Simulation bed. Skewness is d = E[(^f^-)3].

distributions have higher skewness than the corresponding kernel dis¬

tribution. At g.5E20, glE20 and w.5E the skewness is lower than for

the kernel distribution. The decrease of the skewness with the contam¬

ination rate is steeper for the scale contamination than for exponential
contamination. The decrease is mainly due to the inflation of the vari¬

ance (cf. table 3.2). The expectations are ofthe same order ofmagnitude
for scale as for exponential contamination while the variances blow up

considerably more for scale contamination.

There are groups of skewness values: 29 values are between 0 and 9,
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with a mode at 3. Then there are 5 values between 10 and 15 and 2

high values at 22.80 and 27.06. These values above 10 mostly occur

at Sl or S5. The Pareto distributions have infinite skewness. I call

skew the distributions with d > 2 and unskew the distributions with

0 < C < 2. Thus the kerneis g.5, gl, w.5, pl.5 and p2.5 are skew and

g4, w2 and nO are unskew. The scale contaminations are all skew, while

for exponential contamination g.5E20, glE20 and W.5E20 are unskew.

1 call a family skew if the corresponding kernel is skew.

All exponentially contaminated distributions and g4S and w2S are bi¬

modal. The second mode is due to the contamination. Bimodality is a

sign of the fact that the bulk of the contamination is rather well sep¬

arated from the bulk of the uncontaminated data. This is a difficult

Situation for every estimator besides the AM because as soon as the

weight for a large Observation is decreased usually many other obser¬

vations (near the second mode) are downweighted too, i.e. the bias

increases rapidly with decreasing tuning constant of an M-estimator.

In this Situation it is difficult to find a good balance beween bias and

variance.

3.5.3 The estimators in the Simulation

Bias: The estimators D, M, W do not account for the special problem of

estimating the population mean, i.e. they do not try to avoid a possible
bias with respeet to the expeetation. I call them bias-blind. The BM-

estimators and the MER-estimators have bias considerations built into

their procedures. I call them bias-avoiding.

Tuning constants: The estimators D, 1, 2 and E do not need any

tuning constants to be chosen by the statistician. Each ofthe estimators

M, B, L, T, 2, 3, and 4 depends on a tuning constant. I used only one

specific tuning constant for each of them throughout the simulations.

This makes the analysis simpler. On the other hand it may be unfair

to judge a family of estimators (parametrized by a tuning constant) by

only one member. This should be remembered in the analysis.

The family of M-estimators contains the AM. Most of the simulations

use the tuning constant kb = 5. The scale is estimated with the MAD.

Thus kb = 5 eorrespnds to about 3.4 Standard deviations at the normal

distribution and about 2.4 Standard deviations at the expo distribution.

The estimators B and L may be considered as members of a family with
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two tuning constants. One tunings constant is A„, the weight of the

penalty in (2.37). B has A„ = l/yß, while L has An = l/log(n). The

other tuning constant, kb ,
is the one for the V'-funetion involved. (I

used the same V'-funetion in both parts of the definiting equation of

the BM-estimator.) Again kb = 5 usually. The estimators T and 3

need a tuning constant a which reflects a ratio of large observations

to be treated specially. Usually a = 0.05. The estimator 2 needs a

tuning constant kw for the V'-funetion in the weight of the bias estimate.

Usually kw = 2.0 while the anchoring M-estimator is M with kb = 5.

The reason for choosing kw different from kb is that the distribution of

the M-estimator is much less skew than that of the data. The estimator

4 needs a maximal relative bias 6 to be fixed. Usually 6 = 0.5. The only
estimators that do not depend on a specific V'-funetion (or even more

than one V'-funetion) are the AM and the median. The main part of

the simulations is done with ipaHub- Table 3.3 gives an overview over

the estimators and their definitions.

3.5.4 Plotting and comparing effieieneies

The estimators are judged according to their effieieneies in MSE-N and

MSE-R relative to the AM, i.e. according to e„ and er. To describe

a contamination family I plot the labeis of the estimators at the co¬

ordinates (loge„,loger) (cf. e.g. figure 3.2). The size of the label

increases with the contamination rate e and the points for one estima¬

tor are joined by a line to show the behavior over e. To describe an

estimator I plot the labeis of the kernel distributions at the same coor¬

dinates and join the points of one Situation. I use the logarithmic scale

because this pays equal attention to effieieneies below and above 1 and

it makes distances more meaningful. Thus for two estimators Ti and T_>
the difference log(er(_Ti)) - log(er(T2)) = log(MSE-R(r2)/MSE-R(_Ti))
such that the effieieneies of any estimator relative to any other estimator

may be read off the graph directly

Since most ofthe interesting things happen around (1,1) and to fix the

scale for ease of comparisons I use a censored plot, too. It shows a

fixed window ofthe (logen,loger)-plane. Only the uncensored points
are connected with line segments. The censored points have coordinates

censored to the limits.

Good estimators should be in the northeast quadrant of the
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The estimators in the Simulation

Est. Definition Parameters

D Median solves 22 lxt — ^| = minj-

M M solves Z tf((*< - T)/d, kb) = 0 kb = 5.0

B BMI solves Y. V-fta-i - T)/d, kb)/n+
Xn^iP(^(Xn-T)/d,kb) = 0

kb = 5.0

Xn = 1/V*

L BML same as B X„ = 1/logn

T TM solves X. i>i.xi — T, ka) = 0

J2tPi(xi-T,ka)/n=l-a a = 0.05

1 MER(l) r(k) = V(k) + nB(k)2 = min*

E EER k is smallest root of r(k) — s2

2 MER2 V(k) -f w2(kU))nB(k)2 - mink kw = 2.0

3 MER3 V(k) + w3(a, k)nB(k)2 = mint a = 0.05

4 MVBB V(k) = min* for k £

{k : nB(k)2/V(k) < b2} 6 = 0.5

Table 3.3: The scale estimate d is always the MAD.

B(k) = (T(k) - Xn).
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Effieieneies at dist= g 1
, ns= 64, contype- 0 1

, psitype= 1

(en and er censored to 0.8 < en < 5.0,0.8 < er < 2.0)

0.8 1.0 2.0

en

3.0 4.0 5.0

Figure 3.2: All estimators with ipaHub at n = 64 under glS.

(logen,loger)-plane and as far away from (1,1) as possible. In the fol¬

lowing paragraph I discuss how to compare estimators with each other.

The roles of er and e„ are exchangeable.

If at a distribution en(Ts) > e„(T2) and er(T\) > er(T2) then 7\ is better

than T2. If e„(Ti) > en(T2) but er(Ti) < er(T2) then the choice is not

clearcut. However if en(Ti) > en(T2) and er(Ti) is only slightly worse

than er(T2) then still Ti is preferable to T2 . What means "slightly"? I

usually do not interprete differences below 0.05 of the efficiency which

is closer to 1 because of the Monte-Carlo variability and because such a

difference is seldom relevant. If the loss in one efficiency is less than 20%

and the gain in the other is more than 100% then 7\ is still preferable
to T2 (cf. [Andrews et al. 1972, section 6A5]). If both effieieneies differ

only slightly then the two estimators are called comparable. If T\ is

better or comparable over a whole contamination family, i.e. for e =

0,1,5,20%, and at least for one e Ti is better than T2 then Ti dominates

T2. If Ti would dominate 7_> if not all of the contamination rates were

considered then still Ti dominates T2 but the exeeption is mentioned.

Ti and T2 are similar if they are comparable for all distributions of a

family. Sometimes exceptions are noted.
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When comparing the estimators with the AM I call an estimator T a

competitor of the AM if e„(_T) > 0.95 and er(T) > 0.95. If en(T) >

0.8 and er(T) > 0.8 then T is still a rival of the AM. An estimator

dominates the AM over a contamination family if it is a competitor at

all distributions and is preferable at least at one distribution.

There are different attitudes when comparing effieieneies. A sampler
who is convinced that all his data is representative will not take en

into account. The analyst that is interested in models and comparisons
rather than totals may consider all outliers as disturbing only and may

negleet er therefore. A coutious analyst would like to have an estimator

which is secure in the sense that the estimator is better than the AM at

least in one eriterion and at least a rival ofthe AM in the other eriterion.

I usually go a middle way and consider e„ and er simultaneously. It is

harder to reaeh high er than to reaeh high e„ because ofthe unbiasedness

of the AM. Therefore sometimes I give greater importance to er but I

never negleet e„.

Sometimes a combination of en and eT would be nice. Of course some

(Bayesian style) weighting might be possible like e.g. e := e„ l/3+er 2/3

(cf. [Tukey 1979]). I like the geometric mean e := y/ener because

it is centered at (1,1) and dampens large values of only one of the

two efficiences. Furthermore log(^/e„er) = (löge,. + loger)/2, i.e. the

geometric mean is a "city-block"-distance in the (logen,loger)-plane.

3.6 The estimators at n = 64

3.6.1 Increasing the contamination rate

It is interesting to let the contamination rate grow from 0 to 1. The

contamination rate may become unrealistic but reveal hidden aspects

of the behavior of the estimators. Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show the behavior

of the estimators for € = 0,1,5,10,20,50,80% and kernel Gam(l), i.e.

glS and glE. The asymmetric Huber V'-funetion is used. The following
discussion is based on these figures.

For scale contamination the distribution at e = 100% is an exponen¬

tial distribution with parameter Ac, i.e. Gam(l,Ac). For exponential
contamination the distribution at e = 100% is a shifted exponential
distribution with origin at xq. Since the estimators are location- and
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Effieieneies at dist= g 1
, ns= 64 , contype= 0 1

, psitype= 1

en and er uncensored

en and er censored to 0.8 < en < 5.0 ,0.8 < er < 2.0

0.8 1.0 1.2 2.0

en

4.0

Figure 3.3: Profiles for scale contamination with increasing rate.
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Effieieneies at dist= g 1
,
ns= 64

, contype= 0 2, psitype= 1

en and er uncensored

0.8 5.0 10.0 20.0

en

en and er censored to 0.9 < en < 1.5
,
0.7 < er < 1.1

1.0 1.2

en

Figure 3.4: Profiles for exponential contamination with increasing

rate.
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scale-equivariant all er will be the same at e = 100% as at e = 0%.

For other kerneis than Gam(l) this is not so if the contamination is

exponential.

The MSE-N is soon dominated by the bias with respeet to p(Fq).
The ratio of the squared bias of the AM to its variance, (X„ —

p(Fo))2/VarXn, rises from 0 to 37 for scale contamination and from

0 to 223 for exponential contamination. Since the absolute values of

the squared biases become very high for large c, too, the small differ¬

ences between the biases of the estimators, which are of the order of the

variances, become negligible. Therefore all e„ tend to 1 for increasing
e.

Thus both effieieneies "come back" but for different reasons. Since they
often start near (1,1) and since in general er decays earlier than en the

two-dimensional profile of an estimator over e is often a right turning
eircular movement. Only part of this movement is covered by the range

e = 0,1,5,20%. The portion covered may be described as rising if both

effieieneies increase only, as coneave if er begins to fall already but not

yet e„, as returning if also e„ begins to fall and as recovering if er begins
to rise again.

Now a short discussion of Figure 3.3 to 3.4 follows.

D is always low in er but may get very high in e„. It is clearly a

special case. M has only er(51) > 1 and is between D and the rest.

B and L stay close to the AM. For scale contamination they move on

the diagonal (L) or slightly below (B) and both dominate the AM.

For exponential contamination er > 1 up to e = 10% while e„ > 1

always. T and 3 are very similar at the scale contamination, where

they have er > 1 for e = 1 and 5% but er just below 0.8 for 10% and

20%. For exponential contamination T and 3 are quite similar, too. T

dominates 3 for e > 5%. Both have always er < 1 and even er < 0.8

at 5%. 1 dominates the AM for scale contamination. Both effieieneies

are maximal at 1%. For exponential contamination only at El er > 1

but always er > 0.8 and e„ > 1. E is better than the AM for Sl and

S5 only. It lies somewhere between 1 and 3. 2 is the best estimator

for scale contamination with e < 10% but has er < 0.8 at S20 (with

e„(520) = 2.06 !). For exponential contamination 2 is similar to 1.

4 moves like an eight for scale contamination and dominates the AM

except at S80. For exponential contamination 4 is a rival of the AM

except at E5.
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Range of effieieneies for n = 64

Est. min(e„) max(e„) min(er) max(er)
D

at

0.10

g0.5S0

185.01

g4S20

0.05

w0.5E20

3.38

nOS5

M

at

0.35

w0.5S0

54.48

w0.5S20

0.10

W0.5E20

2.00

w2Sl

B

at

1.00

g4S0

2.32

w0.5S5

0.76

W0.5E20

2.08

w0.5S5

L

at

1.00

g4S0

1.52

w0.5S5

0.97

glE20

1.54

w0.5S5

T

at

0.9

g0.5S0

7.83

w0.5S5

0.58

g4S5

1.66

w0.5S5

1

at

0.99

g4S0

2.46

w0.5S5

0.84

g4E5

1.82

w0.5S5

E

at

0.93

g0.5S0

6.34

w0.5S5

0.72

glE5

1.86

w0.5S5

2

at

0.95

w0.5S0

9.50

w0.5S5

0.47

w0.5E20

2.03

w2Sl

3

at

0.89

g0.5S0

7.91

w0.5S5

0.62

g4S5

1.69

w2Sl

4

at

0.93

w2S0

1.86

w0.5S5

0.88

g4E5

1.49

w0.5S5

Table 3.4: Minimum and Maximum of e„ and er over the core with

i>aHub at n = 64 (except Pareto distributions). The distributions where

the effieieneies are attained are indicated below the effieieneies.

3.6.2 The Simulation core with ißaHub

Now I discuss the effieieneies of the estimators at the core with n = 63

and ipaHub ¦ First I look at the core of the simulations except the Pareto

distributions and then I look at the Pareto distributions. Figures 3.5

to 3.14 show the estimators for scale contamination and exponential
contamination. Table 3.4 gives the minimal and maximal effieieneies

that were obtained. All effieieneies discussed in this subsection are

listed in the appendix on pages 211 to 214.

The median (D) takes part in the simulations as an extreme case of an
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Effieieneies of D (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )

scale contamination
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Figure 3.5: Median.
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Effieieneies of M (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )

scale contamination
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Figure 3.6: M-estimator (kb = 5.0j.
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Effieieneies of B (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.7: BMl-estimator (X = n~xl2).
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Effieieneies of L (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.8: BML-estimator (X — l/\ogn).
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Effieieneies of T (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.9: TM-estimator (a = 0.05J.
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Effieieneies of 1 (ns= 64 , psitype= 1 )
scale contamination
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Figure 3.10: MERl-estimator.
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Effieieneies of E (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.11: EER-estimator.
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Effieieneies of 2 (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.12: MER2-estimator (kw = 5.0J.
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Effieieneies of 3 (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.13: MER3-estimator (ot = 0.05/
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Effieieneies of 4 (ns= 64
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.14: MVBB-estimator (b = 0.5j.
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M-estimator but not as a serious competitor of the AM. (A byprod¬
uet of including D in the simulations is to get a further indieation of

the variability of the simulations because D does not depend on a V'-

funetion.) D usually has a large bias. E.g. at glSO, where D has the

same asymptotie variance as the AM, the bias contributes 86% to the

MSE-R of D. At glS5 the bias contributes 96% to the MSE-R. Only at

nOS5, where D has no bias, it is better than the AM. For the rest of the

distributions D is not even a rival for the AM because ofits low er. The

efficiency at the uncontaminated normal is 65.6%, which is quite close

to the asymptotie efficiency 2/tt = 63.7%. In e„ the median is better

than the AM if c > 5%. Since the profile generally is coneave or falling
the huge en for e = 20% go together with very low er. The median is a

bad estimator of the expeetation of an asymmetric distribution.

For the unskew kerneis the M-estimator (M) is better than the AM at

Sl and preferable or comparable at El. The profile is returning except

falling for w.5 and g.5S. In e„ the M-estimator is better than the AM

if e > 0 except at w.5Sl and W.5E1. Though M is better than D it still

suffers from a too large bias for skew distributions. (The bias contributes

only 9% to the MSE-R at glSO but 84% at glS5.)

The BMl-estimator (B) is a competitor to the AM for the scale contam¬

ination and exponential contamination except at E20, where B is still a

rival of the AM except at W.5E20. The profiles are returning. For scale

contamination B dominates the AM. At the exponential contamination

B dominates the AM except at E20 but the gains are small except at

w.5.

The BML-estimator (L) is very similar to B but closer to the AM. L is

always a competitor of the AM.

The TM-estimator (T) under scale contamination has returning profiles
for the skew kerneis and recovering profiles for the unskew kerneis. T

is a rival of the AM except at w2S5 and g4S5. At the uncontaminated

kerneis it looses a bit compared to the AM but the gains are large in e„

and eonsiderable in er for Sl and S5 (with the mentioned exeeption w2S5
and g4S5). For exponential contamination all profiles are recovering. T
is a rival ofthe AM except at E5. But only at w2El, w.5E20 and g4E20
it has er > 1. The gains in en are moderate.

The MERl-estimator (1) under scale contamination dominates the AM

except at w2S20 (due to er = 0.90) and g4S20 (due to er = 0.93). At e =

0 it is better than the AM at w.5 only but it is always a competitor. The
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gains are largest for the skew kerneis. The profiles are returning. For

exponential contamination the profiles are recovering. 1 is a competitor
of the AM except at E5, where it is only a rival. 1 is better than the

AM at El only.

The EER-estimator (E) has similar profiles as 1. E is a rival to the AM

except at E5 (er < 0.8) and w2S20 (er — 0.79). For scale contamination

E is better than the AM at Sl and for larger e if the kernel is skew

enough. For exponential contamination E is better than the AM only
at w.5El.

The MER2-estimator (2) is a rival to the AM except at g4S20, w2S20,

g.5E5, w.5E5 and W.5E20. The profiles are returning for scale contam¬

ination and returning or recovering for exponential contamination. For

scale contamination 2 dominates the AM except at S20. For exponential
contamination 2 doesn't recover for w.5. The reason is that the anchor¬

ing M-estimator has a huge bias thus reducing the weight w2(Fn,kw)
of the bias term of the estimated risk too much. 2 is better than or

preferable to the AM at El except for w.5.

The MER3-estimator (3) has under scale contamination returning pro¬

files for the skew kerneis and recovering profiles for the unskew kerneis.

3 dominates the AM at w.5. For skew distributions 3 is better than the

AM at Sl and S5 and for unskew distributions at Sl. For exponential
contamination the profiles are recovering. 3 is a rival of the AM except
at E5 where all er < 0.8. 3 is better than the AM at w2El only.

For scale contamination the MVBB-estimator (4) dominates the AM

at the skew families but it is only a rival for unskew families. The

gains are moderate in both effieieneies. The profiles are returning. For

exponential contamination the profiles are returning or recovering. 4 is

always a rival of the AM. It has rather stable er and gains moderately
ine„.

Figure 3.15 shows the effieieneies at the Pareto distributions (cf. the

table on page 214). The pseudo-efficiencies at pl.5 are high. All estima¬

tors except D perform much better than the AM. Since the second mo¬

ment of the AM does not exist, while for bounded (above) -^-funetions
it does, this is to be expected. The use of pseudo-efficiencies instead

of effieieneies is in order to get useful results but maybe it brings down
the Performance of the estimators too much. At p2.5 the variance ex¬

ists. I use pseudo-efficiencies at p2.5 too because the variance is still

unstable and in order to have better comparability with pl.5. All es-
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Pseudo-efficiencies at Pareto distributions (ns= 64, psitype= 1)
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Figure 3.15: All estimators except the Median.

timators except D and M perform better than the AM though often

only moderately better. 2 performs best for pl.5 and p2.5 reaching

er = 3.05 and 1.46 respectively. A group E,T,3,B follows elosely and

then a group 1,4,L which is comparable with the first group at p2.5. M

drops considerably and D drops from 0.8 to poor 0.22. The reason for

this drop is that the absolute relative bias of M and D as estimators of

the expeetation is still high at p2.5 but the pseudo-variance of the AM

now is only 2.9 times the one of M while at pl.5 it was 78.6 times the

one of M.

3.6.3 The core with different V'-forms

I first compare the asymmetric with the symmetric Huber ^-funetion,
then the asymmetric with the symmetric exponential •0-function and

finally the asymmetric Huber with the asymmetric exponential V'-

funetion. It is to expect that the asymmetric V>-functions are better
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for skew distributions, while the symmmetric are better for symmetric
distributions. The exponential V'-funetion is used in the hope that it

yields a better variance estimator due to its smooth derivatives. This

should improve the MER-estimators.

From IpaHub tO lp,Hub
Scale contamination: At all gamma situations ip.Hub yields the same

as rfaHub- At w.5S the BM-estimators are much better with ipaHub (they
have larger bias and larger variance under ip.Hub)- At w.5Sl T,E,2 and

3 are better with ipaHub- The rest ofthe estimators is the same. At w2S

the two V--functions yield the same Performances. At the uncontami¬

nated normal distribution ipaHub and ip,Hub yield the same. At nOS5

i>sHub yields much better results in general but the BM-estimators are

only slightly better with i>,Hub-

Exponential contamination: Again ipaHub and ip,Hub yield the same

effieieneies for all gamma and Weibull situations except that the BM-

estimators at w.5E are better with ipaHub- Also at nOE5 the two xp-
funetions give the same. ipaHub is much better at pl.5 and a bit better

at p2.5 .

Thus for a wide range of distributions ipaHub and ip,Hub give practically
the same effieieneies for the tuning constants chosen. Only the infinitely
skew Pareto distributions favor ipaHub clearly and the highly skew w.5S

Situation favors ipaHub for the BM-estimators. The small reduetion of

the bias due to ip,Hub has increased the variance too much. The advan¬

tage of \p,Hub at the symmetric nOSO and nOS5 vanishes already for the

unskew g4 and w2 situations.

From ipaExp to rpsExp
Scale contamination: For the gamma situations the er are higher
with ip.Exp but usually e„ is smaller at the same time (except for the

EER-estimator). Thus the variances are comparable but generally the

estimators move a bit towards the contaminated mean thanks to the

possibility to downweight low observations too. The losses in e„ are

high for T, 3 and the BM-estimators. The gain in er is high for M. For

w.5S the BM-estimators are still much better with ipaExp- With V-jßxp
2 and M gain in er considerably and M even gains in e„. For w2S the

BM-estimators are only a bit better with ipaExp- The gains in er are

rather small except at w2Sl. At nOSO M, 4, T, 3 profit from ip,ExP by

raising the effieieneies to 1. At nOS5 all estimators except L become

much better with rp.Exp-
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Exponential contamination: For g.5E the BM-estimators get higher
er and lower e„ with ip,Exp- 1 and E are quite the same under the two

V>-functions. T and 3 loose in e„ (T more than 3) and gain a bit in

er. 4 looses at E20 in both effieieneies. M gains somewhat in er and

together with M also 2. For glE the BM-estimators and 4 loose in both

effieieneies. M and 2 gain in er (but M has still er < 0.8) and loose

in e„ like 1 an E. For g4E the gains in er are very small except for M

but the losses in e„ are eonsiderable. The w.5E Situation is similar to

g.5E with gains in er a bit larger. The w2E Situation is similar to g4E.
At n0E5 usually er is higher with ipsExp- M profits a lot from ip,Exp in

both effieieneies. T and 3 get higher e„.

At pl.5 ipaExp is much better than tp,Exp- At p2.5 M,T,3 are better

and L,1,2,E and 4 at least as good with ip$Exp while only B is better

With XpaExp-

Thus changing from ipaExp to rp,Exp the estimators often move in the

direction west-northwest. Often the BM-estimators move west or even

south-west. T and 3 move considerably (T even a bit more than 3). 1

and E nearly stay the same. M moves rather north-northwest. 4 reacts

different according to the distribution. It usually gains er for e = 0.01

and looses er for e = 0.20. 4 even may gain in both effieieneies. The

moves are smaller at unskew kerneis.

The gains in er may be explained by the ability of tp,Exp to downweight
at the left side too. Often a higher estimate obtains for tpsExp than

for ipaExp- This lowers the bias to the contaminated mean while the

variance is not increased too much. This is rewarding in MSE-R, in

partieular for M and 2, but not in MSE-N (ip,Hub also may downweight
at the left side but much more drasticaUy than ip,Exp, see below). It

is interesting that the estimators 1 and E are not very affeeted by the

change of the V'-funetion. The tuning constant of the MERl-estimator

kmi is higher for ipaExp than for tp,Exp such that the difference between

the corresponding MERl- and also between the EER-estimator is small.

From XpgHub tO IpaExp
The effect of the tuning constant k in ipaHub(x, k) and i>aExp(x, k) is

different. While for rpaHub(x,k) an Observation x is not downweighted
if x < T + k it is downweighted eis soon as x > T with ipaExp(x,k).
The tuning constant a in T and 3 is not comparable either because

with the same a observations much closer to 0 are downweighted for

*l>aExp- Therefore I use for the comparison of Vwfu» and ipaExp only the
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estimators 1,E and 4.

Scale contamination: For g.5S the estimators 1 and 4 are about equal
for the two tp-funetions while E is a bit worse with ipaExp. For glSl 1

and E move north. For g4Sl E moves a bit west. For w.5S 1 is better

at ipaHub, E is better at ipaExp and 4 is about equally good for both

V>-functions. For w2S 1,E and 4 tend to move north but 4 gets worse

at w2S0. For nOS5 ipaExp yields a bit higher er and maybe even higher
en. 4 gets worse at nOSO.

Exponential contamination: For g.5E and glE 1 becomes better at

E5 and E at El and E5. At E20 E moves south-east and 4 moves east.

For g4E the same results as g.5E and gl obtain except that 4 moves

north-east at El and south-east at E20. For w.5E 1,E and 4 move

northeast at E5 but southwest at E20. E and 4 move northeast at El,
too. At n0E5 1 and E move northeast and 4 moves east.

At pl.5 1 is worse but E and 4 are better with ipaExp- At p2.5 1 and E

are better with ipaExp while 4 is about the same.

To understand the effect of the form of the V>-functions better I calcu¬

lated the absolute bias with respeet to Avec Xn and the variance of M

and T (see table 3.5). Bias and variance are standardized by Varc Xn-

The tuning constants for all four V"-functions are kb = 5 and a = 0.05.

The change from the asymmetric to the symmetric Huber funetion in¬

creases the relative bias and variance of M slightly, maybe within the

variability of the simulations. The change from ipaExp to ip.Exp leaves

the relative variance of M nearly unchanged while the relative bias is

lowered. The effect of the downweighting "on the left" is noticeable for

ipsExp but not for ip,Hub-

For the TM-estimator the change from ipaHub to ip,Hub has similar ef¬

fects as for the M-estimator. But changing from ipaExp to ip,Exp the

relative bias is halved and the variance becomes considerably larger.
This is because downweighting under ip,Exp starts just to the left of Ta,
while for ip,Hub it starts to the left of Ta — ka only. This is reflected in

the tuning constant ka of the TM-estimator. The average of ka times

the MAD over the simulations is : 3.21 (ipaHub), 2.14 (ip,Hub), 10.00

0>aExp) and 23.13 (ipaExp)- Thus not only kax MAD is larger for the

exponential V-functions than for the Huber V-functions but also the

increase for changing from asymmetric to symmetric is much larger for

the exponential V-functions.
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Relative bias and variance of M and T

M rp

* B V B V

aHub 0.94 0.17 0.80 0.35

sHub 0.99 0.20 0.85 0.37

aExp 1.18 0.16 0.59 0.42

sExp 0.98 0.17 0.26 0.66

Table 3.5: The distribution is 6^glS5. B is the standardized abso¬

lute Bias | Avec T - Avec Ä"n)|/(Varc X„)~1/2. V is the standardized

variance Varc T/ Varc Xn ¦

Overall the asymmetric exponential V'-funetion sometimes yields higher
efficiency er than ipaHub and seldom lower. In e„ small to moderate

gains and losses occur. The reason of the use of the exponential ip-
funetions is that their smooth derivatives yield smoother V(Fn, k) as

funetions of k. No additional smoothing like for the Huber V"-functions
is necessary. The resulting risk estimator seems to be slightly better.

Table 3.6 shows the ratio

qi = (Avecr(F„,kmi(Fn),ip)/n)

/(Varc(MERl) + (Avec MERl AvecX„)2). (3.16)

(Avec and Varc are average and variance over a Simulation run.) The

ratio gi is an indicator of how good r(Fn,kmi(F„)) -estimates the true

MSE-R of the MERl-estimator. Often qi is somewhat closer to 1 for

ipaExp than for ipaHub (in partieular for E5). Tabel 3.6 shows that

r(Fn,kmi(Fn)) is often useful as an estimator of the MSE-R of the

MERl-estimator.

Table 3.7 shows the ratio

92 = (Avec V(Fn, kb)/n)/ Varc T(F„, kb). (3.17)

In partieular for skew distributions V(F„,kb) underestimates the vari¬

ance of T(F„, kbd) because it does not account for the variability of

the scale estimate (cf. [Carroll 1979]). The bias of V(Fn, k) tends to 0

when k becomes large because then it V(Fn,k) tends to the empirical
variance. Maybe the variance estimate is "better" for ipaExp than for
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Ratios of risk estimates

V>,cont. g-5 gl g4 w.5 w2 nO pl.5 P2.5

aHub, S5

aExp, S5

93

102

90

96

86

87

115

109

82

80

103

114

157

166

93

108

aHub, E5

aExp, E5

78

89

88

93

82

98

75

89

86

93

79

99

Table 3.6: The ratio qi in percent al 5% contamination for
i>aHub <*n<L ipaExp at n = 64. The Pareto distributions are uncontami¬

nated.

Ratios of variance estimates

V-.cont. g-5 gl g4 w.5 w2 nO pl.5 p2.5

aHub, S5

aExp, S5

57

52

79

68

94

81

43

38

99

83

104

108

69

56

67

62

aHub, E5

aExp, E5

54

50

77

75

87

95

42

36

95

86

93

100

Table 3.7: The ratio 92 «» percent al 5% contamination for

ipaHub an(l ipaExp ai n = 64. The Pareto distributions are uncontami¬

nated.

^PaHub though at first sight the numbers seem to indicate rather the con¬

trary. But kb is relatively much "smaller" with ipaExp than with ipaHub
such that the worse 52 with ipaExp could easily turn into a better 122 if

comparable tuning constants could be chosen.

I must mention that I had convergence problems with ipaExp for the

whole core: Even for very large k the estimator T(Fn, k, ipaExp) did not

come close to the AM. This may lower er for ipaExp but apparently not

much. The "nonconvergence" to the AM shows that the AM is only

theoretically a member of the M-estimators with ipaExp- This problem
would be avoided by a V'-funetion which is linear around the origin and

only bends (smoothly) outside a range which grows with k.

The differences between the four V-functions are small. The form of

the profiles is mostly identical. Usually the BM-estimators are better

under asymmetric distributions with asymmetric V-functions because
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Range of effieieneies for n = 16

Est. min(e„) max(e„) min(er) max(er)
D

at

0.43

g0.5S0

39.43

w2S20

0.20

w0.5E20

3.96

nOS5

M

at

0.9

g0.5S0

22.58

w0.5S20

0.32

w0.5E20

3.35

w2Sl

B

at

1.00

g4S0

4.54

w0.5S5

0.75

w0.5E20

3.62

w0.5S5

L

at

1.00

g4S0

3.71

w0.5S5

0.84

w0.5E20

3.29

w0.5S5

1

at

0.98

w2S0

3.43

w0.5S5

0.79

glE20

2.72

w0.5S5

E

at

0.95

glSO

8.95

w0.5S5

0.70

w2S20

3.63

w0.5S5

2

at

0.98

w2S0

9.81

w0.5S20

0.44

w0.5E20

3.79

w0.5S5

3

at

0.90

g4S0

6.72

w0.5S5

0.78

glE20

3.80

w0.5S5

4

at

0.95

w2S0

2.07

w0.5S5

0.82

g4E20

1.84

w0.5S5

Table 3.8: Minimum and Maximum of e„ and er over the core with

ipaHub at n= 16 (except Pareto distributions). The distributions where

the effieieneies are attained are indicated below the effieieneies.

the variance is lower. The rest of the estimators is not very sensitive

to the asymmetry of xp. Maybe symmetric V'-funetions are somewhat

better for M,T and 3. The better risk estimation with exponential V'-
funetion yields some advantage in er for the MER-estimators.

3.7 Different sample sizes

For ipaHub I did the Simulation core at n = 16,64 and 256. Tables 3.4,
3.8 and 3.9 give the minimal and maximal effieieneies obtained.

Figures 3.16 to 3.19 show the behavior of the MERl-estimator for all

contamination rates and figure 3.20 to 3.28 show the rest ofthe estima-
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Range of effieieneies for n = 256

Est. min(en) max(e„) min(er) max(er)
D

at

0.03

g0.5S0

384.23

g4S20

0.01

g0.5E20

3.56

nOS5

M

at

0.09

w0.5S0

102.17

w0.5S20

0.03

W0.5E20

1.02

w2El

B

at

1.00

g0.5S0

1.49

w0.5S20

0.90

W0.5E20

1.53

w0.5S20

L

at

1.00

g0.5S0

1.08

w0.5El

0.99

g0.5E20

1.03

g0.5S5
T

at

0.41

w0.5S0

14.61

w0.5S5

0.18

w2S5

1.02

w0.5E20

1

at

0.98

g0.5S0

1.77

w0.5Sl

0.96

w2S5

1.36

w0.5Sl

E

at

0.92

g0.5S0

3.25

w0.5S5

0.80

w2S5

1.30

w0.5Sl

2

at

0.67

w0.5S0

10.52

w0.5S5

0.32

w0.5E5

1.38

glSl
3

at

0.39

w0.5S0

13.81

w0.5S5

0.18

w2S5

1.02

w0.5E20

4

at

0.88

g4S0

1.61

glSl

0.82

g4E5

124

w0.5S5

Table 3.9: Minimum and Maximum of e„ and er over the core with

ipaHub atn=: 256 (except Pareto distributions). The distributions where

the effieieneies are attained are indicated below the effieieneies.
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Efficiency of 1 vs ns (eps= 0, contype= 0, psitype= 1 )

S 1.4-

16 64

ns (log2-scale)

256

Figure 3.16: MERl-estimator: er vs log2 n.

tors at e = 0.05. Lines conneet the same distributions at the different

sample sizes (a profile over n). The size ot the labeis increases with the

sample size (except where n is the x-variable).

Qualitatively the profile ofan estimator under increasing sample size has

two forms. Either an estimator tends to the AM, i.e. e„ and er tend to

1. Then the main question is from where does it start (n = 16)and how

far away from (1,1) is it at n = 256. Usually er > 1 at n = 16 because

there the variance reduetion pays off well. The other typical form of a

profile oecurs if the estimator does not tend to the AM. Then er tends

to zero and en usually to infinity because of the increasing importance
of the bias of the estimator and of the AM respectively. The movement

on the profile is southeast. Then the main question is from what sample
size onward er < 1. Of course the range of sample sizes in the Simulation

may not display the whole movement of an estimator.

In what follows I comment the above mentioned figures 3.16 to 3.19.

Usually en > 1 and I mention exceptions only.

D keeps er « e„ = 3.55 at nOS5 because it is unbiased for scale con¬

tamination ofthe normal but has much lower variance than the AM. It
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Effieieneies of 1 over ns (eps= 1
, psitype= 1 )
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Figure 3.17: MERl-estimator (e = 0.01/
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Effieieneies of 1 over ns (eps= 5, psitype= 1)

scale contamination
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Figure 3.18: MERl-estimator (e = 0.05J.
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Effieieneies of 1 over ns (eps= 20
, psitype= 1 )

scale contamination
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Effieieneies of D over ns (eps= 5
, psitype= 1 )
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Effieieneies of M over ns (eps= 5 , psitype= 1 )
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Effieieneies of B over ns (eps= 5
, psitype= 1 )
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Effieieneies of L over ns (eps= 5
, psitype= 1)

scale contamination
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Figure 3.23: BML-estimator (e = 0.05/
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Effieieneies of T over ns (eps= 5, psitype= 1)
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Effieieneies of E over ns (eps= 5
, psitype= 1 )
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Effieieneies of 2 over ns (eps= 5
, psitype= 1 )
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Effieieneies of 3 over ns (eps= 5
, psitype= 1 )
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Effieieneies of 4 over ns (eps= 5 , psitype= 1 )
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goes southeast at the unskew distributions (except nO) and southwest

at the skew distributions. The losses in e„ are not large, only at 256w.5

D has e„ < 1. At n — 16 D has er > 1 for all distributions. In other

words the median is more efficient as an estimator of the expeetation in

MSE-R (!) than the AM in spite of its large bias because it has so much

lower variability. With exponential contamination D goes southwest for

skew kerneis and southeast for less skew kerneis. Always er < 1 for

n = 64 and n = 256. e„ may be huge at n = 256 but also below 1.

M has er = 0.8 at nOS5 which reflects its bias for symmetric distri¬

butions due to the .asymmetric V>-function. M moves southeast for all

distributions except w.5 where it goes southwest (S5) or south (E5). For

all distributions besides g.5E5 er falls below 1 after n = 16 (for g.5E5 be¬

fore n = 16). Both effieieneies are quite large at 16S5 (e„ > 5, er > 1.5).

B and L move southwest nearly on the diagonal for S5, i.e. er w e„.

At E5 they are below the diagonal moving southwest or west. They
dominate the AM. The gains at S5 for unskew kerneis and at E5 are

small to moderate. Nevertheless 16w.5S5 yields remarkable (en,er) =

(4.54,3.62) for B and nearly as high for L.

T is the AM at n = 16 because then an < 1 for a = 0.05. From n = 64

to n = 256 it moves southeast and has er > 1 only for skew families at

64S5.

For S5 1 moves a bit below the diagonal but southeast, starting high
for skew kerneis and moderately high for unskew kerneis. It tends to

the AM. Except at 256g4 and 256w2 all er > 1. At E5 the profiles have

minimal e, at n = 64 and get close to the AM for n = 256. Only at

16w2E5, 16nOE5 and 256w.5 1 has er > 1 but always er > 0.8. For

e = 0.00 (see figure 3.16) the gains over the AM are small except for

very skew distributions. The decay of the logarithm of the efficiency
is roughly linear on the log n scale except for the Pareto-distributions.

For Sl eonsiderable gains persist up to n = 256 (figure 3.17). For El

e„ remains moderate but er is close to 1 at n = 256. For e = 0.20 the

tendency to the AM is strong, such that both high (scale contamination

and skew kerneis) and low (exponential contamination) er and all e„

tend to 1 at n = 256 (see figure 3.19).

E tends to the AM for both contamination types, moving southwest for

S5 and with minimal er at n = 64 for E5. For 16S5 and 64S5 er > 1

and for 256S5 0.80 < er < 1 (except 256w.5S5: er = 1.28). Only 16w2

and 256w.5 have er > 1 at E5.
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2 has high effieieneies for S5 at n = 16 and 64 but it moves south-

southwest such that at 256S5 er < 1 for all distributions except n0S5.

But only at 256w2S5 and 256g4S5 er < 0.80. At W.5S5 2 even increases

en. It moves on the diagonal for nOS5. For E5 the profiles have minimal

er at n = 64 and tend to the AM except at w.5E5. Only at nOE5 and

w2E5 er(2) > 1.

3 moves southeast except at nOS5 and w.5E5. At S5 it crosses er = 1

after n = 16 for w2 and g4 and after n = 64 for the skew situations.

For exponential contamination only 16w2E5 has er > 1. The profiles
are similar to those of T for n = 64 to 256.

At S5 4 moves southwest tending to the AM. At w2S5 and g4S5 it just
reaches er « 1 and at nOS5 er = 0.9 for n = 256. Otherwise er > 1 at

S5. At E5 the profiles have minimal er at n = 256,but 0.8 < er < 1. At

n = 16 all er > 1.

In general the bias-avoiding estimators tend to the AM as expected
though under 64E5 they have low er. The exceptions are 3, which

behaves rather like T, and 2, whose Performance depends on the mag¬

nitude of the bias of the anchoring M-estimator. All estimators (except
T which is equal the AM because a = 0.05 < 1/16 = 1/n) are better

than the AM at 16S5 and most estimators are better at 16E5, too. Usu¬

ally the bias-avoiding estimators get quite close to the AM at n = 256.

1 keeps gains up to n = 256 at S5. Since it recovers 1 is better at 256E5

than at 64E5. Also 4 is preferable to the AM even at n = 256 due to

en > 1. 2 has er < 1 for n = 256 but keeps the high e„.

3.7.1 Models for the effieieneies of the MERl- and

BMl-estimator

The plots in figures 3.29 to 3.32 show the behavior of the MSE-R ef¬

fieieneies of the BMl-estimator and the MERl-estimator under both

contamination types with e = 0.05 (without the Pareto distributions).
(For the MERl-estimator at all kerneis see figure 3.18.) The figures sug¬

gest that for scale contamination the logarithm of the effieieneies may

be modeled by a linear model containing the logarithm of the sample
size. For exponential contamination the relationship between er and n

is more eomplicated but a linear model may approximate the relation¬

ship between e„ and n. The intereept and the slope of the line depend
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on the skewness of the distribution. I use the simple model

y = a 4- 6 log2 n + c d + d d log2 n -f remainder, (3.18)

where y may be logen or loger. (Higher powers of d and log2n do not

give a considerably better fit.) The "data" are the Simulation results

for the cores with ipaHub at n = 16, 64, 256.

I tried to use Hampel's skewness measure dH as C (see section 3.4.5). For

bias avoiding estimators there is a light tendency that er increases first

and then decreases with dH- The tendency is not clear. The problem is

that the highly robust dH d°es not reflect the skewness that affects the

AM and most of the other estimators. Therefore dH does not discrim¬

inate well the samples in what concerns efficiency relative to the AM.

I use the theoretical skewness of the distributions in the above model

(see table 3.2).

The coefficients of the models are in table 3.10. The coefficients b and d

for the terms involving n are negative, while the skewness has a pos¬

itive coefficient as was to expect. Comparing the model for loger of

the MERl-estimator and the BMl-estimator the MERl-estimator has

nearly double the intereept than the BMl-estimator but also the de¬

crease in log2 n is about doubled. The coefficients for skewness are

close. For scale contamination log e„ (MERl) starts even more above

log e„ (BMI) but the also the decrease in n is much feister. The skew¬

ness seems to be a bit more important for the BMl-estimator.

The coefficients of determination R2 show that skewness and sample size

are important for the efficiency gains of the estimators but the simple
models cannot explain the behavior of the estimators in all situations.

In partieular the MSE-R effieieneies under exponential contaminations

may have profiles that are more eomplicated. Also the Pareto distribu¬

tion does not fit well in the model (cf. figure 3.16).

The sample size n0 where the expected efficiency under the above model

becomes 1 is n0 = 2^~(-a+c^^b+di^. This may be used to get an idea

up to which sample size a gain over the AM is possible. Under scale

contamination and for er(MERl) this «o ranges from 87 (at nOS) to

1120 (at the highly skew w.5Sl). For er(BMl) the ränge of n0 is 110

to 1009. The ränge of n0 for e„ is larger for the MERl-estimator (256
to 17736) but about the same for the BMl-estimator (175 to 1022).
These numbers indicate that for sample sizes larger than about 1000

no gains in er can be expected and that (for bias avoiding estimators)
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Efficiency of B vs ns (eps= 5
, contype= 1

, psitype= 1 )

64

ns (!og2-scale)

Figure 3.29: BMl-estimator (e = 0.05, ervslog2 n) .

Models for the effieieneies

MERl-estimator BMl-estimator

scale cont. exp. cont. scale cont.

coeff. Cn Cr e„ Cn er

a 0.510 0.249 0.189 0.130 0.127

b -0.0637 -0.0386 -0.0274 -0.0174 -0.0187

c 0.0450 0.0514 0.0430 0.0567 0.0476

d -0.00217 -0.00455 -0.00109 -0.00551 -0.00454

R2 0.655 0.693 0.419 0.56 0.582

Table

3.10: The coefficenis of the model log e = a + b log2 n + c d + d d ^g2 n

plus ihe coefficient of determination R2. The "data" are ihe Simulation

results with the MERl-estimator and the BMl-estimator for the cores

with ipaHub at n zz 16, 64, 256.
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Efficiency of B vs ns (eps= 5
, contype= 2

, psitype= 1)

64

ns (log2-scale)

256

Figure 3.30: BMl-estimator (e = 0.05, ervs\og2n) .

the gains in e„ will be very small if there are any. See also figure
3.34. For exponential contamination the ranges may be quite different.

These numbers suggest that bias avoiding estimators can have small

gains in er for low to moderate sample sizes but above say n = 200

the best one can hope for is that er is not much below 1. (Remember
that exponential contamination was chosen to test the weakness of bias

avoiding estimators!) The gains of bias avoiding estimators in e„ may be

eonsiderable even under exponential contamination for low to moderate

sample sizes, say n < 100. But for larger samples, say with n — 500 the

gains are only a few percent. See also figure 3.35.

To compare the effieieneies of the MERl-estimator with the (asymp¬
totie) effieieneies of the minimum risk estimator of section 2.3 I used

the same model as on page 51

log er = a + 6 log2 n + c(log2 n)2 + d d + ed l°g2 n + remainder.

The coefficient of determination is 0.968. The coefficients were a =

0.0240, b = -0.0426, c = 0.00473, d = 0.115, e = -0.0136. Thus the

signs of the coefficients are the same, but they are smaller in absolute

value (except c). In partieular the intereept is much smaller, but the
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Efficiency of 1 vs ns (eps= 5
, contype= 1

, psitype= 1 )

16 64

ns (log2-scale)

256

Figure 3.31: MERl-estimator (e = 0.05, eTvs\og2n) ¦

decrease with n is less steep, too.

Table 2.1 can be compared with table 3.11 to see how the estimation of

the MSE reduces the efficiency of the functional which minimizes the

known (asymptotie) risk (cf. section 2.3). The gains that one hoped for

in view of table 2.1 are strongly reduced (at 16g.5) or annihilated by the

adaption. Maybe with a better variance estimator and a bias correction

for the estimator of the squared bias more of this theoretical gain could

be saved. On the other hand the simulations show that the (theoretical)
effieieneies in table 2.2 for point contamination are too pessimistic when

compared with scale contamination. Point contamination is more simi¬

lar to exponential contamination, where in fact the MERl-estimator is

often worse than the AM.

3.8 Comparison of the estimators

Up to now I have described the qualitative behavior of the estimators

and their Performance relative to the AM. In this section I compare
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Efficiency of 1 vs ns (eps= 5
, contype= 2

, psitype= 1 )

16 64

ns (log2-scale)

256

Figure 3.32: MERl-estimator (e — 0.05, ervslog2n) .

Effieieneies er for adapted and optimal k

7 \n 16 64 256

0.5 1.09 (156.2) 1.00 (124.4) 1.00 (110.5)
1 1.02 (125.3) 1.01 (111.6) 1.00 (105.1)
4 1.00 (108.3) 0.98 (104.1) 0.99(101.8)

Table 3.11: Effieieneies eT for t the uncontaminated gamma distribu¬

tions. In parenthesis are the best possible (asymptotie) effieieneies (The
values for g.5 are linearly interpolated).
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the estimators relative to each other. I start with the core for ipaHub
at n = 64. I discuss the scale contamination and the exponential con¬

tamination separately. First I compare the estimators. Then I give for

each contamination rate the best estimators in er and e„, which are at

least rivals of the AM. In other words I give at each distribution the

estimator that maximizes er (en) under the side condition that both

effieieneies must be higher then 0.8. Estimators are ruied out usually
because of er < 0.8. For the core with ipaHub at n = 64 I also give the

best estimator in eg := y/ener without side conditions. Since at e = 0

the three effieieneies e„,er,eg coineide practically I then give the best

estimators in er only.

J>aHub, n zz 64, scale contamination

g.5S : M dominates D except at S20, B dominates L, T is similar to 3.

Except at S20 2 dominates E which in turn dominates 1. 1 dominates

4. The best estimators in e„ at Sl are : T(2.3l)E32. Here the number

in parenthesis is the efficiency ofthe best estimator at that distribution.

The estimators before the parenthesis reaeh this efficiency, the ones after

the parenthesis are at most 5% worse. The best estimators in e„ at S5

are : 3(6.09)T, at S20 : 2(3.22). The best estimators in er are at SO

: BL124(1.02), at Sl : 2(1.61), at S5 : 2(1.63), at S20 : B(l. 18)41.
The best in eg are at Sl : 2(1.89), at S5 : 3(2.79), at S20 : M(2.72).
Later I drop the precise indieation (Sl etc.) and just list the estimators

with increasing e in the following scheme:

maximale« : -, T(2.3l)E32, 3(6.09)T, 2(3.22).
maximale,. : BL124(l.02), 2(1.61), 2(1.63), B(l. 18)41.

maximale, : -, 2(1.89), 3(2.79), M(2.72).

glS (see figure 3.2): M dominates D except at S20. B dominates L. T

and 3 are similar. 2 dominates 1 except at S20. 1 dominates 4.

maximale« : -, M(2.60)TE3, M(10.54), 2(2.04)
maximaler : BL12(l.01)E4, 2(1.57), 2(1.49), B(l.ll)L4
maximale, : -, M(l.9l)TE, M(3.15), D(4.07).

g4S : B dominates L, 3 dominates T except at S20.

maximale,, : -, B(6.95)T3, 2(3.96), 4(1.25)
maximaler : BL(1.00)MT1E2, 2(2.02), B4(1.15), B(l.05)L
maximale, : -, M(3.6l), M(3.20), D(4.30) .

w.05S : B dominates L, 2 dominates T and 3, which are similar. 1

dominates 4.

maximale« : -, E(2.42)2, 2(9.50), 2(9.10)
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Effieieneies at dist= g 1
,
ns- 64, contype- 0 2, psitype- 1

(en and er censored to 0.8 < en < 2.0,0.8 <: er < 1.2)

0.8 1.0 2.0

en

Figure 3.33: All estimators with ipaHub o( n = 64 under glE.

maximaler : Bl(l. 13), 1(1.54)BE, B(2.08), B(1.83)

maximale, : -, E(l.92)2, 2(4.05), M(S.ll) .

w2S : B dominates L, T and 3 are nearly similar.

maximale« : -, T(6.04)3, 2(3.87), 4(1.26)
maximaler : MBL(l.00)TlE23, 2(2.03)M, 4(1.17)B, B(l.05)L

maximale, : -, M(3.32), D(3.46), D(3.66) .

ipaHub, n zz 64, exponential contamination

g.5E : B dominates L but not by much. T and 3 are nearly similar.

maximale« : -, 3(1.45)E24, 4(1.52), T(l.ll)B34
maximaler : -, B(l.04)L124, B(1.05)L, LT1(0.98)BE3

maximale, : -, 4(1.20)12, M(l.4l),T(l.04)BLlE3 .

glE (see figure 3.33): B and L are similar. 1 and 2 are similar. T,3 and

E are quite close.

maximale« : -, 3(l.39)MT, 4(1.53), T(l.08)B34
maximaler : -, B12(1.02)L4, B(1.03)L, T1(0.98)BLE23

maximale, : -, 124(1.14)MTE3, M(l.32), D(l.45) .

g4E : B and L and the AM are similar. 1 and 2 are similar. T and 3
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are similar.

maximale« : -, T3(l.29)E4, M(l.73), T(l.06)BL
maximaler : -, M12(l.03)BL, BL(l.Ol), T(1.01)BL1E23
maximale, : -, M(1.12)T1E234, M(l.2l), D(1.25) .

w.05E : B dominates L except at E20. T,3 and E have similar profiles
but are not always comparable.
maximale« : -, 2(1.69), E(l.44), L(1.07)T1E34
maximaler : -, 34(1.12)L1, B(l.09)L, T(1.06)1E
maximale, : -, 24(1.26)1, 2(1.44), DT(1.05)L1E34 .

w2E : B and L are similar, 1 and 2 are similar. 3 dominates T and E,
which are similar.

maximale« : -, 3(1.64)TE, M(2.57), 4(1.16)T3
maximaler : -, M12(1.03)BL, BL(l.Ol), T(1.01)BL1E23
maximale, : -, M(1.12)T1E234, M(1.21), D(1.25) .

At the uncontaminated normal distribution all estimators except the

median are similar to the AM. (The tuning constant for the M-

estimators is relatively large: kb = 5. The efficiency loss for M and

also for T is below the Monte-Carlo variability). At nOS5 er « e„. D

is excellent (e„ = 3.38). Then the group 2(l.26)ME follows and then

31(1.18). The rest ofthe estimators has 1 < er < 1.10. At nOE5 the

three best estimator in e, are D(l.57), M(l. 39) and 4(1.16). The rest

has 1< e, < 1.07. The best in e„ is M(l.94) and in er is B(l.03)ML.

At pl.5 the three best in e„ are 2(3.22); E(3.03); B3(2.70)T. At p2.5
the three best in e„ are 2(1.39); 1(1.22); E(1.15)T4.

With this core in mind I now judge the estimators. A rating depends
on ones attitude. I start by emphasizing er and security and gradually

give e„ and high Performance more weight. If only er is important
then the AM is a secure choice though one might loose a lot even in

MSE-R. Small to moderate gains in er and e„ are possible with B. B

almost never looses in er. L is not worthwile compared with B. 4 is a

bit more risky in er but may bring moderate gains in er and moderate

to eonsiderable gains in e„. 4 never looses much in er. 1 is nice because

it does not need a tuning constant. It yields moderate to eonsiderable

gains in both effieieneies. It may occasionally have low er but almost

never below 0.8. T is a bit risky in er but quite large gains in e„ are

possible. 3 is similar to T but maybe too eomplicated compared with T.

E is qualitatively similar to T, sometimes with higher er. Its advantage
over T is that it does not need a tuning constant but on the other
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hand T is simpler. 2 is often very good in both effieieneies but it may

"break down" in er if the anchoring M-estimator has a large bias (at
skew families and large e). This is what 2 is supposed to do: it declares

part of the outliers as nonrepresentative. If one is interested in high e«

only then the M-estimator with relatively large tuning constant is still

interesting. But often it is so bad in er that it is better to use 2 instead

as soon as er is considered too. The median takes part in the study

mainly for comparison. It is too extreme and may not even be good in

e„.

Now I extend the comparison of the estimators (except D) to the cores

with ipaHub at sample sizes n = 16 and 256 (see figures 3.34 and 3.35).

n=16, scale contamination: The TM-estimator is the AM because its

tuning constant a is too small to downweight an Observation (ot should

be larger than 1/n to downweight at least one Observation). The M-

estimator is a good choice even in what concerns er because the variance

dominates the bias largely. If e > 0.05 the M-estimator is among the

best. Its dosest competitor is 2, which in partieular for lower e and for

skewer kerneis is the best. Usually 2 is the best of the MER-estimators.

E and 3 follow, then 1 and then 4. For e = 20 the BM-estimators are

the best in er but still with relatively low e„.

n=16, exponential contamination: For unskew kerneis M has good er

and good e„ but for the skew kerneis it has a too large bias to be good
in er. Of the MER-estimators 4 is a secure and often good choice.

The other MER-estimators have er > 1 only at unskew kerneis and for

e < 0.05. The BM-estimators are a bit better than the AM except at

E20. At E20 all estimators have er at or below 1 and e„ > 1. At the

Pareto distributions all estimator (except D at 16p2.5, and T due to

a < 1/n) are much better (16pl.5) or considerably better (16p2.5) than

the AM.

n=256, scale contamination: The estimators M, T and 3 usually have

er < 0.8 and large e„. A notable exeeption is 256w2El, where M has

er = 1.02 and e„ = 1.92. Only 1 and the BM-estimators keep er > 1

nearly always. 1 is the best overall choice.

n=256, exponential contamination: Only the BM-estimators are secure

but 1, 4 and E often have er > 0.8 and gain something in e„.

At the Pareto distributions the BM-estimators and the MER-estimators

except 3 have large gains for 256p 1.5 and moderate to small gains at
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Figure 3.34: All estimators except D.

256p2.5. The estimators M, T and 3 are bad.

The similarity of E to 3 and T observed at n = 64 does not hold for

the other sample sizes. 3 and T keep going together at n = 256. For

low n the M-estimator and, if a is suitably chosen, the TM-estimator,
are good estimators in both criteria if the distribution is not too skew.

BM-estimators can have worthy gains and are very secure. The MER-

estimators, in partieular 1, are good under scale contamination but

only 4 is secure under exponential contamination. For larger n the BM-

estimators, the MERl-estimator and the MVBB-estimator have worthy

gains in er only for low e and scale contamination. There the MER2-

estimator even has higher er for unskew kerneis.

3.9 Some conclusions from the simula¬

tions

The MER-estimators 1, E, 2, and 4 are efficient estimators in many

eircumstances. For sample sizes above say n = 10 to about n = 500
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Figure 3.35: All estimators except D.

there may be worthy gains over the AM in both effieieneies if the un¬

derlying distribution is not bimodal. For bimodal distribution (like the

scale contaminated Gam(4) and Wei(2) or for exponentially contam¬

inated distributions) the MER-estimators may loose in MSE-R com¬

pared to the AM. But the loss for the basic MER-estimator 1 is al¬

most never more than 20%. Other MER-estimators may loose and gain
more (MER2-estimator) or less (MVBB-estimator). Compared with

the MERl-estimator the EER-estimator got often higher e„ but usually
lower er. Since it is harder to achieve high er and often when er is high
also e„ is at least moderate, the EER-estimator is not too interesting.
The MER2-estimator is a nice mixture between the MERl-estimator

and the M-estimator. It often catches the good (efficient) side of both.

But sometimes, if the AM is far away from the M-estimator, the MER2-

estimator goes "with the M-estimator" and gets a large bias too. This

is just what the MER2-estimator is designed to do. The behavior of

the MER3-estimator is very close to the TM-estimator from which its

selector is derived. It can be discarded from the list of promising MER-
estimators. The MVBB-estimator is conservative but secure. Its tuning
constant 6, a bound on the estimated relative bias, has a clear interpre-
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tation and maybe is the easiest to choose. Setting 6 to somewhat higher
values than 0.5 may make the gains of the MVBB-estimator larger (but
maybe also the losses). Actually in preliminary simulations the MVBB-

estimator with b zz 0.25 was too close to the AM to be of interest. The

choice ofthe .^-funetions is not very important for the MER-estimators.

The BM-estimators B and L are rather conservative but secure. At

highly skewed distributions and low sample size they may gain a lot over

the AM. For larger samples the gains become small. It seems that L is

too conservative for the range of sample sizes considered. The weight
A„ should be rather below 1/y/n to raise the Performance though one

looses consisteney. For n > 1000 one would not choose a BM-estimator

anyway. Maybe the biasing trace should be exploited to choose A«.
The choice of the defining funetions, and thus of eventual tuning con¬

stants, has some importance for the BM-estimators. For asymmetric
distributions asymmetric funetions are better.

Comparing the M- and the TM-estimator their different tuning con¬

stants kb and a respectively must be remembered. At continuous dis¬

tributions usually there is for every kb an a which yields ka zz kb. The

question is how T or M behave with fixed tuning constant over a range
of distribution. The tuning constant kb = 5 which was used in the (final)
simulations is relatively large compared to the tuning constants used at

normal distributions (e.g. kb = 2). The re-ason is that in preliminary
simulations the M-estimator with kb = 3 often had a much too large
bias. The TM-estimators downweights et n observations (like a trimmed

mean) but not more. If there are more outliers, the TM-estimator gives
füll weight to some outliers and thus will reduee the bias with respeet to

the expeetation. The M-estimator with monotone and skew symmetric
^»-funetion downweights up to half of the observations (even up to n — 1

observations for monotone V'-funetions which are unbounded below and

bounded above like ipaHub)- This can make the bias of an M-estimator

much larger than for a TM-estimator. In other words the TM-estimator

is bias avoiding in some situations (e.g. at S20 or E20 with a = 0.05),
such that the MSE-R efficiency recovers. Since these are just the cases,

where the MER2-estimator follows the M-estimator to low er it might
be profitable to use a TM-estimator instead of an M-estimator in the

weight of the risk estimator of the MER2-estimator.
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Chapter 4

Samples from finite

populations

4.1 From infinite to finite populations

4.1.1 Notation

I introduce some notation for samples of finite populations (cf. e.g.

[Cassel et al. 1977]). A finite population is a set U zz {uj,..., u^} of

0 < N < oo distinct elements (U Stands for I/hiverse and u,- is unit i,
which I often denote by the index i only). A sample s of elements of U

is a finite sequence of elements of U. The length of the seqence is the

sample size n. The order ofthe sequence usually is not relevant. Under

sampling without replacement the sample contains a unit at most once.

The set of all admissible samples is denoted by S.

The random variability in sampling of finite populations is introduced

by the sample design. The sample design is a (discrete) probability
distribution p(s) on the set S. A sample s is a realisation of the random

variable 5 on the space S. I assume that S contains only samples of

fixed size n and that p(s) > 0 for all s £ S. I assume sampling without

replacement except in section 4.4.

151
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The inclusion probability w, of a unit u, is

X, = P[«, £ s] = Y Ks). (4-1)
»e-s(»)

where -S(i) = {s 6 <_> : s 9 u,} is the set of samples that contain unit i.

The joint inclusion probability itt] of two units u, and u. (i ^ j) is

*„ = P[{«. 6 «} n {«, 6s}]= £ p(s), (4.2)
5€5(»,j)

where S(i,j) = {s £S : s ~D {«», u,}} is the set of samples that contain

bot units i and j. It is convenient to define ir,, = tt.. For fixed sample
size n it holds that Ylu.au x» = " and Eu.ec/ E^eu "v = "2-

Each element u, of the population has characteristies x,, y,, z,, etc. at¬

tached to it. These characteristies are considered fixed numbers or

categories in design based sampling theory. The characteristic one is

interested in, say y, is unknown before sampling. Other character¬

isties often are known for the whole population and then are called

auxiliary information. The vector of all y-charactenstics is denoted

yu — (yi,..., yw)T and in an analogous way xrj, zy The vector of the

y-characteristics of a sample S is denoted ys = (yt,, ¦ ¦
, J/.n)T (h G S)

and correspondingly xs,zs- The vector us gives the population index

ofthe sampled units. The observed data is the pair (u,,y.) or equiva¬

lently the pair (tu,ya) where t, = l{u. £ s} (i £ U) is the realisation

of a vector of inclusion indieators.

The following notation is used.

Sums over one index : Y.u 2/< '¦- E.et/ V- = Eu.ei/ &
Sums over two different indices : £*, yxy, zz J2,eU(£,{jeu 1*1} V'V})
Population totals : yu* := J2u V«

Population means : yu := yv*fN
Sample totals : ys, := £s y. = £,e_. V*

Sample means : ys := ys»/n

Note that in this notation YHu nt: = n2 — Y2u ""« = n(n ~ 1) because

the summation is only over pairs of different indices

The expeetation and variance of a statistic T(y$) with respeet to the

sample design are

EsT(ys) = ^p(-s)T(y5), and (4.3)
ses
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Varsr(ys) = £p(-s)(T(2/,) - EsT(ys))2. (4.4)
ses

I call an estimator T(ys) s-unbiased for some funetion f(yu) of the

population vector yu if EsT(ys) = f(yu)-

The characteristic of interest that I want to estimate is the population
mean yu- The Horvitz-Thompson estimator (HT-estimator) for yu is

^^fE^"
5

It is the only s-unbiased estimator which is of the form T(ys) =

Es wiVi. where the Wi are coefficients that do not depend on S. Thus

the HT-estimator plays for finite population sampling the role ofthe AM

for infinite populations. Obviously the HT-estimator is defined only if

tt, > 0 for all i 6 S. Thus the HT-estimator is well defined except on

a subset of S of probability zero. The variance of TBt is estimated by
the following two estimators

,_ ,
1

vht(Tht)
=

-jrß &-<$
+ Z.(l-7r'7rj/7r«j)

yt y,
(4.5)

VYGS(THT) -_ l^(M)2 «o

The estimator (4.5) is due to Horvitz and Thompson; (4.6) is due to

Yates, Grundy and Sen. Both variance-estimators are defined only if

ir,j > 0 V», j £ S (which oecurs with probability zero) and may become

negative [Cochran 1977, section 9A.7]. If irtJ < x,7Tj Vi,j € U then

vygs > 0 for all S. It seems that vygs is more stable than vBt in

many situations.

Estimators in sampling theory often are cumbersome to write. I in¬

troduce some matrix notation to simplify some of the formulae. Let

p, = 1/tt, and ptJ = l/irt]. Let y, = y,/7r,. The check
" "

"
on top of a variable or value is often used to denote "expanded"

observations, i.e. observations weighted with 1/tt,. The vector of

expanded observations (y,.,.. .,y_„)T is denoted ys and analogously
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W = (yi/""i,-. •,y7v/i'jv)T. Let 1-y be a vector of length N with all

elements equal to 1. Denote by P the matrix with (P)ij = iXij and by
R the matrix with (R)ij = ptj zz I/tt.j. Let P_ and R, be the subma¬

trices of P and fi respectively which correspond to the sampled units

for a sample s. The HT-estimator is now Tht = VsPs/N. The vari¬

ance of the HT-estimator is VaTs(TBT) — yJjPyu and vht(Tht) =

'FHT~{ys^'Sys)l^2- The Yates-Grundy-Sen estimator does not admit

an easy matrix notation (though it is easy to implement with outer prod¬
ucts in S: vYgs(Tht) = sum ((7rs©7rs-Ps)/Ps*(yseys)2)/(2*W2),
where xQy for two vectors x and y is the matrix with elements (xi-yj)ij
and analogously for the outer multiplication 0 ).

4.1.2 Simple random samples

For infinite populations the vector of observations y, is considered the

realisation of a random variable V, and often Y, is assumed to be a

vector Yj, of i.i.d. variables Yi, (i = 1,.. .,n). This is the Situation I

have considered in chapters 2 and 3. How can the procedures and results

of chapters 2 and 3 be adapted to the sampling of finite populations?

If the population is large compared to the sample size then sim¬

ple random sampling should give vectors y. which behave very sim¬

ilar to i.i.d. samples of random variables with distribution funetion

Fu(t) = jj Ylu ^{y> ^ *} which is the population distribution funetion.

In fact if the simple random sample is with replacement the distribu¬

tion of ys is the same as the distribution of Ynxi with Yi i.i.d. ~ Fu-
If sampling is done without replacement then the effect of the "with¬

out replacement" restriction vanishes if n/N tends to zero. For simple
random samples with or without replacement the procedures and the¬

oretical results of chapter 2 are applicable with minor modifications

(finite population correction faetor (1 — n/N) in variance-estimators,
see section 4.3). If the distribution Fu is close to one of the distribu¬

tions used in the Simulation study of chapter 3 the Simulation results

should be meaningful for simple random samples too.

For complex samples the procedures need adaption to the complex sam¬

ple design. For socalled IPPS samples this is done in the next section for

M- and MER-estimators. Then stratified random samples, the Hansen-

Hurwitz strategy and ratio estimators are treated as special cases and

generalizations.
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4.2 Sampling with inclusion probability

proportional to an auxiliary variable

4.2.1 Robustification of the HT-estimator

Often the information that structures a finite population and therefore

leads to a complex sampling design can be formalized by an auxiliary
variable. A sample design with jt,- oc a., for some auxiliary variable _c,- is

called an inclusion probabilities proportional to size (IPPS) design.

The rationale behind the HT-estimator given in the survey sampling lit¬

erature is that it has sampling variance zero if the inclusion probabilities

xt are exactly proportional to y,-. Then Tnriys) = yu for every sam¬

ple S. On the other hand the HT-estimator is bias-robust with respeet
to the sample design, i.e. the HT-estimator is still s-unbiased if there

is a completely different relation between jt, and y, than proportional-
ity. The HT-estimator is not variance-robust under deviation from a

proportional model (cf. [Rao 1966]). The key to the robustification of

the HT-estimator is its expression as a least Squares (LS) functional in

a suitable superpopulation model. A superpopulation model assumes

that the values of a variable of a finite population are a realisation of a

stochastic model. I will show that the HT-estimator is an LS-estimator

in a regression-through-the-origin model. Formulations as other least

Squares problems are derived in [Hulliger 1986]. First I generalize the

definition of a weighted LS-estimator to empirical distribution funetions

with unequal weights.

Definition 8 (LS for weighted empirical distribution funetion)
Let Yt £ R, (t = 1,..., n) be independent random variables and let the

real matrix X of dimensions n x p, p < n be of füll rank p and known.

Denote by _e,-, (i = l,...,n) the rows of X written as column vectors.

Assume

EY\X = Xß, and

Vary. = a2v(Xi), (4.7)

for some unknown ß £ W and a2 £ R+ and some known funetion
v : Rp —* R. Let tu,- > 0, (t = 1,..., n) be a set of known constants.
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The weighted empirical distribution funetion ts defined as

n n

Fw(t)=Yw>1{Y><t}/Yw" (4-8)
:=1 1=1

The weighted least Squares estimator (LS-estimator) ßis of ß
with resped to Fw(t) is defined by ihe minimum of

S-) /£>. (4-9)
' »=1

The (unique) LS-estimator ts

ßLs(K) = (XTAX)~1XTAY, (4.10)

where A ts a diagonal nxn matrix with diagonal elements w,/v(x,).

The reason why the weights w, are treated separately from v(xt) is their

different origin in a sampling context and their different treatment in

the robustification.

I need an estimator of the population distribution funetion Fu(t) =

Et/ l{y* — t) /N • There are various possibilities (cf. [Kuk 1988] and

[Rao et al. 1990]) but the easiest and most generally applicable estima¬

tor is the sample distribution funetion

s
*» '

s
*'

The estimator Fs(t) is a distribution funetion itself. It is a ratio esti¬

mator and has an s-bias ofthe order 0(l/n) [Cochran 1977, p. 160].

Theorem 4 (HT-estimator as LS-functional) Let ihe auxiliary
variable x, > 0 be known for all i £ U. Lei S be a sample drawn

according to an IPPS sample design with x, zz nx./xu*. Suppose the

characteristic yu ts a vector of reahsaiions of independent random vari¬

ables according to the (superpopulation) model

Y, = ßx, + Et, where EE, = 0 and Var£, = a2v(x.). (4.12)

Let ihe variance funetion v(xt) = x,. Then the HT-estimator is

Tht = iußHT(Fs), (4.13)
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where ßHr(Fs) is ihe weighted least Squares estimator ofß with respeet
io ihe sampling distribution funetion Fs-

Proof: The weights of the sampling distribution funetion Fs(t) are

the inclusion probabilities ir,-. Therefore the LS-estimator with respeet

to Fs is

*,<*>-*.<*> = E-^-y/E^
EyiXjXu, I

y--.
x2xu,

nx2 I
-—1

TIT.2

= E

nx? i
I-r' nx:

yau»

s
nxixu*

= Ei
y>

s
TriXU%

Finally xußm(Fs) = jf Es »/* = tht- °

Note that the superpopulation model in the above theorem is not neces¬

sary for the derivation of Tht — xußHr(Fs) when ßHr(Fs) is directly
defined as

/ \2

ßHT(Fs) = ngminY-'yi~ßX^
s y/v(*i)

The superpopulation model only makes clear why this formulation of

the HT-estimator makes sense.

In this setup the HT-estimator is the mean of the fitted values. The

theorem makes clear why the HT-estimator may be efficient: It is a

weighted least Squares estimator that ineorporates the information in

the design as well as the information in the auxiliary variable. The Split¬

ting of the design information and the auxiliary information in a regres¬

sion through the origin setup really opens the way to the robustification:

The design is now built into an estimate Fs of the population distribu¬

tion funetion and the HT-estimator turns out to be a LS-functional of

Fs, i.e. TBt — xu times the Solution of

'y-ßx^ ^=dFs(x,y) = 0.

.\A£).
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I now leave the superpopulation model and consider the sample S as

random, while the realised values y_, (» = 1,..., _V) of the superpopu¬

lation random variables Y. are considered fixed constants.

The robustification of the HT-estimator is now analogous to the robus¬

tification of the LS-estimator in linear models (cf. [Hampel et al. 1986,

chapter 6]). Instead of ßHT(Fs) take the Solution ßHT(Fs,n) of

fJx/y/vjr),^^)-ßr=dFs(x,y) = 0 (4.14)

^Yh(Xi/^^'y-h^)-rh = °- <4-15>
S

*' V V»(x'") / V ViXi)

where n(x,r) is a predefined funetion.

Definition 9 (RHT-estimator) The robustified HT-estimator xs

xu times a Solution ßHT(Fs,v) ofthe equation

El / xt y. - ßxA xt

Vir}{-7x='-^r)^.=0- (416)

For ease of notation let x' zz x/\Jv(x), xf = y/y/v(x) and r'(ß) =

(y — ßx)/\/v(x). The standardisation by l/\/v(x) turns weighted least

Squares into unweighted least Squares of the standardised variables. The

funetion n(x', r') is the defining funetion for a bounded influence regres¬

sion. It is discussed in [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 315]. In general useful

choices of n are of the form

¦n(x',r') = w(x') xP(r' -tix')),

where w(x') and u(x') are two weighting funetions and xp is a defining
funetion for a location M-estimator. In the following I use the so called

Mallows form which sets u(x) = 1. Furthermore I use funetions w and

xp which depend on tuning constants kx and kr respectively to prepare

for the MER-estimators. The Mallows-type robustification of the HT-

estimator is xußHT(FSi-i), where ßHT(Fs,v) is the Solution of

Y -™(x., kx)Wiß), kr)x'i = 0. (4.17)
5
"
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As with univariate location M-estimators a scale estimate is needed in

w and xp to make ßHT(Fs, -l) scale equivariant. While for the weighting
funetion w(x'it kx) preliminary scale estimators are available, e.g. the

MAD ofthe x\, the scale er ofthe residuals must be estimated simulta¬

neously with the slope ß. The median of the absolute residuals may be

used. Thus xp(r'(ß),kT) is replaced by xp(r'(ß)/tf(ß),kr).

Any sampling estimator that may be formulated as a weighted LS-

estimator with respeet to Fs can be robustified in this way. Examples
are ratio and regression estimators and stratified means (see section 4.5

and section 4.3).

A difficult issue arises when in fact other model structures than

(4.12) are underlying. This is the sort of robustness considered in

[Royall and Herson 1973]. The HT-estimator will remain s-unbiased

but may have a large MSE due to its variance. A robustified ver¬

sion of the HT-estimator relies to some extent on the model (4.12).
It robustifies against contamination of the distribution of the auxiliary
variable and of the residuals but not against other structural models

(cf. section 3.6.1). Nevertheless the robustification may help somewhat

even under structural deviations because another model strueture like

EYi = ßxi -f yx2 can arise from a contamination model with contami¬

nation ratio 1 (cf. section 4.2.9).

4.2.2 A sampling sensitivity curve

The derivation of an approximate sampling variance of the RHT-

estimator needs a finite population analogue to the influence funetion

for infinite populations. One could go directly to the superpopulation
level and try to work with the influence funetion. But then the connec¬

tion to the sampling context is lost. In partieular I want to preserve

the labeis of the observations to keep the connection to the sampling

weights. Therefore I derive a sensitivity curve at the population distri¬

bution funetion Fu. Consider the defining equation for ßHT(Fu,n), i.e.

the M-estimator at the population distribution funetion.

/ r,(x',r'(ß))x'dFu(x,y) = 0 (4.18)

1

E^>r.'(/?))*:- = o. (4.i9)
u
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The sensitivity curve of this equation is

{N + 1]InTi{ £n{x'" M«^*' iM*'*

+T}(x',r'(ßHT(Fu+,Tl)))x'}

-JtT,'l(*.>'i(ßBT(Fu,ri)))x'.] = 0,

where U+ denotes the population U augmented by a unit with charac¬

teristies (x, y). In a similar way to the approximations to the SC of the

MER-estimator in appendix A.l I get the following approximation.

-jrZu n(x[,r'i(ßHT(Fu,V)))x[ + rj(x>,r'(ßHT(Fu+,•?)))*'

-(ßHT(Fu+,rj) - ßHT(Fu,n))Eu ^2«,K(ßHT(Fu,v)))x?/tr « 0,

where rj2(x, r) = drj(x, r)/dr.

Neglecting terms in 1/./V the sensitivity curve becomes

SC(x,y,rj,Fu)
= (N+l)(ßHT(Fu+,n)-ßHT(Fu,ri))

* <rr,(x',r'(ßHT(Fu,r))))x'

/jf Erix'y[{ßHT(Fu,r,)))x't2 (4.20)

This SC is a finite population analogon to the IF for a bounded influence

estimator in the model (4.12). It may be easily extended to the case of

a p-dimensional explanatory variable (cf. [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 316]
and section 4.3).

In order to judge the influence of a partieular sample s £ S one has

to integrate the sampling SC with respeet to the sample distribution

funetion Fs- The influence ofa partieular unit u, given a sample s may

then be defined as the contribution of the unit «, to the influence of the

sample, i.e.

QTM F.
i-Mxy,(ßHT(FU,y))K

SC(i\s, ri, Fu) = t -r
¦

. (4.21)
(E. 77) Eu thn2(x'„r't(ßHT(Fu,n)))x'2
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The influence of an Observation on ßHT(Fs) is

r'jjßHTJFu))^
SC(i|«,ij = l,Fl,) =

7r« Es Tj Ei; Tfx'i

y» ~ßHT(Fu)xj

xuJ2je,xi/xi
' (4.22)

Of course ßnr(Fu) = Vu/xu involves the moving argument (xj,y,) but

in order to get a "nonrepresentative" influence funetion where the pop¬

ulation characteristic is not influenced by the contamination ßHr(Fu)
(and xu) should be considered fixed when (x.,y.) is moved. The influ¬

ence of an Observation on the HT-estimator is i44/SC(t|s, n = 1, Fu) =

(yi—ßHT\\Fu)x.)/ Ejg» xi/xj- This influence is bounded in *_. In other

words the influence of position (cf. [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 313]) ofthe

HT-estimator is bounded.

4.2.3 Expeetation
andvarianceof

the RHT-
Expeetation

andvarianceof

estimator

lowing I use the notation

Vi(U) = T)(x.,r'i(ßHT(Fu,r,)))

V2i(U) = m{x'i,r.{ßHT(Fu,r,)))

Vi(U) = 77.((/)x;

fl2i(U) = mi(U)x?

mW) = T)i(U)/xi

mi(u) = fj2i(U)/xi

An analogous notation is used with index S instead of U to indicate the

replacement of Fy by Fs, e.g. rj2i(S) := n.(x\,r[(ßHT(Fs,n)))x?.

The s-expectation of the left hand side of the defining equation (4.16)
for ßHT(Fs, l) is the left hand side of the defining equation (4.19) for

ßHT(Fu,n). Thus ßnT(Fs,-i) is design consistent though it has a bias:

Lemma 12 Lei the residual variance tr = 1. Let ßHT(-,n) be continu¬

ous ai Fu with resped to the weak topology. Then the RHT-estimator

is design-consisteni, i.e. EsßHT(Fs,n) - ßHT(Fu,n) = 0(l/n).
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Proof: Consider a linear approximation to (4.16).

0 = E-h*(s)
sWi

= E JriUU) - (ßHT(Fs,n) -ßHT(Fu,r,))mi(U)]
ST*

+o(ßHT(Fs, rf) - ßHT(Fu, n)).

Now Fs(t) is a consistent estimator of Fu(t). Since /?_>yt(-, rf) is assumed

continuous at Fu the difference ßHT(Fs, rf) — ßHT(Fu,rf) tends to zero

for large n too.

Since Es T7-2'^) -^ 0
,
it follows that

ES[(ßHT(FS,v) ~ ßHT(FU,T)))]

zz Es E^w/E^iu)
r. T. 'S*%

o(ßHT(Fs, rf) - ßHT(Fu,rf))/ ( E ~fl2i(U)+ES

The first summand of the right hand side is a ratio estimator of

o = E^(c/)/E^(^)
u u

and therefore has an s-bias of order 0(l/n) [Cochran 1977, p.160] and

the second summand is of smaller order. ?

The condition of continuity of ßHT(F,rf) is technical but usually ful¬

filled for M-estimators. I use it to avoid finite population asymptotics.
In principle the convergence of ßHT(Fs,n) to ßHT(Fu,rf) can be seen

heuristieally as follows: For ß = ßHT(Fu,rf) and e > 0 the difference

jj E jr^w± e))x>i -JjE ü*'« r<(/? ±^
Nr*<

tends to 0 stochastically. Thus for large enough n it holds with high
probability that

hT,7:riix^(ß±€))x'i>o.
Nr*t
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Therefore \ßHT(Fs,rf) — ßHT(Fu,rj)\ < e with high probability.

If the scale is unknown it must be estimated by & say. If b converges

then the bias of ßuT(Fs,rf) still tends to zero and usually still at rate

1/n.

An approximate variance of ßHT(Fs,rf) may be derived with the same

linear approximation as above, yielding first

ßHT{Fs,rf) -ßHT(FU,rj)

s*{
'

s*{

Taking the expectations of the Squares of both sides of the equation

yields

Es[(ßHT(Fs, i?) - ßHr(Fu, n))2]

* a2Es[(Y^i(U))2/(Y^2i(U))2]
*—' Xi *—i

Xi
s

'
s

'

* *2Es[(E ^.(^))2]/Es[(E -**&))*)

= ^(EW+E^wrt

/(E j/W)2 +E -^.(tOW))
:= ^(Fü.t,). (4.23)

(I will repeatedly use the first order approximation Es[/(ys)/</(ys)] *

Esf(ys)/Esg(ys) for funetions / and g with existing first derivatives.)
Thus

V-as(ßHT(Fs.ti)) « -72Es[»?Ji7s/'?Js1?2s]
« a2ifuPf)u/r)^ Prj2u
= MFc.ij). (4.24)

where P is the matrix with elements (P).j = 7r.j.

If n(x,r) =
r, i.e. if n is the identity funetion, then ßHT(Fs,rf) =

ßHr(Fs) and ßHT(Fu,rf) = ßm(Fu) = yu/xu- The denominator of

Vro becomes x^#. Using 7r,- = nxi/xu» and v(x,-) = Xj the numerator
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becomes

"HEu *i(Vi/*i - ßHT(Fu)xu,/n)2/a2
+ Eu *ij(lH/*i ~ ßHT(Fu)xu*/n)(yj/xj - ßHT(Fu)xUr/n)/<r2)
= Es[(Es mhi ~ ßHT(Fu)xu./n)2]
= Es[(Esyi/*--yu»M2]
= Vars(EsW/'r»)-

Together VTr,(Fu,rf) zz Vars(T//T) if f is the identity funetion, i.e. the

approximation yields the correct variance for the HT-estimator.

The SC (4.20) may be used to derive a similar variance approxi¬
mation. The derivation is analogous to the case of i.i.d. observa¬

tions with the influence funetion replaced by the sampling SC. As in

[Hampel et al. 1986, p. 85]

ßHT{Fs,rf) ~ ßHT(FU,rf)

« JsC(x,y,r1,Fu)dFs(x,y)
= <T(YJrn(x.yi(ßHT(Fu,r,)))x'i/Yv)

/(E^2,(x;,r;(/?yfT(Ft/,I7)))x;.2)
U

= * fe *(")/E v) Ife V*(U)/A (4-25)

Now Es 7" ls t'ie normalizing constant for the sampling distribu¬

tion funetion. Its expeetation is Es^5l/7r_ = N. Assuming that

Es V*"« w N the- normalizing constant cancels with N in the denomi¬

nator. Taking the expeetation of the Squares yields the approximation

Es[(ßHT(Fs,r,)-ßHT(Fu,r,))2] » ^fj^Pfju/Vw^u
-• Vn(Fu,rf). (4.26)

The numerator of this approximate variance is the same as in Vro(ri, Fu)
but the denominator is slightly different. Nevertheless the denominator

equals xUt if rj(x,r) =
r, such that then Vri(Fu,v) yields the vari¬

ance of the HT-estimator. The difference of the two denominators is

Vars Es rJ2i(U)/xi. This is usually small compared with the denom¬

inator of Vri(Fu,rf) itself (Eu MU))2 = (EsEsM^)/^)2- Thus
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the derivation of Vri by the SC is close to the "finite population" deriva¬

tion of Vro.

The important difference to the case of i.i.d. observations is that in

both variance approximations the crossproduet terms do not vanish.

The reason is that with i.i.d. observations the random variables are

(Xi,Yi)~F and

Ef Y^(Xi,Yi,r,,F)IF(Xj,Yj,T1,F)
i*i

= E \EFlF(Xi,Yi,r),F)YEFmXj,Yj,r,,F)
¦ \ i*i

= 0,

while for the sampling expeetation the random variable is S and the

crossproduet terms in

Es(E t^))2=e ^-fniumu)
s

ti
v XiXj

do not vanish in general (but see sections 4.3 and 4.4).

4.2.4 Estimation of the variance of the RHT-

estimator

The estimation of Vro or Vri is not straightforward. Since

the crossproduet terms do no vanish, a sum of Squares like

Es(7~T.(x.>ri(ßHT(Fs,rl)))xi)2 is not enough. On the other hand the

"natural" estimator for the numerator including the crossproduet terms

would be (Es jrT.(x'i>ri(ßHT(Fs>,l)))x'i)2- ^ut ^is is zero due to the

definition of the RHT-estimator .

The trick to arrive at an estimator of the numerator fiJjPfju of Vri (or
V^o) is to subtract 0 = (Eu rji(U))2 arriving at

E ^uu)2+YtI-*(umu) - (E*^))2
u*' u^i u

'

= E^ftW'+E^T^ww)-
V "

u *ini
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This is the variance of the "estimator" Es '/«'(^)/,r» which is an ex¬

panded sum like the HT-estimator. Therefore the two variance estima¬

tors (4.5) and (4.6) for the HT-estimator may be used. The HT-variance

estimator would be

E *ir-MU))' + Y ^ftWW^«.(toF+E*0"*1*'
S ** S

Replacing the unknown r)i(U) by fji(S) and reordering one gets

I prefer to estimate V^i because it is slightly simpler than V-o- The

denominator of Vri can be estimated by (fj2SRsr.2s)/d2, where d is the

estimate of the scale of the residuals. The variance estimator is now

VrHT = -d2ffsRsVs/f)JsRsr)2s- (4-27)

The minus sign is in order. It simply means that the (negative)
crossproduet terms in the numerator usually are stronger. Nevertheless

this estimator may become negative as can the HT-variance estimator

(4.5) itself (cf. [Cochran 1977, p. 261]). The variance estimator vrBT

does not yield the variance estimator (4.5) nor (4.6) if n is the identity
funetion.

The variance estimator that corresponds to the Yates-Grundy-Sen vari¬

ance estimator (4.6) for the numerator of VTi is

_d2y-r XjXj
-

Xjj ffjj(S) rjj(S)\2 / T
VrYGS = "T" y. 1 — T~ / ^2SRSri2S- (4.28)

l *-£ Xij \ Xi Xj ) I

A second way to get a variance estimator is by using the formulation

of an M-estimator as a W-estimator (cf. [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 116])
used in the calculation of an M-estimator by iteratively reweighted least

Squares. The RHT-estimator may be written as

ßHT(Fs,rf) = E Twdix'i/E Twtx?
sTi sWi

with wi = Wi(ßHT(Fs,v)) = r}(x'i,r[(ßHT{Fs,r))))(r[(ßHT(Fs,rf)). Let

as zz Es j-^ix'2 and consider ßHT(Fs,rf) as a ratio estimator. The
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deviation of the estimator ßHT(Fs,rf) from its estimand ßm(Fu, rf) is

ßHT(Fs, rf) - ßHT(Fu,rf)

(E^^) -ßnT(Fu,rf)Y—WiX? /as'
s

'

s

Taking the expeetation of the Squares yields

Es[(ßHT(Fs, r)) - ßHT{Fu,rf))2]

« Es[l/a|]Es

« Es[l/a|]Vars

(Y^Ml/i-ßHT(Fu,r,)x'i)x^

YJ-m(y'i-ßHT(Fu,rj)x'i)x'i (4.29)

neglecting in the second approximation that the weights depend on

the sample too, i.e. that generally Wi(ßHT(Fs,v)) f^ wi(ßHT(Fu,v))-
The second faetor may be estimated by the Yates-Grundy-Sen variance

estimator (4.6) for the characteristic 6,- = tu,(yj —ßHr(Fs, r))x.)x.- The

first faetor is estimated by l/a| itself. This yields the variance estimator

Vrw(Fs,t,) = iE^^(-V*, - bj/xj)2
la%

1—d
xa

(4.30)

This variance estimator reduces to the usual Yates-Grundy-Sen estima¬

tor if n is the identity. The characteristic 6,- = »/,-(_S)x{ = i,i(S). Thus the

only difference of vrw to vrYGS is the denominator. The denominator

as corresponds to replacement of the derivative xp'(r) by xp(r)/r.

4.2.5 A proposal for a sampling Bootstrap

A further possibility to estimate the variance is a Bootstrap or Jack-

knife method. Both can be adapted to complex sampling, cf. e.g.

[Rao and Wu 1988]. I propose a sampling-Bootstrap which is simpler
and more intuitive than the procedure by Rao and Wu. The sample

design, which carries the randomness in design based sampling theory,
is strictly preserved in this sampling-Bootstrap.

Suppose a sample so haa been drawn according to a sample design p(s).
To calculate a replicate of an estimator T(ys) draw a sample s* accord¬

ing to p(s) again. For most of the units in s* the characteristic y is
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unknown because the unit is not in sq. Suppose «j € s* \sq. Then

realise a replicate y,* according to a distribution F,|,0. The distribution

Fi\,0 is an estimate of the population distribution which is based on the

observed sample s0 and uses the information contained in the label i

•as well as any auxiliary information available. If for example a linear

model links a known auxiliary variable x,- with the response y,- (like in

IPPS sampling), then only a residual r,* should be realised according
to the sample residual distribution. If the sample is stratified the ob¬

served units in the same Stratum as u. are used to estimate a Stratum

distribution funetion. If u. is in a cluster that is not in the sample a

cluster-replicate is drawn from the Clusters in s0, again using any avail¬

able auxiliary information. Then _Fq,0 is constructed with the replicate
cluster. In any case the reason for the subdivision of the population and

consequently for the complex sample design should be reflected in the

distribution F_|,0. Taking observed and simulated y,* together to form

y,« one calculates the s-Bootstrap replicate T(y,»).

This s-Bootstrap preserves all inclusion probabilities. The direct con¬

nection between the label and the characteristic y of the replicates is

substituted by the connection of the label to a section of the popula¬
tion (represented by Fj|,0). Further r-asearch is necessary to establish

properties of this Bootstrap and to compare it to the existing proposals.

4.2.6 Weighting of the auxiliary variable

For the HT-estimator the special Situation arises that the explanatory
variable x is known for the whole population while the response y is

known for the sample only. This is exploited in the multiplier xu

in the form Tht — xußHr(Fs)- But it may be used in the defini¬

tion of a weight w(x') too. Under suitable assumptions and for infi¬

nite populations the optimal bias-robust estimator in the class of Mal-

lows estimators is defined by rj(x',r') zz w(x', kx)ip.Hub(r-', kr), where

w(x',kx) = ip,Hub(x'/dx,kx)/x' [Hampelet al. 1986, p. 321 and 332].
The constant dx is a robust estimate for the scale of the explanatory
variable. There are different ways to define this scale. I usually use

dx = med(x'u). Here the knowledge of x. for the whole population is

used. The median of the sampled xj could be used too. But this would

introduce more variability though a scale estimate which depends on

the sample may be better suited to the sample (e.g. by allowing w(x'i)
to discriminate better between the sampled x't).
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A question arises whether one should weight according to x or x' =

x/y/v(x). The weight for robustness in the faetor space in linear models

should downweight influential observations with respeet to the model

Y( zz ßx\ -f E[, which is homoscedastic. A leverage point which is

downweighted by the weight \/\Jv(x) should only be downweighted for

robustness ifit is still a leverage point after the weighting for unequal
variance. Therefore I use w(x/y/v(x) ) and not w(x).

It might be fruitful to downweight sampled x. if they are in a region
of low density with respeet to the population distribution. Thus units

with "nonrepresentative" x_ would be downweighted irrespective of the

weights for homoscedasticity and robustness of the regression. The

idea of weighting for representativity may already be found in the HT-

estimator itself: Godambe and Thompson note that the HT-estimator

"evidently gives greater 'weight' to units i in the sample for which ihe

probability of inclusion is smaller. In fact the term yi/xt may be in¬

terpreted loosely as an estimator of a total over units in the population

'represented by' the individual i; a unit from a sparsely sampled pari of
the population would usually have to represent a relatively large number

of other units." [Godambe and Thompson 1988, section 3]. For IPPS

sampling with skew size distribution this makes sense because the small

ir,- are often near the mode of the sizes, while large x, often are in a

region with few large units.

If the occurrences of gross errors in the x- and y-dimension are corre¬

lated then the information about the population distribution of x may

help to cope with outliers in the y-dimension. Any weighting for rep¬

resentativity in x could be combined with (additional) weighting for

robustness of the regression.

4.2.7 MER-estimation for IPPS-sampling

The robustification of the HT-estimator uses its expression as an LS-

functional in a regression through the origin model. The Mallows-type
estimator ß(Fs,rj) needs two »/»-funetions to be speeified, one for the

weighting of the auxiliary variable and one for the residuals. Accord¬

ingly two tuning constants kx and kT must be chosen if each of the two

^-funetions depend on one tuning constant. The estimator ofthe MSE-

R of ß(Fs,kx,kr) then also depends on these two tuning constants:

r(Fs,kx,kr)=zvr(Fs,kx,kr)-r(ß(Fs,kx,kr)-ßHT(Fs))2.
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Like for infinite populations the MER-estimator of ß is ß(Fs, kxm, krm),
where (kxm,krm) are such that r(Fs,kxm,krm) is minimal. The

estimator of the MSE-R of the corresponding estimator of the

mean xuß(Fs,kx,kr) is xur(Fs,kx,kr). The minimum is attained

for (kxm,krm), too. Thus the MER-estimator of the mean is

xuß(Fs,kxm, krm). It is not clear from the theory which ofthe variance

estimators vtht (4.27) , t/yyGS (4.28) or vrw (4.30) is better. This is

investigated further in sections 4.2.9 and 4.2.10.

A two-dimensional minimum-search in the (kx, &r)-plane is feasible but

much more expensive than in one dimension. Several ways to restrict

the search to one dimension may be considered.

It may be enough to choose kx fixed. This is reasonable because all

H, i = 1,..., N are known and a rational choice of kx with x, in mind

might do much. It is difficult to use the knowledge of ys for the choice

of kx.

A second way is to couple the two tuning constants. The simplest cou¬

pling is such that kx and kr are linearly related. This may be achieved

by fixing a range for kx and kr separately and then search on the diag¬
onal with positive slope of the resulting rectangle.

Of course both methods (searehing only vertically at a fixed kx or

only on the diagonal of a rectangle) may miss the optimal combina¬

tion (kxm, krm). But it is hoped that the loss is small.

Another possibility, which uses a fixed kx to robustify the inclusion

probabilities, is treated in the next section (section 4.2.8).

The influence of an x-value is called influence of position (cf.
[Hampel et al. 1986, p. 313]). A value x,- in a sample s has bounded

influence of position on /?ht(Fs) (see page 4.22). Therefore a Huber-

type regression which does not downweight x-values may be adequate.
This is equivalent to setting kx to infinity and would be a simplification
of the MER-estimator. Since it is actually the influence on the fitted

values (cf. [Hampel et al. 1986, p. 317]) XißnnT which matters this

may be not enough robust.
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4.2.8 Robustified design

The ratios y./jr. in the HT-estimator act like the summands of an arith¬

metic mean. The Huberisation of the X{ makes the denominators of

the ratios fluctuate less wildly and gives some more robustness. Let

Xi zz nxi/xu*, where

Xi zz Xu + 1psHub(xi - xu, kxdx)dx

with dx = med_(|x,- — xu\)- In other words for the calculations of the

inclusion probabilities the auxiliary variable x is Huberised from its

mean to prevent too high and too low values. Now an IPPS sample is

drawn with inclusion probabilities f,-. The HT-estimator is still Tht =

F Es y»/^«' an<-' fr ¦*s s^ s-unbiaßed. Of course it is not robust against
outliers in y.

The HT-estimator looses efficiency if the expeetation of the y, is not pro¬

portional to Xi because then it is no longer the weighted LS-estimator.

The WLS-estimator in the model (4.12) with inclusion probabilities üi

and unmodified auxiliary variable x< is

ßWLS(Fs) = *&**&, (4.31)
Es Xi/ni

with corresponding estimator for the population mean xußwLs(Fs)-
This is a ratio estimator and usually has a sampling bias. But

its bias is of order 0(l/n) because the denominator is an s-

unbiased estimator of xu* and the numerator of yu, and thus

XuEs[Es yi/*i]/Es[Es xi/*i] = äfo'•

Instead of the WLS-estimator a Huber-type M-estimator for regres¬

sion may be chosen. A Huber-type regression with robustified design
is not robust against outliers in the auxiliary variable because the x-

variable enters explicitly in the denominator and not only via the de¬

sign. The corresponding MER-estimator has only one tuning constant

to be adapted.

4.2.9 Exact calculations for small IPPS samples

Robustification needs a certain redundancy to be able to downweight
observations. The smallest sample for regression through the origin
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(as for the location problem) which allows for an equivariant robust

estimator has size n = 3. Intuitively it is clear that with only two

observations an equivariant estimator cannot deeide between the two

observations.

I chose n = 3 and N = 5 as feasible sample and population sizes for a

füll enumeration of the sample space. The number of possible samples is

10. The advantage of N — n = 2 is that it is easy to calculate the sample

design p(s) given the first and second order inclusion probabilities.

Lemma 13 Consider a population U of size N and let n zz N — 2.

Consider numbers 7r_ £ (0,1) and Xij £ (0,1) for i,j= 1...., N which

fulfill Eu 7r» = n> Ey *ij = n(n ~ 1) and Xij < *". + Xj < 1 + x^. Let

S = {s C U : |s| = n} and p(s) = 1 — Xi — Xj + x^, where i and j are

ihe uniis ihat are not in s. Then p(s) is an unequal probability sample

design with inclusion probabilities Xi and x^.

Proof:

p(s) = P[{»^}n{;^}]
= 1 - P[» £ s U j £ s]
= 1 - (P[i £ s] + P[j £s]- P[t € s fl j £ s])
= 1 - (TT. + TT,4

- Xij).

D

I call x^ij-i
zz 1 — X{ — xj + x^ joint exclusion probabilities. There are

three conditions in the above Lemma which must be fulfilled by the

inclusion probabilities. This may not be easy.

I chose the variables (xj, yi), i = 1,..., 5 to consist of a basic set

(13,16), (15,14), (17,22), (20,23)

and a fifth point, which is the gross error. I place it in 9 different

positions (cf. table 4.1).

I used (among others) the following methods for the MER-estimator:

1. Coupled tuning constants, x-weighting with scale meddxy - 0|).
la. with vrHT, lb. with vrYGS, lc. with vr\y

2. Coupled tuning constants, x-weighting with scale med(|x5 — 0|).
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Gross error positions

Name Xh y-

V8 8 8

V8a 8 1

V8b 8 50

V16 16 16

V16a 16 1

V16b 16 50

V25 25 25

V25a 25 1

V25b 25 50

Table 4.1: The cases with x = 8 and x = 25 are outlying in x but

x =z 8 »s not a leverage point. V8, V16 and V25 are cases with small

residual outliers. The "a"-cases have ys = 1 the "b"-cases have ya = 50.

3. Uncoupied tuning constants (i.e. twodimensional search), x-

weighting with scale med(|x[/ — 0|) .

4. Weighted design and Huber-type regression.

For the implementation of a RHT-estimator of the Mallows-type in

S [S-PLUS 1990] I use Huber-type regression with weights defined by

w(x'i)/xi, where w(x'f) — \x.\n^,kx/l\x\/ix\f) with dx = med(x'[/). The

weight l/x_ stems from the estimator Fs of the distribution funetion.

To obtain the variance estimator vtBt - use r)(x'i,r'i(ßHT(Fs))) dx =

w(x'i)w„(r'f)r'i and the expression (4.27) and accordingly for vtygs-

With eoupled tuning constants the number of grid points is set to 25.

With uncoupied tunings constants I search a 4x8 grid in the (kx, kr)-
plane (4 steps for /c,; seems to be enough since the selector does change

slowly in the x-direction). Contour plots show that there may well be a

global minimum outside the diagonal, i.e. in a region that is not touched

by the search when the tuning constants are eoupled. The minimum is

sometimes attained at high kx and low kr.

I checked the Performance of the variance estimators with an RHT-

estimator with fixed tuning constants. With kx =z kr = 1.5 the results

in table 4.2 were obtained.

For xs = 8 the bias of ivwis smaller than for the other two estima-
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Performance of the variance estimators

Pos. Vars BTHT BrYGS BrW VrHT VrYGS VrW

V8 0.4662 0.13 -0.12 -0.10 0.53 2.55 2.53

V8a 5.3643 -0.03 -0.13 -0.00 1.83 3.27 4.59

V8b 138.9334 -0.12 -0.13 -0.00 1.85 3.36 4.84

V16 0.7152 0.10 -0.03 -0.09 0.30 0.42 0.42

V16a 7.3048 0.00 0.04 -0.21 1.19 1.44 0.83

V16b 9.8998 1.44 1.61 0.41 10.57 14.02 3.20

V25 1.0948 0.07 -0.03 -0.23 0.58 0.44 0.40

V25a 7.6398 -0.28 -0.33 -0.61 0.71 0.54 0.11

V25b 2.4340 1.18 1.01 0.14 5.35 4.05 0.83

Pos. CYGS,HT CVfJiT

V8 0.21 0.21

V8a 0.56 0.40

V8b 0.55 0.38

V16 0.73 0.73

V16a 0.83 1.36

V16b 0.76 3.75

V25 1.33 1.28

V25a 1.21 1.61

V25b 1.33 7.99

Table 4.2: Vars is the variance of a robustified HT-estimator with

tuning constants kx = kr — 1.5 in ihe 3 of 5 example. The B-columns

are ihe biases relative to Vars and the V columns the variances relative

to (Vars)2 of the corresponding variance-estimators. The second table

gives the MSE-effieieneies ofvrYGS ar-d vrw relative io vrBT-
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tors but for X5 = 16 and X5 = 25 its bias is larger except if ys = 50.

At V8b the RHT-estimator is the HT-estimator itself for all samples.
Therefore vTw is the Yates-Grundy-Sen variance estimator (4.6) and

has no bias for V8b. But its high variance makes it less efficient than

vrHT and vrYGS. Thus these two estimators may be competitors to

vygs (4.6) as variance estimators for the HT-estimator! The biases of

VrHT and VrYGS are similar. The variance of vrw is larger or equal than

of VrHT and vtygs up to V16a but smaller afterwards. The estimators

VrHT and VrYGS have large bias and variance for V16b. A possible ex¬

planation is that in this Situation the outlier is strongly downweighted
and therefore the linear approximations for Vro and Vri are bad.

Overall the MSE-efficiencies do not show a clear picture. While vtht

is best up to V16a the estimator vr\y is best after V16b. The variance

estimator vrw is the smoother funetion of the tuning constants. I did

not smooth the funetion vrHT(kx, kr) or vrYGs(kx,kr) as in the simu¬

lations for infinite populations (cf. (3.5)). The estimators may become

negative though apparently less frequently than the Horvitz-Thompson
variance estimator (4.5). I use max(tv,0) in the selector. The ques¬

tion which variance estimator is preferable for MER-estimators remains

open (cf. section 4.2.10).

AH variance estimators become useless due to a large bias if more

than 1 Observation is downweighted. Therefore I restrict the tun¬

ing constants to the ranges kx £ [med(x5),max(x5)]/dx) and ifcr £

[l,mcix(|r£55|)]/med(|r£>ss|), where r'LS s
are the WLS-residuals.

These ranges ensure, that for Huber-V'-functions always less than 50%

of the observations are downweighted and that the WLS-estimator is

included.

Table 4.3 shows the efficiency of the MER-estimator relative to the HT-

estimator. The variance estimator vrHT yields about 100% efficiency

except at V8b, where 142% is reached for eoupled tuning constants and

126% for uncoupied. Case V8b is the one about which survey samplers

worry most: high y,- together with low Xi. The higher efficiency of eou¬

pled tuning constants shows that either the minimum of the estimated

MSE is further away from the diagonal than the true minimum or the

increased variability due to the coarser grid makes uncoupied tuning
constants worse. For the other cases the results are similar for eoupled
as for uncoupied tuning constants.

The effieieneies for vTw are low (tu 73%) for ys near the regression line,
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medium for the "a"-cases (ys = 1) and high for the "b"-cases (ys = 50).
The loss ineurred at nice data is relatively high but remember that

n = 3. The variance estimators are too variable to yield a superior
MER-estimator if no outliers are present. The results for uncoupied and

eoupled tuning constants are similar under vrw with a slight advantage
for the eoupled tuning constants.

With eoupled tuning constants the results for the MER-estimator with

variance estimator vrYGS are slightly better than for tVi/T except at V25

and V25a. With uncoupied tuning constants the behavior is between the

MER-estimators with ivar and vrw, and looses somewhat compared
with eoupled tuning constants.

Taking kx = oo, i.e. assuming that no x-weighting is necessary, one gets

practically the same results as with eoupled tuning constants and vtht ¦

Unless there are tremendous outliers in x there seems to be no need of

downweighting in x-space.

The results for x-weighting with dx(S) = med(x'5) (method 2 above)
are identical to x-weighting with dx(U) = med(x^) (method la above).
This may be due to the small sample size.

I did one example with weighted design, using a small tuning constant

kd = 1.2 for the design weights (see table 4.4). The efficiency ofthe HT-

estimator under weighted design relative to under unweighted design

ranges from 0.23 to 2.33. The efficiency is higher if the ratios y,/7rj vary

Ifess with the weighted design (e.g. for V8b the weighted x$ corresponds
to a higher X5 such that y$/xi is less extreme if the design is weighted).
The opposite happens for the "a"-cases. If ys is not an outlier the

HT-estimator is optimal under the unweighted design and therefore the

weighting is less efficient with the notable exeeption V25.

The WLS-estimator is better than the HT-estimator with weighted de¬

sign except at V25a. The WLS is worse than the HT-estimator for

unweighted design at V25a and V25b. In these two cases the difference

x$ — Ss is too large (i.e. kd = 1.2 is too small) even for the WLS-

estimator.

The MER-estimator is better than the HT-estimator with weighted de¬

sign except at V25, V25a and V16. It is better than the WLS-estimator

at the situations with outlying y5, i.e. the "a"- and "b"-cases. In the

other cases the losses compared with the WLS-estimator may be large.
The MER-estimator is better than the HT-estimator with unweighted
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Efficiency of the MER-estimator

kx&tkr eoupled uncoupied kx zz oo

Var. HT YGS W HT YGS W HT

Pos. *V d'u '* d'u

8 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 1.00 0.90 0.75 1.00

8a 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.00 0.97 1.08 1.00

8b 1.42 1.52 1.63 1.63 1.26 1.26 1.28 1.41

16 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.71 0.98 0.79 0.73 1.00

16a 1.00 1.00 1.38 1.38 1.00 0.98 1.31 1.00

16b 1.00 1.00 1.51 1.51 1.00 1.01 1.49 1.00

25 1.00 0.91 0.65 0.65 0.99 0.70 0.62 1.00

25a 1.00 0.94 1.01 1.01 1.02 0.95 0.98 1.00

25b 1.00 1.06 1.33 1.33 1.02 1.09 1.23 1.00

Table 4.3: Effieieneies relative to ihe HT-estimator in representative

sampling MSE. The second row shows the variance estimator which was

used: HT is vrHT, YGS is vygs und W is vr\v- The x-weighting is

with scale d'v zz med x'v or d's zz med x's ¦

Effieieneies under weighted design

Position HT WLS MER

V8 0.23 1.05 0.42

V8a 0.71 1.57 1.81

V8b 2.33 1.59 3.82

V16 0.79 1.13 0.77

V16a 0.95 1.02 1.30

V16b 1.05 1.00 1.60

V25 1.41 1.06 0.86

V25a 0.83 0.62 0.73

V25b 0.44 0.62 0.66

Table 4.4: The MSE of the estimators under weighted design compared
with the MSE of the HT-estimaior under unweighted design.
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design for V8a, V8b, V16a and V16b. The losses for V8.V16 and V25

are to be expected. They are the premium to be paid for the efficiency
gains if there are outliers. The losses for V25a and V25b have the same

reason as with the other estimators, i.e. the #5 which is too low.

A further check on the behavior of the MER-estimator is to choose y

independent of x. I used the model Y. i.i.d. _V(xy,4) and got a re¬

alisation yu = (15.24,17.51,18.72,17.62,15.81). I set x5 = 25. The

efficiency of the MER-estimator relative to the HT-estimator was 0.80

with eoupled and 0.86 with uncoupied tuning constants (using vtht)-
This loss is rather small for n = 3 and a variance estimator that relies on

the regression through the origin. In an example with y\ = 50 instead

of 15.24 (similar to V8b) the MER-estimator reached relative efficiency
2.03.

When y does not depend on x the HT-estimator is itself not efficient.

Rao shows the superiority of the sample mean as an estimator with IPPS

samples when the variable y does not depend on the auxiliary variable

[Rao 1966]. The sample mean ys, which is optimal, has efficiency 6.06

if yi = 15.24 and 2.23 if yi = 50 (relative to the HT-estimator). The

sample mean is better than the MER-estimator though for yi = 50 the

difference is small.

Of course one would not take an MER-estimator for the regression

through the origin model if one suspects that there is no dependence at

all. A univariata MER-estimator would then be appropriate. It reaches

efficiency 2.50 with yi = 15.24 and 2.58 with yi = 50 (relative to the

HT-estimator). Thus in the Situation where the sample mean is optimal
the MER-estimator has 2.50/6.06 = 0.41 efficiency and with an outlier

the efficiency is 2.58/2.23= 1.17 (relative to the sample mean).

Overall the MER-estimator for IPPS samples behaves quite well even if

n = 3 only. The Performance should be better for moderate sample sizes

because then the variance estimators become more stable. In partieular
the losses under an ideal distribution may be smaller.

4.2.10 A small Simulation of IPPS sampling

The advantage of the small population with _V = 5 of the last section is

that all possible samples can be enumerated. But the sample size n = 3

is too small to be realistic and the variance estimators are unstable.
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I did some simulations with a population of size N = 128 and with

samples of size n = 16. I did not choose n and N larger because it

is difficult to fulfill the conditions for IPPS samples even for moderate

values.

I used the sample design proposed in [Dey and Srivastava 1987] because

it is relatively easy to implement and allows relatively easy calculation

of first and second order inclusion probabilities ( Note that there is a

faetor 2 missing in formula (2.3) of [Dey and Srivastava 1987]). The size

measures x, which are used to define the inclusion probabilities tt,- are

assumed known for the whole population. Dey and Srivastava propose

to form m > n/2 groups. The group totals Xjt(j = l,...,m) must

fulfill the inequality

xj./xu. > (n - 2)/(n(m - 1)). (4.32)

It follows that the average of the group totals must fulfill

•^ ET=i xj*/xu* — 1/m > (n — 2)/(n(m — 1)). This is true when¬

ever m > n/2 but the problem is that the relative group totals Xj,/xr/,
are allowed only little variability. The gap between the average and

the lower bound is d = 1/m — (n — 2)/(n(m — 1)). This gives for ex¬

ample d/(l/m) - 0.058 for n = 16, m = 14
,
or d/(\/m) = .0098 for

n = 64, m = 33. Thus it is very difficult to define the groups if n is larger
than 20, say. Still this restriction is less severe than e.g. the restriction

xs*/xu* > (n — 1)/(N — 1) for all samples 5 which must be fulfilled for

the Horvitz-Thompson sample design (cf. [Chaudhuri and Vos 1988, p.

184]).

The x,4, t = 1,...,_V are independent realisations according to a 5%-

scale contaminated exponential distribution with origin at 1, i.e.

(Xi - 1) ~ 0.95 Gam(l, 1) + 0.05 Gam(l, 3).

The shift +1 is introduced to lower the probability of negative responses

in the regression through the origin model. The contamination results

in leverage points.

The groups for the Dey-Srivastava design are formed "by hand". I used

m = 9 = n/2 + 1.1 first ordered the x. and formed groups that just
fulfill (4.32) in ascending order. The last (nineth) group did not fulfill

the condition as was to be expected. Then I changed elements between

groups until all groups fulfilled (4.32). The reason to use the small¬

est possible number of groups is that the Dey-Srivastava design selects
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first a sample of size n/2 from the groups with probability proportional
to the group totals ("aggregate size"). This sampling is much easier

if m — n/2 = 1 such that one group must be excluded with proba¬

bility (1 — Xj,/xu*)/(m — 1). Inside each selected group 2 elements

are chosen independently according to Durbin's procedure described in

[Dey and Srivastava 1987].

Figure 4.1 shows the populations I used to check the efficiency of the

MER-estimator under the model (4.12) where the HT-estimator is op¬

timal. The auxiliary variable x-y is constructed as explained above.

The response y\j' is a realization of independent variables distributed

as Yi ~ Af(2xi,Xi/4). I made sets of simulations with nr zz 200 sam¬

ples in each set. The results are in table 4.5. The efficiency loss of

the MER-estimator relative to the HT-estimator is small if vtht is the

variance estimator but reaches 20% with vrw ¦ The RHT-estimator with

kx = kr zz 2 looses about 15%. Comparing the two variance estimators

for the RHT-estimator the smaller bias of vr\v is more than compen¬

sated by its larger variance. This explains the loss of the MER-estimator

with VrW-

(2)
A second response yl is created by the model

Yi ~ 0.95 N(2xi, x,/4) + 0.05 M(2x{, 9x</4)

(see figure 4.1). The residual outliers have 3 times larger scale but no

residual outlier is at a leverage position. Table 4.5 shows the results.

With VrHT the MER-estimator gains about 14% over the HT-estimator

(about 9% with vrw)- vrBT is the better variance estimator in MSE

than vrw (The median of the MSE-efficiencies of vtht relative vrw is

1.21) but the difference of the effieieneies of the corresponding MER-

estimators is rather small. Two sets with vrYGS gave effieieneies in the

same region as for the other variance estimators. Two sets of simula¬

tions with vrw with eoupled tuning constants gave relative effieieneies

1.10 and 1.13. It seems that the uncoupied twodimensional search is

not necessary in this example.

In the regression through the origin Situation the bias is not as impor¬
tant as in the univariate case. The skewness is already present in the

auxiliary variable x-y, which is known. The question arises whether one

can dispense with the bias term in the risk estimator. I did two sets

of simulations where the variance alone is minimized (uncoupied tun¬

ing constants). The efficiency of the MER-estimator is 1.07 and 1.23.
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Populations for IPPS sampling
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Figure 4.1: y\j' has normal errors, y\j' has contaminated normal
(3.

errors, yv' has contaminated normal errors and nasty errors.
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IPPS sampling with n=16

pop. var. -fe coupl. Eff. rel. to HT-est.

ME l-estimator

1 tViJT, F 0.97 0.98

1 vrW, F 0.80 0.80

2 VrHT, F 1.13 1.16 1.14

2 VrYGS, F 1.07 1.16

2 VrW, F 1.17 1.03 1.05 1.09 1.09

2 VrW.T 1.10 1.13

2 VrHT, F (1) 1.23 1.07

2 »rOT (2) 1.12 1.16

3 VrHT, F 1.54 1.59

RH' T-estimator

1 £j. —- ftp £, 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.85

2 ">x
~ *r ~~~ ^ 1.12 1.06 1.26 1.17 1.04

1.10 1.10 1.09 1.08 1.15 1.21

3 A»-p — ÄTy — & 2.37 2.29

Table 4.5: Effieieneies relative to ihe HT-estimator in sets ofnr = 200

samples according to the Dey-Srivastava design. Tuning constants are

eoupled (T) or uncoupied (F). (1) risk estimator without bias term. (2)
kx = oo.
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If there is any gain over the MER-estimator with a bias term in the

selector then it is small.

To check whether x-weighting is necessary at all I did two sets of simula¬

tions with kx = oo and vtht • The results indicate that the downweight¬

ing due to the sample design (l/xf) and due to the residual variance

(1/t/xf) may be enough (cf. section 4.2.6).

The gains of the MER-estimator are not overwhelming but the response

y\j' is not really nasty. I replaced 7 residuals of yv' with nasty residual

outliers, getting yv'. They are not in a leverage position (see Figure

4.1). Now the gain of the MER-estimator is eonsiderable (see Table

4.5). The simple RHT-estimator is more than twice as efficient than

the HT-estimator.

Thus the MER-estimator does what it is designed for. It almost looses

nothing at the ideal Situation for the HT-estimator, it gains moderately

in the every-day population yv' and it gains considerably when nasty

outliers are present. The variance estimator vtht seems to be preferable
to vrw ¦

4.3 Stratified random samples

In stratified random sampling the population is subdivided into L > 2

nonoverlapping and exhaustive subpopulations (called strata) of size

Ni (i = 1,.. .,L). In each Stratum a simple random sample without

replacement is selected independently, the sizes being ni,...,nj_. The

reason for the stratification is the gain in precision over a simple random

sample of the whole population (besides other organizational require¬
ments of a survey). In terms of analysis of variance models the between

strata variance is avoided. The gain is high if the between strata vari¬

ance is large compared to the within strata variance. The classical

sampling estimator of the mean is the stratified mean.

1
L L

yss = NYl Nw» = Yl ww- • (4-33)
A=l h=l

where Wh = Nn/N and Sh is the sample in Stratum h. It is s-unbiased.

It is a linear combination of estimators for the Stratum means. The
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coefficients are the Stratum weights. The stratified mean is the HT-

estimator for stratified random samples.

The inclusion probability of a unit u. is tt, = nh(.)/Af/,(j). Here h(i)
denotes the Stratum to which the unit u_ belongs to. Sometimes the

enumeration of the population units with double subscripts hi is con¬

venient. In that case h denotes the Stratum and i = l,...,Nh the

unit inside the Stratum h. The joint inclusion probability of two units

m and Uj (i ^ j) in strata h = h(i) and Jfc = h(j) is

x-
- pr«. r-«? a „ ,=

<?]-/ (n*n*)/(AW ¦¦ h±k
xt]

-

P[U,
€ 5 A

u,
£ S] - | KK _ 1))/(jVfc(JVfc _ 1)}

. Ä = A-

The estimator (4.11) of the population distribution funetion becomes

A=l »=1 A=l »=1

i.i
°* ¦

i
A=l 1=1

= IÄMi-S'). («4)
S iV"h(i)'

where H^ = Nh/N is the weight of Stratum A. This is a distribution

funetion for every sample and an s-unbiased estimator of Fu(t) because

the denominator N is independent of the sample. The estimator is

a weighted average of the sample distribution funetions of the strata

samples.

In the following diag (xj,.. .,x„) = diag (x,) denotes the diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements x\,... ,x„.

Theorem 5 Let the observations yi be realisaiions of independent ran¬

dom variables Yi (i = 1,...,N) which are distributed according to the

model

Yi = /?/.(.) + Eit where E£. = 0 and Var E{ = tr2. (4.35)

A stratified random sample S is drawn. Denote by Xu the N x L design
matrix with elements (Xu)ij = 1{M0 = J}- Then the stratified mean

is yss = jrl-uXußss(Fs), where ßss(Fs) is the LS-estimator with

resped to the sample distribution funetion Fs(t).
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Proof: Denote by x,- the row i of Xu written as a cloumn vector. The

LS-estimator is defined by

Let Au = diag (Nh(i)/nh(i)) zz diag (1/xi) and denote by Xs and As
the submatrices for the sampled units of Xu and Au - The LS-estimator

is defined by the matrix equation

jj(ys - Xsß)TAs(ys - Xsß) = min!

Setting the derivatives with respeet to ß equal to 0 yields the normal

equations

XjAsXsß = Xj^sys

with Solution ß zz (XjAsXs)~1X]Asys because the inverse of

XjAsXs exists. The matrix XjAs zz Xs has elements (Xs)ij =

l{h(j) = i}Ni/ni. Thus (XjAsXs)'1 = diag (1/M.) and

(XjAsys)h = Nhüh- Therefore ßh(Fs) = j/h, i.e. the estimator for /?/,

is the Stratum sample mean. Now jrluXußss(Fs) = jr E/Li M.j//_ =

yss- a

The summation with respeet to the sample distribution funetion elim-

inates the effect of «/, and Nh such that the estimate for ßm is just
the Stratum sample mean. The stratified mean is then the mean of the

predicted values.

Thus for stratified random sampling already an analysis of variance

model is needed to allow a straightforward robustification. The dimen¬

sion fo the design-space is L, the number of strata. There is one advan¬

tage with analysis of variance: The design is fixed by the statistician. In

partieular the design matrix Xu has only entries 0 or 1. Thus the prob¬
lem of leverage points does not occur. A Huber-type robustification,
which downweights in the residual space only, is enough.

Problems with stratified designs may arise if nj, is small for some strata.

Then the corresponding dimension in the faetor space is sparsely cov¬

ered. In the extreme, if n/, = 1 or n/, = 2 no outlier y/,. can be down¬

weighted. This is clear for n/, = 1 because then in our model ßh = y/»i

whether the estimator is robust or not. If n/, = 2 the scale estimator for
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a robust estimator (possibly stemming from all strata) together with an

appropriate V'-funetion for the residuals may teil us that y/,i and y/,2 are

too different but we don't know which of the two observations should

be downweighted more. Without knowledge of the magnitude of the ßh

(e.g. incorporated into a model) nothing robust can be done in such

a Situation. If the strata are formed with the help of some continuous

auxiliary variable x. then the possible relation of such a variable x,- to

our response y,- may be exploited to yield a link between the ßh that

may allow for robustness even if n/, = 2. Note that n/, = 2 is a common

Stratum sample size in sampling practice.

The robustified stratified mean is the Solution ßss(Fs, n) ofthe equation
for/?

E—^.W" *?"/')** = 0 (4-36)
s n*<0

and the estimator for the mean is then jr\uXußss(Fs,rl). (Remember
that here x,- is the t'-th row of the design matrix written as a column-

vector.) The funetion n(x, r) depends only on r because no downweight¬

ing in the x-space is needed, i.e. n(x,r) = xp(r). Accordingly only one

tuning constant A;r is needed for the MER-estimator. In the following I

set tr zz 1 for simpiicity.

In analogy to the SC for IPPS sampling (4.20) the SC of the robustified

stratified mean is approximated as

SC(x,y,xP,Fu) * xP(y-xTßss(Fu,kr),kr)M-1x, where

M = M(xP,Fu) = j^Y^yi ~ XJßss(Fu,kr),kr)xiXJ(4.37)

Now xjx,^ is a L x L matrix of zeroes except the diagonal element

h(i), which is 1. Therefore the matrix M =

jt diag ((]T).=i V'iOtot —

Xhiß, kr)xhixhi)h)- it turns out that the components of the SC are

determined by the corresponding Stratum alone. In principle this is clear

from noting that (4.36) splits into a system of independent equations
for the Stratum locations ßh ¦ A variance approximation derived from

this SC yields first

ßss(Fs,r1) - ßss(Fu,r,) « Y TT^^ ~ XJßss(Fu,v),kr)M-1xi.

(4.38)
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Then the variance is approximated by

Es {(ßss(Fs, rf) - ßss(Fu, rf))(ßss(Fs, rf) - ßss(Fu, r)))T] =

« Af-lE5

L n»

NHi)
EE TrT1^

- xlßss(Fu,r1), kr)xhi
L\h=l«=1

Nnhi

feETn^^ - xThißss(Fu,r,), kr)xhi
U=i «=i

= V*.

M
-T

(4.39)

Inside the expeetation there are three types of erossproduets: the ones

with an element itself, the ones with elements of the same Stratum and

the ones with elements of different strata. For brevity denote iphi =

*P(yhi - xlißss(Fu,r)),kr).

MVnMT =

= jp*s
N

E"^r E^«XhiXfc» + Y^hi^hiXhiXM
h=l h \i=l iftj

N2

+ E "^7 E <P»HPkJxkixl~j
h*k

nhTlk
i,j=l

1
N I

Nh
n - 1

E TT [ H^ixhiXThi + E "jT—^'PlkirPhjXh^lj
h=l \t=l ifij

+ 0

= ^E^fEa-^r^1^)-
h—l \»=1 /

The erossproduets over strata vanish due to the definition of the esti¬

mator by a system of independent equations for the Stratum locations.

Since the last expression above and M~l are diagonal matrices the

covariance is zero outside the diagonal. The diagonal terms are the

variances ofthe ßh(Fs,rf), the M-estimators inside the strata. Thus
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- ^|w/W- (4'40)

This resembles the usual sampling variance of the mean of the sample
inside Stratum h. Actually it becomes the variance ofthe Stratum mean

ysk if xp is the identity funetion.

Two important facts become clear: 1. The independence of sampling in

the different strata is reflected in the uncorrelatedness of the Stratum

estimates. 2. The simple random sample inside the Stratum does not

need a special treatment compared with the infinite population case.

The only change is the well known finite population correction (1 —

rth/Nh). In partieular the problem with the estimation of the cross

produet terms of the variance of the general RHT-estimator does not

occur, making variance estimaton relatively easy.

M-estimation and MER-estimation are easily applicable to stratified

random samples. In partieular the variance estimator from the infinite

population case with a finite population correction can be used inside

the strata.

4.4 Drawing with probability propor¬

tional to size and with replacement

A sample is drawn elementwise with replacement. At each draw an

element u. has the fixed probability p,- to be selected. The draws are

independent. The number of draws is n. The Hansen-Hurwitz design

[Hansen and Hurwitz 1943] uses p. which are proportional to some aux¬

iliary variable x_ which is known for the whole population. I call these

sample designs Drawing with Probability Proportional to Size (DPPS)
designs, because often x, is some measure of size. Since a drawn element

is put back to the drawable population an element can be selected more

than once. The sample space is the set S of sequences s of length n of

population elements. For every sample s there is a vector tu — tu(s)
whose component <,- is the number of times the element u, is drawn.

The probability distribution on S is the multinomial distribution of n

elements in N classes with probabilities p_ (t, ...,N), i.e. the distri¬

bution of the vector tu- The inclusion probability of an element is

ttj = 1 — (1 — pi)n. Denote with s = s(s) the set of distinct elements in
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the sample sequence s. The data observed is {tu(s),y.}. The number

of selected units (i.e. the number of elements in s ) is a random variable

[Cassel et al. 1977, p. 7]. But tu* — Eu'» = n- Since it is easier to

work with the sample indicator tu and the set s I usually use them

instead of the sample s in the calculations.

The Hansen-Hurwitz estimator (HH-estimator) for the population mean

yu is

T -

1
V m

-

1
V mU

-

l
r,Tt

lHH ~
N 2^ np.

~

N Z>
np.

-

Nnysls>

where y,- = yi/pi. Since Est. = npt the expeetation ofthe HH-estimator

E4E— = e*E— = tt-£>«/» = *¦
N *y npt *jf npt Nn ^

In other words the HH-estimator is s-unbiased under the HH-design.

Comparing with the HT-strategy the price to be paid for the "with-

replacement" simplification in the design is the random weight t< in the

estimator.

From the multinomial distribution one knows that

EsUtj zz n(n - l)p_Pj, (i ^ j)

and

Est2 = nPi + n(n - l)p?.

Let P be the N x _V-matrix with elements (P).j = EsUtj. Then the

variance of the HH-estimator is

Vars(Ttftf) = -j^-z Y nPi (fc - yu*? =

jy2 [y^^u -

Vu*

This variance is estimated by

vhh(Thh) ^^(LdE^ " NT"»)2
s

[Cochran 1977, p. 254].

The population distribution funetion can be estimated by the sample
distribution funetion
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FS(t) = (E'»1^- $ o/ft)/E'*/w-

As for an IPPS design this is a ratio-estimator and biased therefore, but

it is a distribution funetion for every sample 5. The HH-estimator is in

close analogy to the HT-strategy a WLS-estimator.

Theorem 6 Let ihe auxiliary variable x,- > 0 be known for all i £

U. Let S be a sample drawn according to a DPPS sample design with

Pi = n/xu*. Suppose the characteristic yu is a vector of realisations of

independent random variables according to the (superpopulation) model

(4-IS). Let the variance funetion v(x{) = x,-. Then the HH-estimator

is Thh — xußHH{Fs), where ßHH(Fs) is ihe weighted least Squares

estimator of ß with respeet to the sampling distribution funetion Fs ¦

Proof: The weighted LS-estimator of ß with respeet to Fs is defined

by

y^
U /y,—-ßxj\2 /y. U lint

min!

S v v »/
s

Taking the derivative with respeet to ß and equating to zero gives

0= V— ( Vi
~ ßXi

S
¦¦

\" v -v-i-)/ tryjv{x.)

Plugging in v(xf) = x. and p,- = x,/x[/, yields

Finally

s s

xvß = Tr E~ = THH-
N

•*—'
npi

s

O
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The robustification of the HH-estimator is immediate and completely

analogous to the HT-estimator. The Mallows type robustification ofthe

HH-estimator is xußHH(Fs,rf), where ßHH(Fs, rf) is the Solution ß of

U U
Y ^(*.,r,'(/?))x;.

= Y Mx'i)iP(r'i(ß))x'i = 0,

3Pi äPi

where x| = X{/y/v(xi) and r'{(ß) = (y. - x./?)/(dr\/t;(x.)) and u>(x<)
is a weighting funetion in the x-space. For example tü(xj, kx) =

rpaHub(x'ildx,kx)l(x'i/dx) with dx = meddx'yl). Since the robustified

HH-estimator at the population distribution is the same as the RHT-

estimator they have the same sampling SC (4.20).

An approximate variance of ßHH(Fs,v) mav be derived in analogy to

the HT-estimator. The s-expectation of ßHH(Fs,rf) is approximately

ßHH(Fu,rf). Using the sampling SC the difference to the approximate

expeetation is

ßHH(Fs,rf)-ßHH(Fu,rf)

^ f SC(x,y,ßHH(Fs,v))dFs(x,y)

= {EfMx^(ßHH(Fu,mxW/Ypi;)/
Ym(x'i,r'i(ßHH(Fu,v)))x?- (4-41)

Denote

fH(U)

UU)

r)2Ui

US)

US)

V2i(S)

r)(x\,r\(ßHH{Fu,rfj))x'i

UU)/Pi

m{x.yi(ßHH{Fu,rf)))x?

^,rK/?i///(Fs,r?)))^

US)/Pi

mWiy'^ßHH^siTiWi2.

Let Rs be the matrix with elements (Rs)u = til(np.) and (Rs)ij =

Utj/(n(n - l)piPj), (i,j €S,i£ j).

The expeetation of Es ¦-•/?» ls n- Taking expectations of the squared
numerator and denominator of (4.41) separately yields in analogy to
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(4.26)

VaTSßHH(Fs,v) « Es[(ßHH(Fs,rf)-ßHH{Fu,rf))2]

K ^^uPriu/filumu
= Vri(ßHH(Fs,rf)). (4.42)

The numerator rjyPfju of Vri(ßnH(Fs,rf)) reduces to a sum of Squares

due to the "with replacement" sample design:

Eu(UU)2/p2)(npi + n(n-l)p2)

+ Eu(UU)rlj(U)/(pipj))(n(n - l)PiPj)
= Eu nUU?IPi + n(n - l)(Eu UU))2-

The second summand on the right hand side is zero due to the definition

of the robustified HH-estimator. Therefore

v (tt (v -" -

a Et; UU)2/Pi
Vrl(ßHH(Fs,W = —¦

.rm .

n (EuKiW))2
(4.43)

The reduetion of the variance to a sum of Squares makes the estimation

easier than for the HT-estimator because no erossproduets must be

estimated. A straightforward estimator is

VrHH(ß(Fs,r,)) = d2 YtiUS)2/r)2(S)TRsUS)- (4.44)
s

The numerator and denominator are s-unbiased for the corresponding
terms of Vri and d is the scale estimate of the residuals.

A variance estimator based on the formulation as a W-estimator may

be constructed too. Write

ßHH(FS) = E -«^*:/E -«**?
§Pi §Pi

with wi = dri?(*'j,(tf - x'ißHH{Fsldr))l(y'i - ^»„(Fs)). Let as =

Es pw'x.2- An approximate variance of ßnH(Fs) is then

2'

Es —E -«*M - *iß««(Fu.
r)))x,)

as^pi )

Es[l/a2s] Vars Y -«".¦(»{ - x'ißHH(Fu,r}))x'i.
3Pi
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The second faetor is the variance of a HH-estimator of 0. Therefore an

estimator of this approximate variance is

Vrw(ßHH(FS,r))) = XY^tö-'ißBBWS'riWK?
°S

S

= §El'US)2. (4-45)
S

s

Thus one gets the same numerator as for vthh but a different denomi¬

nator.

4.5 Ratio estimators

The classical ratio estimator for the population mean under simple ran¬

dom sampling is

TR(S) = xuys/xs- (4.46)

It is the weighted LS-estimator in the superpopulation model Yi =

ßxi + Ei with Ei uncorrelated and EE{ = O.Var-E1. = x,<r2 (cf.
[Cochran 1977, section 6.7]). Theorem 4 can be adapted to the ratio

estimator. If the inclusion probabilities tt, of an IPPS design stem from

another auxiliary variable than the one used in the ratio-estimator, then

the weighted LS-estimator with respeet to the sample distribution fune¬

tion takes over the role of the HT-estimator (Simply take the weighted
LS-estimator ß = (Es !/»/'r»')/(Es xi/ni) and multiply it by xu to ob¬

tain the ratio-estimator for an IPPS design). In simple random samples,
i.e. if xt =z N/n this weighted LS-estimator is the ratio-estimator (cf.
[Cochran 1977]). For the robustification ofthe ratio estimator the ana¬

log steps as for the HT-estimator may be followed whether the design
is IPPS or simple random sampling. For DPPS designs the robustifica-

tions of the Hansen-Hurwitz design may be taken as a prototype.





Appendix A

Derivations

A.l Sensitivity
MER-estimator

curve of the

I introduce some notation to shorten the exposition. I assume scale-

equivariance of the MER-estimator or known scale such that without

loss of generality the scale is set to 1. The derivatives of ip with

respeet to the first and second argument are denoted -§^ip(x, k) zz

^>i(x,Jfc)and -§j:ip(x,k) = i>2(x,k) and accordingly for higher deriva¬

tives.

2L = (Xi,...,Xn)

Xn+i = X

Xn =

1
"

iE^

Xn+1 =

i
n

n+lE*' '
n + 1

kn = km(2Ln)

Tn(k) = T(Xn,k)

n+l(*) = T(Xn+i,k)
Mn = Tn(kn)

195
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M„+i := T„+i(k„+i)

Mk) := £X>(-*<-rB(*),.<:)2
n t-^

»=i

•ö»(*) := -YMXi-Tn(k),k)
11

1 = 1

C»(*) ''= ^flMXi-Tn^k)
•= 1

1
"

Dn(k) '¦= -Y^X'-T"(k)'k)^(Xi-T"(k)>k)
»=i

£?„(*) := -fli>(Xi-Tn(k),k)xp2(Xi-Tn(k),k)
"

i=i

n
i=l

<?„(*) := ±-YMXi-Tn(k),k)2
i=i

#»(*) := -YMXi-Tn(k),k)2
n

i=i

Now the estimated risk is written as

r(~"'k) = jtiW + n{Tn{k) ~ *n)* =: rnik)

The derivative of r(Xn, k) with respeet to ifc is

±r
(k) -

*Mk)
_

2An(k)fkBn(k)
_

d_
dkrn{k)~ Bn(k)2 Bn(kf +2n(Tn(k)-Xn)dkTn(k).

To calculate -§jrTn(k) take the derivative on both sides of the defining
equation &£ DJLi V(*. - Tn(k), k) = 0:

d

±Y(-MXi-Tn(k),k)-^Tn(k)
t'=i

+*.(A-,-Tn(t),t)) = 0
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Furthermore

£j-An(k) = 2(En(k)-~Tn(k)Dn(k)) (A.2)

-^Bn(k) = ±Y(xPi2(Xi-T„(k),k)
i-1

-iPn(Xi - T„(k),k)^-Tn(k)). (A.3)

Together I get

r'n(k) = £j-rn(k) = 2(E„(k) - Cn(k)Dn(k)/Bn(k))/Bn(k)2

-(2An(k)/Bn(k)3)(± Y Tpn(Xi - Tn(k), k)
i-1

-ipn(Xi-Tn(k),k)Cn(k)/B„(kj)
¦v2n(Tn(k) - Xn)Cn(k)/B„(k). (A.4)

I assume now that
•§•£ »"„(£„) = 0 is sufficient to determine kn. In other

words I assume that the estimated risk is differentiable and strictly
convex around a unique minimum. I need this to express the definition

of the MER-estimator by two equations instead of an equation and a

minimum condition. Thus the MER-estimator Tn(k„) is defined by

i]£V(X,4-rn(fcn),*„) = 0 (A.5)

r'n(kn) = 0 (A.6)

n.=i

The next step is to get expressions for the sensitivity curves of these

two equations. Consider the sensitivity curve of the left-hand side of

the first equation.

(" +l)E (^Ti^Xi - T"+i(*»+i)- kn+i))
i—1

-^^(Xi-rn(*.„),*„)
t=i

+(« + 1) ^r-r*(x ~ Tn+i(kn+i), kn+i)
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n .

(n + l)Y(—T7(^X<-Mnikn) +

ipi(Xi-Mn,kn)(-Mn+i + Mn)

+xP2(Xi - Mn,kn)(kn+i - *„)) - 0)
+xp(x- M„,kn)

+ipi(x ~ Mn,k„)(-Mn+i + Mn)

+xp2(x - Mn,kn)(k„+i - kn)

= --^Bn(kn)(n + l)(Mn+i - Mn)

-r—^-rCn(kn)(n + l)(kn+i - kn)
n + l

-I-^X-Mn.'fcn)

-xpi(x - M„,k„)(Mn+i - M„)

+ip2(x - M„,k„)(kn+i - kn)

zz 0 (A.7)

(Here I made a linear approximation to xp(Xi — Tn+i(kn+i).)

Now I assume that n is large enought such that that terms in 1/n are

negligible. If furthermore l^il < 1 and \ip2\ < 1 then an approximation
ofthe sensitivity curve for equation (1) yields

(n + l)(M„+i ¦+ Mn)

» [(n + l)(fc„+i - kn)(Cn(kn) + ^~[MX - Mn.kn))

+1P(X - Mn,kn)}/\Bn(kn) + —j^l^ ~ Mn,kn)] - (A.8)
J L n+l 1

This is the sensitivity curve of a M-estimator with fixed Jfc„ plus a term

for the sensitivity curve of ifcn.

For the the sensitivity curve of (A.6) I assume that xpn(x,k) =

ipu(x,k) = tp22(x,k) = 0. Multiplying (A.4) by Bn(k„)4/2 I get

r'n(kn) -= 0 O

Bn(k„)2En(kn) - Bn(kn)Cn(k„)Dn(kn)

+n(T„(kn) - Xn)Bn(kn)3Cn(kn) = 0. (A.9)

I approximate the SC of the left hand side of (A.9) by

2Bn(kn)En(kn)SC(x,B,n)
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+ß„(*B)2SC(x,£,n)

-Cn(kn)Dn(ka)SC(x,B,n)

-Bn(k„)Dn(kn)SC(x,C,n)

-Bn(k„)Cn(kn)SC(x,D,n)

+nB„(kn)3Cn(kn)SC(x,M,n)

-nBn(kn)3C„(kn)(x - Xn)

+n(Mn - Xn)Wn(kn)2Cn(kn)SC(x, B, n)

+n(Mn - Xn)Bn(kn)3SC(x, C, n). (A.10)

The sensitivity curves of Bn,Cn,Dn and E„ are approximated as fol¬

lows.

SC(x,ß,n)
= (n+l)(BB+1(tn+i)-_ö„(JbB))

= (n+l)Y(—rTMXi-Mn+ukn+i)

ipi(Xt - Mn,kn)) +ipi(x-Tn+i(kn+i),kn+i)
n i

1
"

« -(n + l)(Mn+i - M„)—£<MX,4 ~ M»'*»)
»=i

1
"

+(n + 1)(*„+1 - *„)—-rr Y ^12(Xi ~ Mrk,kn)
n + l f-f

+ipi(x - Mn, k„) + ipn(x - Mn,k„)-\-ipi2(x- Mn,k„)

-^Yi>l(Xi-Mn,kn)
1=1

= iPi(x-Mn,kn)-Bn(kn). (A.ll)

SC(x,C» = (n + l)(Cn+1(Ä:B+1)-CB(ifcB))
» Ip2(x-Mn,kn)-Cn(kn). (A.12)

SC(x, D,n)
= (n-{-l)(D„+i(kn+i)-Dn(kn))

"

1
= (n + l) Y\^T\^Xi

~ Mn-riikn+i)il>i(Xi - Afn+i, fcn+i)
s=i
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1
"

—YWXi - Mn, k„)lPi(Xi - Mn, kn)]
",-=!

+xp(x - M„+i, k„+i)xpi(x - Mn+i, kn+i)

a -(n + 1)(MB+1 - Mn)G„(kn) + (n + l)(kn+i - kn)Fn(k„)

+1p(x - Mn,kn)lpi(x - Mn,kn) - Dn(kn). (A.13)

SC(x, E,n)
= (n + l)(En+1(kn+1)-En(kn))
* -(n+l)(Mn+1-MB)Fn(jfcn)

-r(n+l)(k„+i-k„)Hn(k„)

+ip(x - Mn,kn)ip2(x - Mn,k„) - En(kn). (A.H)

Finally SC(x,XB,n) = (n + 1)(XB+1 - Xn)x - Xn.

The sensitivity curves for E„(k„) and Dn(kn) contain the sensitivity
curves of kn and M„. Equating (A.10) to zero and using (A.8) to elimi¬

nate the sensitiviy curve for kn I get an approximation to the sensitivity
curve of the MER-estimator. For better legibility I drop the subscripts
n and the arguments k„.

SC(x,M,n)w

[ - (2BE -CD + 3n(M - Xn)B2c)(ipi(x - M) - B)

-(n(M - Xn)B3 - BD)(xP2(x - M) - C)

+BC(xp(x - M)Vi(x - M) - D)

-B2(xP(x - M)ip2(x -M)-E)

-(BF-?-^~)xP(x-M)
+nB3C(x-Xn)

/(B3H/C - 2F/(BC) + BCG + nB3C). (A.15)

A.2 Risk for a known gamma-distribution

In section 2.3 I derived the asymptotie value and the asymptotie vari¬

ance of the M-estimator with ipaHub at point contaminated gamma dis¬

tributions. For the uncontaminated Gamma-distributions I calculated:
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• the median v = F~\(l/2)

• the MAD 6 zz arg{{/sgn(|x — v\ — 6) dF(x) zz 0}, where arg gives
the argument that solves the following equation or condition.

• the estimator d = T(F,ifc) = arg,,{Jmin(^-,k)dF(x) = 0} =

arg {-(xJ + k6)Fy)X(i. + k6) + JF7+1,a(i? + Jfc*) + ifc* = 0}.

Now put a = t? + k6 for brevity. I calculated then

• the asymptotie variance

V(F,,X,k)zz
= EFIF(X,T,F)2

= \[^r dF"Äx)+*2r ^-a(i)] 62iF^a?
= [(T(t + l)/A2)F7+2,A(a) - 2tf(7/A)F7+1,A(a)

+ t?2F7>A(a) + k262(l - F7,A(a))] /F7»2

• the asymptotie covariance of an estimator with the AM :

Cov(T,X„) = EFlF(X,T,F)(X-p)

+*^(l - F7+1,A(a))

The corresponding formulae for the contaminated Gamma distribution

are the same as above with Fyt\(a) replaced by F£|7>a(ci). E.g.

V(FCi7iX,k) =

= {(1 - 0[(T(T + l)/A2)F7+2>A(a£) - 4(y/\)Fy+1,x{at)

+ eö2 min((x0 - x.)/5, ifc)2} /F{,7,A(at)2 .

+Mi(l - F7+1)A(ae))]
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Appendix B

Computing

The simulations were run on a DEC-VAX 8700 Computer under the

VAX/VMS operating system. Throughout I used single precision arith¬

metic. The numerical accuracy is just suffient: machine epsilon is

2-24 w 5.96 * 10~8. The relative precision of the M-estimators is re¬

quired to be 10-4. A Simulation for one core used approximately 4

hours CPU time, varying according to sample size and ^»-funetion.

The programs are written in VAX-Pascal 3.9 using the special modu¬

lar strueture of it. The VAX Procedure Calling Standard makes the

binding of FORTRAN subroutines to Pascal programs possible. I used

two FORTRAN libraries. The IMSL library version 1.1 was used for

random number generation and calculations of probability funetions

[IMSL 1987]. The ROBETH-85 library was used to calculate the M-

estimators and simple statistics (e.g. the MAD) [Marazzi 1985]. The

root finding program for the Van Wijngaarden-Dekker-Brent algorithm
is the Pascal program from [Press et al. 1986].

The analysis of the results of the simulations for infinite populations

(chapter 3), all graphics as well as the calculations (cf. 4.2.9) and simu¬

lations (cf. 4.2.10) of chapter 4 was made with S-PLUS [S-PLUS 1990]
on a SUN SPARCstation 1+. The Simulation of one set of 200 replicates
used approximately 1 hour CPU-time.
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Appendix C

Tables

Cl Effieieneies

The following tables show the MSE-N and MSE-R effieieneies of the

estimators relative to the AM. The tables are arranged as follows.

1. cores with xpaHub at n = 16 (p. 207), n = 64 (p. 211), n = 256

(p. 215).

2. cores at n = 64 with xp^ub (p- 219), xpaExp (P- 223), xp,EXp (P-
227).

Each core consists of the kerneis gO. 5, gl. 0, g4.0, wO. 5, w2.0 with

no cont. and with scale and exponential contaminations at rate .'/,,

5'/., 20'/. plus the normal distribution nO.O with a scale and an expo¬

nential contamination at rate 5% plus two Pareto distributions, pl. 5

and p2.5.

The header line of each table gives the kernel (see table 3.1). Then

follow

ns : the sample size n,

nr : the number of replicates of the Simulation,

205
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psi : the class of ^-funetions (ipaHub = 1, ipsHub = 2, xpaExP =

3, xp,ExP = 4),

kb : the tuning constant for the M-, BM- and MER2-estimators,

maxrb : The bound b on the estimate ofthe relative bias for the MVBB-

estimator,

teps : the trimming constant a for the TM-estimator and the MER3-

estimator.

Scale contamination (scale cont.) is throughout by the kernel with

10 times larger scale. Exponential contamination (exp. cont.) is by
an exponential distribution with mean 1 shifted to p(F) + 5 cr(F) (see
section 3.3.3). The percentages after the contamination type are the

contamination rates e. The estimators are denoted as follows.

D : Median.

M : M-estimator with tuning constant kb and preliminary scale estimate

MAD.

B : BM-estimator (see section 2.5) with tuning constant kb preliminary
scale estimate MAD, xp = rj and A„ = 1/y/n.

L : BM-estimator with tuning constant kb, preliminary scale estimate

MAD, xp = n and A„ = 1/logn.

T : TM-estimator with trimming constant teps (see section 2.6).

1 : MERl-estimator (the basic MER-estimator) (see section 2.1).

E : EER-estimator (see section 2.4.3).

2 : MER2-estimator with bias weight w2(F„,kw) \kv=2 (see section

2.4.1).

3 : MER3-estimator with trimming constant teps (see section 2.4.2).

4 : MVBB-estimator with bound maxrb on the relative bias estimate

(see section 2.4.4).

In each cell of a table the left entry is eB, the MSE-N efficiency relative

to the AM, and the right entry is er, the MSE-R efficiency relative to

the AM (see section 2.2).
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Kernel gO.5: en er

ns : 16, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. I Scale cont.: 1X1 SX | 20%

D 0 43 0 41 0.88 0.65 3.58 1.11 28.16 0.83

H 0 90 0 86 1.72 1.38 6.67 2.43 10.04 1.41

B 1 04 1 03 1.28 1.24 1.93 1.84 1.59 1.50

L 1 04 1 03 1.22 1.19 1.60 1.57 1.35 1.33

T 1 Ol 1 Ol 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1 1 13 1 09 1.73 1.53 2.61 2.04 2.03 1.51

E 1 04 1 00 1.95 1.57 5.06 2.40 3.59 1.44

2 1 08 1 04 1.90 1.61 5.87 2.92 4.25 1.66

3 1 11 1 07 1.95 1.65 3.09 2.05 2.31 1.42

4 1 16 1 11 1.51

Exp. cont

1.36

.: IX

1.90

SX

1.62 1.71

20X

1.43

D 0.61 0.41 2.15 0.44 4.42 0.25

H 1.27 0.93 2.27 0.87 1.63 0.50

B 1.15 1.09 1.22 1.09 1.10 0.93

L 1.11 1.07 1.15 1.07 1.07 0.95

T 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.02

1 1.35 1.13 1.46 1.00 1.06 0.84

E 1.35 1.01 1.61 0.84 1.08 0.74

2 1.33 1.07 1.61 0.34 1.11 0.69

3 1.33 1.08 1.45 0.92 1.10 0.83

4 1.38 1.16 1.56 1.12 1.11 0.89

Kernel gl.O: en er

ns : 16, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : S.OO, maxrb : 0.50, teps : O.OS

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5% I 20%

D 0.46 0.46 | 1.12 0.76 | 6.63 1.18 | 30.12 0.58

H 0.97 0.96 | 2.17 1.74 | 6.28 2.40 | 5.61 1.05

B 1.02 1.01 | 1.24 1.22 | 1.42 1.39 | 1.35 1.34

L 1.01 1.01 | 1.16 1.15 | 1.26 1.25 | 1.22 1.22

T 1.01 1.01 | 1.01 1.01 | 1.01 1.00 | 1.01 1.00

1 1.02 1.02 | 1.89 1.63 | 2.56 1.92 | 1.72 1.20

E 0.95 0.94 | 2.20 1.66 | 5.11 2.05 | 2.54 1.01

2 1.01 1.01 | 2.18 1.79 | 4.37 2.35 | 2.75 1.22

3 1.00 0.99 | 2.19 1.75 | 3.S8 2.03 | 1.87 1.09

4 1.02 1.02 | 1.S5 1.36 | 1.87 1.56 | 1.60 1.29
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I Exp. cont.: IX I SX 20X

1 0.62 0.52 | 2.17 0.52 | 5.65 0.28

| 1.11 1.03 1 1.80 1.04 | 1.35 0.60

1 1.05 1.04 1 1.13 1.07 | 1.06 0.94

1 1.04 1.03 | 1.10 1.05 | 1.04 0.96

1 1.01 1.01 | 1.01 1.01 | 1.02 1.03

1 1.11 1.04 | 1.36 0.98 1 1.05 0.79

1 1.06 0.96 1 1.43 0.83 1 1.07 0.70

1 1.10 1.03 | 1.37 0.96 | 1.06 0.75

| 1.09 1.01 | 1.36 0.92 | 1.08 0.78

1 1.19 1.09 | 1.51 1.08 | 1.08 0.83

Kernel g4.0: en er

ns : 16, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: Ul 5% | 20%

D 0 61 0 61 3.37 1.66 21.22 1.31 38.43 0.37

N 1 00 1 00 4.24 2.91 9.32 1.95 4.61 0.60

B 1 00 1 00 1.32 1.31 1.38 1.35 1.26 1.13

L 1 00 1 00 1.22 1.21 1.24 1.22 1.17 1.10

T 1 Ol 1 Ol 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.02

1 1 00 1 00 2.42 2.05 2.10 1.51 1.29 0.91

E 0 97 0 97 4.24 2.61 3.46 1.39 1.47 0.75

2 1 00 1 00 3.59 2.62 4.31 1.81 1.8S 0.74

3 0 90 0 90 3.22 2.31 2.43 1.36 1.31 0.87

4 0 98 0 98 1.78

Exp. cont

1.56

.: IX

1.72

5X

1.43 1.35

20X

1.03

D 0.80 0.65 2.06 0.65 3.83 0.34

H 1.12 1.07 1.38 1.06 1.13 0.73

B 1.03 1.02 1.07 1.03 1.03 0.96

L 1.02 1.02 1.05 1.02 1.02 0.97

T 1.03 1.02 1.04 1.02 1.04 1.03

1 1.19 1.10 1.28 0.97 1.02 0.84

E 1.20 1.07 1.34 0.87 1.03 0.78

2 1.19 1.10 1.28 0.97 1.02 0.83

3 1.16 1.05 1.29 0.92 1.07 0.82

4 1.20 1.09 1.39 1.02 1.04 0.82
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Kernel wO.5: en er

ns : 16, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0 60 0 62 0.85 0.67 5.06 1.74 24.59 1.21

H 1 11 1 15 1.60 1.23 9.13 2.85 22.58 1.73

B 1 .36 1 37 1.51 1.42 4.54 3.62 3.13 2.28

L 1 .27 1 28 1.33 1.28 3.71 3.29 2.39 2.07

T 1 Ol 1 Ol 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1 1 39 1 42 1.91 1.66 3.43 2.72 2.57 1.96

E 1 31 1 35 2.01 1.58 8.95 3.63 6.3S 2.12

2 1 39 1 43 2.03 1.61 9.70 3.79 9.81 2.17

3 1 34 1 37 2.03 1.69 6.72 3.80 3.63 2.07

4 1 34 1 37 1.59

Exp. cont

1.45

.: IX

2.07

5X

1.84 1.87

20X

1.63

D 0.71 0.54 2.23 0.40 7.70 0.20

M 1.25 0.95 3.46 0.67 2.50 0.32

B 1.30 1.22 1.58 1.17 1.26 0.75

L 1.22 1.17 1.39 1.16 1.17 0.84

T 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.03

1 1.48 1.29 1.53 0.98 1.04 0.79

E 1.42 1.14 1.65 0.78 1.05 0.70

2 1.49 1.20 2.30 0.83 1.24 0.44

3 1.43 1.22 1.53 0.89 1.08 0.78

4 1.44 1.29 1.49 1.07 1.05 0.84

Kernel b2.0: en er

ns : 16, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : O.OS

Io cont. I Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0.59 0.59 | 3.29 1.87 | 18.19 1.50 1 39.43 0.39

H 0.98 0.98 | 4.78 3.3S | 10.04 2.24 l 4.97 0.63

B 1.00 1.00 | 1.35 1.34 | 1.35 1.32 1 1.26 1.14

L 1.00 1.00 | 1.22 1.22 | 1.24 1.22 1 1.17 1.11

T 1.00 1.00 | 1.00 1.00 | 1.00 1.00 | 1.00 1.01

1 0.98 0.98 | 2.52 2.20 | 2.13 1.58 1 1.29 0.88

E 0.96 0.97 | 4.31 2.85 | 3.73 1.54 1 1.46 0.70

2 0.98 0.98 | 3.95 2.96 | 5.21 2.18 1 1.80 0.73

3 0.93 0.93 | 3.24 2.42 | 2.41 1.44 1 1.31 0.83

4 0.95 0.95 | 1.76 1.58 | 1.77 1.50 1 1.35 1.00
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I Exp. cont.: IX I 5X 20X

1 0.97 0.79 | 3.13 0.92 | 6.13 0.41

1 1.32 1.23 1 2.02 1.41 1 1.40 0.78

1 1.07 1.06 | 1.14 1.11 1 1.06 0.99

1 1.05 1.05 1 1.10 1.08 | 1.05 1.00

1 1.01 1.00 1 1.01 1.00 | 1.01 1.01

1 1.34 1.23 | 1.61 1.22 | 1.13 0.88

1 1.43 1.25 | 1.97 1.16 | 1.17 0.78

1 1.35 1.23 1 1.67 1.24 | 1.14 0.87

1 1.28 1.14 | 1.60 1.07 | 1.16 0.87

1 1.26 1.15 1 1.57 1.22 | 1.19 0.92

Kernel nO.O: en er

ns : 16, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb -.0.50, teps :0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 5X I Exp. cont.: SX

I

I

D 0.65 0.65 3.95 3.96

H 0.99 0.99 1.39 1.40

B 1.00 1.00 1.11 1.11

L 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.08

T 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1 0.99 0.98 1.31 1.32

E 0.98 0.98 1.44 1.46

2 0.99 0.98 1.48 1.49

3 0.97 0.96 1.33 1.34

4 0.95 0.94 1.22 1.22

2.20 0.97

1.57 1.19

1.09 1.06

1.07 1.04

1.02 1.00

1.46 1.08

1.64 0.99

1.46 1.08

1.49 0.99

1.56 1.15

Kernels pl.5 and p2.5: en er (pseudo-eff.)

ns : 16, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

Par(1.5) | Par(2.5)

D 1.17 1.15 0.71 0.75

H 1.99 1.97 1.50 1.S8

B 2.18 2.17 1.16 1.17

L 1.83 1.82 1.17 1.17

T 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1 1.97 1.96 1.65 1.71

E 2.20 2.17 1.53 1.61

2 2.42 2.39 1.57 1.63

3 2.33 2.31 1.56 1.62

4 1.58 1.58 1.28 1.31
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Kernel gO.5: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : S.OO, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0 10 0 10 0.26 0.17 1.50 0.26 25.43 0.19

H 0 61 0 60 1.57 0.87 8.55 0.81 19.02 0.39

B 1 02 1 02 1.17 1.12 1.22 1.16 1.21 1.18

L 1 02 1 Ol 1.09 1.06 1.11 1.09 1.09 1.08

T 0 90 0 89 2.31 1.39 6.07 1.27 2.28 0.83

1 1 Ol 1 00 1.73 1.42 2.00 1.46 1.45 1.14

E 0 93 0 .92 2.30 1.45 4.39 1.40 2.12 0.99

2 0 99 0 .98 2.24 1.60 4.42 1.63 3.22 0.91

3 0 89 0.87 2.25 1.34 6.09 1.28 2.49 0.85

4 0 99 0 98 1.51

Exp. cont

1.20

.: IX

1.70

5X

1.29 1.42

20X

1.16

D 0.19 0.11 1.22 0.11 32.37 0.06

H 1.15 0.S6 5.07 0.39 2.73 0.21

B 1.13 1.04 1.17 1.05 1.08 0.94

L 1.07 1.03 1.09 1.03 1.04 0.98

T 1.38 0.82 1.41 0.72 1.11 0.98

1 1.31 1.01 1.22 0.89 1.03 0.98

E 1.41 0.88 1.39 0.75 1.04 0.96

2 1.41 1.00 1.61 0.78 1.05 0.88

3 1.45 0.81 1.64 0.67 1.07 0.93

4 1.42 1.01 1.52 0.98 1.09 0.89

Kernel gl.O: en er

_--._-S-_2--S-B__S__S-__«-_H

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0.16 0.15 | 0.50 0.26 4.68 0.30 | 103.69 0.16

H 0.96 0.95 | 2.60 1.40 10.54 0.94 | 7.89 0.35

B 1.01 1.01 | 1.14 1.11 1.18 1.16 | 1.14 1.11

L 1.01 1.01 | 1.07 1.06 1.10 1.09 | 1.07 1.06

T 0.96 0.94 | 2.S6 1.35 4.88 1.01 1 1.68 0.79

1 1.02 1.01 | 1.74 1.41 1.81 1.32 1 1.29 1.03

E 0.97 0.96 | 2.48 1.45 3.49 1.17 | 1.64 0.86

2 1.02 1.01 | 2.15 1.57 3.42 1.49 | 2.04 0.85

3 0.95 0.93 | 2.S1 1.33 5.22 1.04 | 1.81 0.78

4 0.99 0.97 | 1.S3 1.18 1.62 1.24 | 1.34 1.08
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1 Exp. cont .: IX 5X 1 20X

1 0.24 0.15 1.63 0.12 | 29.84 0.07

1 1.38 0.93 2.91 0.60 | 1.44 0.39

1 1.06 1.03 1.11 1.03 | 1.04 0.94

1 1.03 1.02 1.06 1.02 1 1.02 0.97

1 1.35 0.90 1.36 0.71 | 1.08 0.98

1 1.26 1.03 1.17 0.85 | 1.01 0.98

1 1.33 0.94 1.28 0.72 1 1.02 0.97

1 1.26 1.03 1.21 0.82 | 1.01 0.97

1 1.39 0.89 1.59 0.64 | 1.03 0.95

1 1.33 0.98 1.53 0.93 | 1.04 0.93

Kernel g4.0: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0 35 0 34 3.26 0.63 35.64 0.30 185.01 0.10

H 0 99 0 99 6.95 1.87 18.96 0.54 8.24 0.18

B 1 00 1 00 1.18 1.16 1.19 1.15 1.13 1.05

L 1 00 1 00 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.09 1.07 1.04

T 0 95 0 93 6.84 1.47 2.65 0.58 1.23 0.88

1 0 99 0 98 2.09 1.58 1.56 1.05 1.12 0.93

E 0 97 0 96 4.60 1.67 2.43 0.83 1.20 0.83

2 0 99 0 98 3.80 2.02 3.96 0.94 1.58 0.58

3 0 94 0 93 6.94 1.59 3.22 0.62 1.29 0.80

4 0 94 0 93 1.72

Exp. cont

1.34

.: IX

1.52

SX

1.15 1.25

20X

0.96

D 0.48 0.28 3.24 0.23 15.67 0.10

N 1.21 1.03 1.73 0.85 1.11 0.64

B 1.03 1.01 1.06 1.01 1.01 0.96

L 1.02 1.01 1.03 1.01 1.01 0.98

T 1.29 0.90 1.30 0.71 1.06 1.01

1 1.20 1.03 1.12 0.84 1.00 0.99

E 1.26 0.97 1.17 0.74 1.00 0.99

2 1.20 1.03 1.12 0.84 1.00 0.99

3 1.29 0.92 1.44 0.64 1.00 0.99

4 1.28 0.97 1.44 0.88 1.00 0.97
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Kernel bO.5: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. 1 Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0 14 0 14 0.31 0.23 1.33 0.37 12.18 0.31

H 0 36 0 36 0.81 0.53 4.06 0.73 54.48 0.48

B 1 13 1 14 1.66 1.51 2.32 2.08 2.21 1.83

L 1 06 1 07 1.24 1.20 1.52 1.54 1.31 1.36

T 0 91 0 95 2.30 1.41 7.83 1.66 4.77 1.15

1 1 13 1 16 1.89 1.54 2.46 1.82 1.80 1.47

E 0 99 1 03 2.42 1.53 6.34 1.86 3.57 1.34

2 0 96 0 99 2.41 1.46 9.50 1.73 9.10 1.02

3 0 89 0 .93 2.26 1.38 7.91 1.66 4.90 1.17

4 1 09 1 .12 1.58

Exp. cont

1.34

.: IX

1.86

5X

1.49 1.57

20X

1.35

D 0.23 0.15 1.00 0.11 21.94 0.05

H 0.61 0.35 3.48 0.22 8.88 0.10

B 1.25 1.12 1.33 1.09 1.18 0.76

L 1.13 1.07 1.14 1.06 1.07 0.98

T 1.31 0.84 1.26 0.70 1.05 1.06

1 1.38 1.10 1.18 0.86 1.02 1.03

E 1.47 0.95 1.27 0.73 1.02 1.04

2 1.69 0.94 3.62 0.57 1.10 0.47

3 1.40 0.85 1.S0 0.63 1.03 1.03

4 1.42 1.12 1.44 0.94 1.02 1.03

Kernel w2.0: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. I Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0.39 0.40 | 3.33 0.78 | 33.19 0.36 | 134.21 0.10

H 1.00 1.00 | 5.51 2.00 | 16.55 0.63 | 8.06 0.19

B 1.00 1.00 | 1.17 1.15 | 1.19 1.16 | 1.14 1.05

L 1.00 1.00 | 1.09 1.08 | 1.10 1.09 | 1.07 1.04

T 0.95 0.96 | 6.04 1.59 | 2.59 0.61 | 1.23 0.84

1 0.99 0.99 | 2.11 1.63 | 1.56 1.07 | 1.12 0.90

E 0.98 0.98 | 4.45 1.74 | 2.39 0.85 1 1.21 0.79

2 0.99 0.99 | 3.43 2.03 | 3.87 1.07 | 1.63 0.56

3 0.95 0.95 | 5.82 1.69 | 3.20 0.66 | 1.30 0.76

4 0.93 0.93 | 1.70 1.36 1 1.53 1.17 | 1.26 0.94
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| Exp. cont .: IX 1 5X 1 20X

1 0.78 0.43 | 6.23 0.30 | 21.40 0.10

1 1.48 1.23 | 2.57 0.95 | 1.48 0.55

1 1.05 1.04 | 1.09 1.06 | 1.04 0.99

1 1.03 1.02 i 1.05 1.03 | 1.02 0.99

1 1.63 1.08 1 1.69 0.74 | 1.15 0.96

1 1.33 1.14 | 1.32 0.97 | 1.05 0.97

1 1.56 1.15 | 1.64 0.85 | 1.08 0.93

1 1.33 1.14 1 1.36 0.99 | 1.05 0.96

1 1.64 1.12 | 1.99 0.73 | 1.13 0.91

1 1.34 1.06 | 1.53 1.02 | 1.16 0.92

Kernel nO.O: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.0S

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 5X I Exp. cont.: 5X

D 0.66 0.66 3.38 3.38 4.31 0.57

H 1.00 1.00 1.26 1.23 1.94 1.00

B 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.06 1.07 1.03

L 1.00 1.00 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.02

T 0.96 0.97 1.08 1.05 1.42 0.71

1 1.00 1.00 1.20 1.18 1.18 0.89

E 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.22 1.29 0.78

2 1.00 1.00 1.28 1.26 1.19 0.89

3 0.99 0.99 1.22 1.18 1.67 0.68

4 0.97 0.98 1.12 1.10 1.45 0.93

Kernels pl.5 and p2.5: en er (pseudo-eff.)

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

Par (1.5) | Par«. 5)

D 0.82 0.80 0.21 0.22

H 1.73 1.66 0.84 0.89

B 2.70 2.65 1.08 1.09

L 1.60 1.59 1.06 1.06

T 2.67 2.55 1.14 1.21

1 1.98 1.95 1.22 1.26

E 3.03 2.89 1.15 1.21

2 3.22 3.05 1.39 1.46

3 2.70 2.58 1.08 1.14

4 1.73 1.71 1.14 1.17
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Kernel gO.5: en er

ns : 256, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0 03 0 03 0.09 0.05 1.02 0.07 26.07 0.04

H 0 25 0 26 1.03 0.34 18.38 0.23 26.96 0.09

B 1 00 1 Ol 1.13 1.06 1.12 1.08 1.09 1.05

L 1 00 1 00 1.04 1.02 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03

T 0 53 0 BS 2.27 0.65 13.45 0.39 2.68 0.31

1 0 98 1 00 1.65 1.26 1.47 1.12 1.17 1.02

E 0 92 0 94 2.42 1.19 2.25 0.94 1.36 0.88

2 0 94 0 96 2.42 1.30 3.40 0.89 2.18 0.47

3 0 48 0 SO 2.20 0.64 11.54 0.42 2.82 0.30

4 0 89 0 91 1.55

Exp. cont

1.08

.: IX

1.44

5X

1.10 1.22

20X

1.00

D 0.06 0.03 0.99 0.03 56.12 0.01

H 0.86 0.20 15.77 0.13 3.55 0.06

B 1.14 1.02 1.10 1.02 1.05 0.95

L 1.05 1.01 1.04 1.01 1.02 0.99

T 1.99 0.44 1.58 0.53 1.12 0.87

1 1.27 0.97 1.10 0.96 1.01 0.99

E 1.52 0.87 1.17 0.91 1.02 0.98

2 1.63 0.90 1.37 0.78 1.03 0.93

3 1.91 0.40 1.83 0.4S 1.08 0.83

4 1.57 0.91 1.30 0.94 1.07 0.87

Kernel gl.O: en er

_-S_i--_---aB-e---__-3-___c_-a__-

ns : 256, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0.04 0.04 1 0.20 0.07 | 3.20 0.07 269.74 0.04

H 0.78 0.76 | 4.00 0.71 | 19.72 0.26 8.99 0.08

B 1.01 1.00 | 1.10 1.06 | 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.04

L 1.00 1.00 | 1.03 1.02 | 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.02

T 0.66 0.64 | 3.78 0.62 1 11.71 0.29 1.79 0.38

1 1.00 0.99 | 1.68 1.24 | 1.35 1.06 1.11 0.99

E 0.97 0.96 | 2.77 1.16 | 1.85 0.88 1.22 0.86

2 1.00 0.99 | 2.27 1.38 | 2.40 0.89 1.58 0.55

3 0.62 0.60 | 3.66 0.63 | 10.32 0.31 1.90 0.35

4 0.91 0.89 | 1.61 1.06 | 1.37 1.06 1.17 0.95
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I Exp. cont.: IX I 5X 20X

0.10

1.86

1.06

1.02

1.82

1.20

1.37

1.22

1.76

1.50

0.04

0.59

1.01

1.01

0.53

0.97

0.90

0.97

0.49

0.91

1.53

4.68

1.07

1.02

1.49

1.07

1.12

1.13

1.76

1.30

0.03

0.24

1.01

1.01

0.52

0.96

0.92

0.93

0.43

0.90

127.17

1.58

1.02

1.01

1.09

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.03

1.03

0.02

0.20

0.96

0.99

0.92

1.00

0.99

0.99

0.92

0.93

Kernel g4.0: en er

ns : 256, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : S.OO, maxrb : O.SO, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. I Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0 12 0 .12 1.91 0.17 55.18 0.08 384.23 0.02

M 0 99 0 99 10.13 0.67 21.84 0.16 10.02 0.05

B 1 00 1 00 1.10 1.08 1.10 1.07 1.07 1.00

L 1 00 1 00 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.01

T 0 72 0 74 12.00 0.46 4.84 0.20 1.26 0.64

1 0 99 0 99 1.63 1.11 1.20 0.97 1.05 0.98

E 0 97 0 98 2.74 0.92 1.42 0.83 1.08 0.92

2 0 99 0 99 2.73 1.25 2.35 0.58 1.33 0.52

3 0 74 0 75 11.41 0.54 5.53 0.21 1.31 0.58

4 0 88 0 89 1.57

Exp. cont

1.08

.: IX

1.27

5X

0.99 1.13

20X

0.91

D 0.26 0.10 5.09 0.07 32.50 0.03

H 1.54 0.92 2.IS 0.54 1.07 0.63

B 1.03 1.01 1.04 1.01 1.00 0.98

L 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.99

T 1.81 0.56 1.44 0.49 1.07 0.97

1 1.18 0.96 1.03 0.97 1.00 1.00

E 1.29 0.90 1.04 0.95 1.00 1.00

2 1.18 0.96 1.03 0.97 1.00 1.00

3 1.81 0.56 1.6S 0.41 1.00 1.00

4 1.51 0.88 1.25 0.82 1.00 1.00
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Kernel b0.5: en er

BSS-_-_3-_S__K__3_J-__3S-_S

ns : 256, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0.03 0 03 0.09 0.06 0.61 0.10 9.29 0.08

H 0 09 0 09 0.27 0.15 2.07 0.20 102.17 0.12

B 1 04 1 04 1.31 1.19 1.39 1.40 1.49 1.53

L 1 02 1 02 1.06 1.03 1.06 1.03 1.04 1.03

T 0 .41 0 41 1.32 0.56 14.61 0.S5 5.69 0.35

1 1 .04 1 04 1.77 1.36 1.74 1.36 1.33 1.17

E 0 92 0 91 2.49 1.30 3.25 1.28 1.78 0.99

2 0 67 0 66 2.29 0.92 10.52 0.86 4.71 0.44

3 0 39 0 39 1.31 0.56 13.81 0.59 5.35 0.37

4 0 99 0 99 1.57

Exp. cont

1.19

.: IX

1.57

5X

1.24 1.30

20X

1.13

D 0.07 0.03 0.78 0.03 20.48 0.01

H 0.22 0.09 3.50 O.OS 24.60 0.03

B 1.23 1.04 1.16 1.02 1.08 0.90

L 1.08 1.02 1.05 1.02 1.03 0.99

T 1.30 0.36 1.28 0.61 1.05 1.02

1 1.31 0.99 1.08 1.03 1.01 1.01

E 1.57 0.88 1.14 1.02 1.02 1.02

2 2.11 O.S6 3.42 0.32 1.02 1.00

3 1.26 0.35 1.48 0.4S 1.02 1.02

4 1.52 0.98 1.23 0.89 1.02 1.02

Kernel »2.0: en er

ns : 256, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0.20 0.20 2.60 0.21 | 84.91 0.09 | 205.02 0.02

H 1.00 1.00 8.87 0.74 | 19.22 0.15 | 9.13 0.04

B 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.08 | 1.09 1.07 | 1.07 0.99

L 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.03 | 1.03 1.03 | 1.02 1.01

T 0.84 0.84 11.30 0.51 | S.67 0.18 | 1.23 0.66

1 0.99 0.99 1.65 1.13 | 1.20 0.96 | 1.04 0.96

E 0.99 0.99 2.84 0.93 | 1.43 0.80 1 1.07 0.91

2 0.99 0.99 2.62 1.28 | 2.32 0.58 1 1.31 0.51

3 0.86 0.87 10.93 0.57 | 6.68 0.18 | 1.28 0.56

4 0.91 0.91 1.59 1.09 | 1.28 0.99 | 1.13 0.90
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| Exp. cont .: IX 1 5X 1 20X

1 0.53 0.16 | 15.31 0.09 | 32.74 0.03

1 1.92 1.02 1 3.06 0.41 | 1.49 0.32

1 1.04 1.02 | 1.05 1.03 | 1.02 0.99

1 1.01 1.01 | 1.02 1.01 | 1.01 1.00

1 2.39 0.63 | 2.02 0.38 | 1.16 0.80

1 1.30 1.02 | 1.13 0.98 | 1.02 0.99

1 1.62 0.96 1 1.25 0.90 | 1.04 0.97

1 1.31 1.03 | 1.19 0.99 | 1.03 0.98

| 2.37 0.64 | 2.36 0.34 | 1.18 0.75

1 1.52 0.93 | 1.29 0.93 | 1.11 0.89

Kernel nO.O: en er

ns : 256, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: SX I Exp. cont.: SX

D 0.62 0.62 3.55 3.56 9.18 0.17

H 1.00 1.00 0.78 0.80 2.30 0.53

B 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.02

L 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01

T 0.89 0.86 0.56 0.57 1.69 0.37

1 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.07 0.97

E 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.99 1.12 0.94

2 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.10 1.08 0.98

3 0.98 0.97 0.69 0.71 2.11 0.32

4 0.98 0.98 0.88 0.90 1.31 0.89

Kernels pl.5 and p2.5: en er (pseudo-eff.)
S-S_-a---X-B_B-B---_-_B-__.X___.-__-_-____S_S---C-__I_--S-------I_------.-_-_--

ns : 256, nr : 800, psi : 1, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

Par(1.5) | Par«.5)

D 0.21 0.22 0.06 0.06

N 0.44 0.48 0.30 0.29

B 1.29 1.32 1.06 1.05

L 1.12 1.13 1.00 1.00

T 0.76 0.83 0.S2 0.49

1 1.61 1.70 1.26 1.22

E 1.70 1.90 1.14 1.08

2 1.37 1.54 1.17 1.11

3 0.83 0.91 0.51 0.48

4 1.42 1.48 1.15 1.12
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Kernel gO.5: en er

BSSS-8XB-__e44_-S__3S

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 2, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0 10 0 10 0.25 0.18 2.09 0.30 25.57 0.18

H 0 61 0 60 1.43 0.89 11.37 0.87 17.27 0.38

B 1 02 1 02 1.16 1.11 1.20 1.15 1.16 1.11

L 1 02 1 Ol 1.08 1.06 1.10 1.08 1.08 1.06

T 0 90 0 89 2.08 1.38 5.94 1.28 2.34 0.81

1 1 Ol 1 .00 1.72 1.44 2.01 1.49 1.46 1.13

E 0 93 0 92 2.13 1.4S 4.19 1.39 2.14 0.94

2 0 99 0 98 2.14 1.60 5.01 1.69 3.13 0.87

3 0 89 0 87 2.07 1.34 5.96 1.29 2.62 0.81

4 0 99 0 98 1.49

Exp. cont

1.23

• : IX

1.70

SX

1.32 1.42

20X

1.15

D 0.18 0.11 1.21 0.11 33.22 0.06

H 1.07 0.56 5.08 0.38 2.60 0.22

B 1.12 1.05 1.17 1.05 1.08 0.95

L 1.07 1.03 1.09 1.03 1.04 0.98

T 1.33 0.85 1.40 0.72 1.11 0.97

1 1.28 1.02 1.23 0.88 1.03 0.97

E 1.35 0.90 1.38 0.74 1.04 0.94

2 1.36 1.01 1.61 0.75 1.05 0.8S

3 1.39 0.85 1.62 0.65 1.07 0.93

4 1.38 1.01 1.52 0.97 1.09 0.90

Kernel gl.O: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 2, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20X

D 0.15 0.15 0.48 0.26 1 4.10 0.27 | 87.31 0.16

H 0.91 0.91 2.68 1.44 1 9.97 0.84 | 8.13 0.35

B 1.01 1.01 1.15 1.12 1 1.18 1.15 1 1.14 1.10

L 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.06 I 1.09 1.08 | 1.07 1.06

T 0.92 0.92 2.69 1.39 1 4.89 0.91 | 1.73 0.81

1 1.01 1.01 1.77 1.42 1 1.81 1.28 | 1.31 1.05

E 0.95 0.95 2.48 1.44 1 3.50 1.08 | 1.68 0.88

2 1.01 1.01 2.27 1.63 | 3.33 1.38 | 2.09 0.84

3 0.88 0.88 2.68 1.37 | 5.11 0.93 | 1.87 0.79

4 0.94 0.94 1.56 1.19 1 1.63 1.21 | 1.35 1.09
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1 Exp. cont .: IX 5X 1 20%

1 0.27 0.16 1.74 0.13 | 33.14 0.07

1 1.41 0.9S 2.89 0.62 | 1.50 0.38

1 1.06 1.03 1.11 1.03 | 1.04 0.94

1 1.03 1.02 1.06 1.02 | 1.02 0.97

1 1.35 0.90 1.36 0.72 | 1.08 0.98

1 1.24 1.02 1.18 0.86 | 1.01 0.97

1 1.34 0.94 1.29 0.74 | 1.02 0.95

1 1.25 1.02 1.22 0.83 | 1.01 0.96

1 1.41 0.90 1.55 0.66 | 1.03 0.94

| 1.34 0.99 1.50 0.93 | 1.04 0.92

Kernel g4.0: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 2, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X I 20%

D 0 32 0 32 2.64 0.67 33.25 0.31 187.00 0.10

H 1 00 1 00 6.41 2.02 17.52 0.55 8.59 0.19

B 1 00 1 00 1.18 1.16 1.19 1.15 1.13 1.03

L 1 00 1 00 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.03

T 0 94 0 93 5.84 1.57 2.75 0.60 1.24 0.86

1 0 99 0 98 2.10 1.61 1.57 1.07 1.12 0.93

E 0 97 0 96 4.22 1.71 2.48 0.84 1.21 0.82

2 0 99 0 98 3.80 2.10 3.87 0.96 1.61 0.59

3 0 94 0 93 6.09 1.70 3.34 0.64 1.29 0.80

4 0 94 0 93 1.70

Exp. cont

1.34

.: IX

1.52

5X

1.15 1.25

20X

0.96

D 0.56 0.31 3.33 0.22 15.98 0.10

H 1.24 1.04 1.79 0.87 1.11 0.63

B 1.03 1.01 1.06 1.02 1.01 0.96

L 1.02 1.01 1.03 1.01 1.01 0.98

T 1.33 0.92 1.29 0.71 1.06 1.01

1 1.23 1.05 1.11 0.83 1.00 1.00

E 1.30 0.99 1.15 0.73 1.00 0.99

2 1.23 1.05 1.11 0.83 1.00 1.00

3 1.36 0.95 1.45 0.66 1.00 0.98

4 1.29 0.97 1.43 0.87 1.00 0.97
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Kernel »0.5: en er

-_ams*4-i&-_ii_BSBc

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 2, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. I Scale cont.: 1X1 5X 20X

D 0 14 0 14 0.26 0.20 1.27 0.37 12.61 0.33

H 0 37 0 36 0.69 0.48 3.73 0.72 63.14 0.51

B 1 10 1 09 1.14 1.09 1.14 1.07 1.11 1.05

L 1 06 1 05 1.08 1.05 1.07 1.04 1.06 1.03

T 0 96 0 92 1.86 1.25 6.46 1.61 4.91 1.19

1 1 19 1 16 1.65 1.38 2.33 1.73 1.80 1.49

E 1 05 1 Ol 1.92 1.33 5.60 1.80 3.57 1.39

2 1 Ol 0 96 1.95 1.28 8.38 1.68 9.26 1.08

3 0 95 0 91 1.83 1.22 6.67 1.62 5.12 1.22

4 1 16 1 12 1.46

Exp. cont

1.25

.: IX

1.82

SX

1.46 1.57

20X

1.37

D 0.21 0.14 0.97 0.10 20.18 0.05

H 0.57 0.34 3.23 0.19 9.54 0.09

B 1.18 1.08 1.22 1.05 1.10 0.96

L 1.10 1.05 1.11 1.04 1.05 1.00

T 1.27 0.84 1.28 0.71 1.06 LOS

1 1.38 1.10 1.20 0.86 1.02 1.03

E 1.44 0.94 1.32 0.73 1.03 1.04

2 1.64 0.93 4.17 0.52 1.11 0.44

3 1.38 0.85 1.54 0.61 1.03 1.04

4 1.42 1.12 1.48 0.94 1.03 1.02

Kernel »2.0: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 2, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1%| 5% | 20%

D 0.43 0.42 1 3.06 0.73 | 32.45 0.36 | 121.36 0.10

N 0.99 0.99 | 5.35 1.93 | 15.67 0.61 | 7.53 0.19

B 1.00 1.00 | 1.17 1.15 | 1.18 1.15 | 1.13 1.04

L 1.00 1.00 | 1.09 1.08 1 1.10 1.08 | 1.07 1.03

T 0.95 0.94 | 6.00 1.55 | 2.87 0.60 | 1.21 0.85

1 0.98 0.98 1 2.11 1.62 i 1.58 1.07 | 1.11 0.91

E 0.98 0.97 | 4.25 1.68 | 2.50 0.84 | 1.19 0.80

2 0.98 0.98 | 3.33 1.97 | 3.74 1.04 | 1.54 0.S8

3 0.95 0.94 | 5.76 1.6S | 3.35 0.64 | 1.28 0.78

4 0.93 0.93 | 1.70 1.37 | 1.53 1.16 | 1.25 0.94
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1 Exp. cont .: IX 1 SX 1 20X

| 0.84 0.43 | 6.03 0.29 | 19.56 0.10

1 1.61 1.22 | 2.61 0.92 | 1.44 0.S7

1 1.05 1.04 | 1.09 1.06 | 1.03 0.99

1 1.03 1.02 | 1.05 1.03 | 1.02 0.99

1 1.62 1.04 | 1.65 0.73 | 1.15 0.96

1 1.34 1.13 | 1.31 0.96 | 1.05 0.98

1 1.57 1.12 | 1.62 0.83 | 1.08 0.94

1 1.34 1.13 | 1.35 0.98 | 1.05 0.97

1 1.63 1.09 | 1.95 0.71 | 1.13 0.92

1 1.36 1.06 | 1.53 1.01 | 1.16 0.91

Kernel nO.O: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 2, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

Io cont. I Scale cont.: SX I Exp. cont.: 5%

D 0.67 0.67 4.31 4.29 4.38 0.50

M 1.00 1.00 4.05 4.04 1.94 0.94

B 1.00 1.00 1.14 1.14 1.07 1.03

L 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.07 1.04 1.02

T 1.00 1.00 3.20 3.20 1.39 0.74

1 0.99 0.99 1.90 1.90 1.19 0.87

E 0.99 0.99 3.23 3.23 1.29 0.79

2 0.99 0.99 2.07 2.08 1.19 0.87

3 0.99 0.99 3.68 3.67 1.56 0.68

4 0.98 0.98 1.74 1.74 1.48 0.93

Kernels pl.5 and p2.S: en er (pseudo-eff.)

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 2, kb : S.OO, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

Par(1.5) | Par«.5)

D 0.44 0.48 0.21 0.22

H 0.91 1.03 0.85 0.89

B 1.14 1.16 1.12 1.13

L 1.04 1.04 1.10 1.10

T 1.41 1.61 1.15 1.21

1 1.54 1.65 1.36 1.39

E 1.60 1.84 1.27 1.33

2 1.71 2.00 1.46 1.52

3 1.42 1.63 1.14 1.19

4 1.33 1.40 1.17 1.20
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Kernel gO.5: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 3, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1%I 5% | 20%

D 0 10 0 10 0.25 0.17 1.52 0.24 29.20 0.18

H 0 38 0 37 0.95 0.54 6.78 0.55 26.70 0.31

B 1 03 1 03 1.21 1.12 1.32 1.22 1.30 1.23

L 1 02 1 02 1.10 1.06 1.14 1.10 1.12 1.10

T 0 96 0 95 2.03 1.36 3.71 1.37 2.04 0.99

1 1 03 1 02 1.66 1.37 1.98 1.41 1.43 1.13

E 0 96 0 94 2.06 1.36 3.70 1.32 1.98 0.98

2 0 94 0 93 2.05 1.35 5.28 1.29 3.77 0.73

3 0 96 0 95 2.00 1.34 3.59 1.37 2.05 1.00

4 0 99 0 97 1.46

Exp. cont

1.15

.: IX

1.71

5%

1.26 1.43

20X

1.14

D 0.19 0.11 1.30 0.11 35.51 0.05

H 0.75 0.37 5.94 0.28 4.54 0.16

B 1.19 1.06 1.23 1.05 1.12 0.95

L 1.10 1.04 1.11 1.04 1.06 0.99

T 1.49 0.97 1.77 0.88 1.23 0.85

1 1.31 1.04 1.32 0.97 1.07 0.93

E 1.48 0.95 1.71 0.85 1.13 0.84

2 1.53 0.94 2.11 0.76 1.22 0.68

3 1.50 0.96 1.81 0.87 1.24 0.84

4 1.43 1.01 1.58 1.00 1.28 0.89

Kernel gl.O: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 3, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 SX I 20%

D 0.16 0.15 | 0.55 0.31 | 4.28 0.29 | 93.25 0.15

H 0.57 0.56 | 2.07 0.93 | 14.79 0.64 | 11.46 0.28

B 1.02 1.02 | 1.21 1.14 | 1.2S 1.19 1 1.20 1.14

L 1.01 1.01 | 1.10 1.07 | 1.11 1.09 | 1.09 1.07

T 0.96 0.95 | 2.64 1.63 | 3.14 1.28 | 1.66 0.90

1 1.02 1.01 | 1.85 1.52 1 1.80 1.32 | 1.30 1.04

E 0.97 0.96 | 2.67 1.62 | 3.08 1.21 | 1.65 0.90

2 0.99 0.98 1 2.79 1.78 | 4.17 1.30 | 2.42 0.72

3 0.96 0.94 | 2.56 1.60 | 3.06 1.28 | 1.68 0.89

4 0.95 0.93 | 1.54 1.21 1 1.64 1.23 | 1.36 1.07
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I Exp. cont. : 1% I 5X 20X

1 0.24 0.15 1 1.S9 0.13 | 34.77 0.07

| 1.00 0.51 | 5.12 0.42 | 2.78 0.27

1 1.12 1.03 | 1.16 1.04 1 1.09 0.98

1 1.06 1.02 1 1.08 1.03 | 1.04 0.99

1 1.37 0.95 | 1.71 0.91 | 1.22 0.86

1 1.24 1.03 | 1.30 0.97 | 1.05 0.93

1 1.36 0.94 1 1.65 0.87 | 1.11 0.85

1 1.34 0.99 | 1.65 0.90 | 1.12 0.81

| 1.38 0.95 | 1.74 0.90 | 1.22 0.85

1 1.3S 0.95 | 1.61 0.97 | 1.28 0.89

Kernel g4.0: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 3, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : O.OS

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 SX I 20%

D 0 34 0 33 2.75 0.67 29.94 0.30 163.74 0.10

H 0 71 0 68 6.06 1.21 26.26 0.47 10.08 0.17

B 1 Ol 1 Ol 1.22 1.17 1.23 1.18 1.19 1.06

L 1 Ol 1 00 1.11 1.08 1.11 1.09 1.08 1.05

T 0 96 0 94 3.59 1.74 2.70 0.92 1.35 0.83

1 1 Ol 1 00 2.02 1.57 1.58 1.07 1.15 0.96

E 0 99 0 98 3.64 1.73 2.44 0.89 1.31 0.85

2 1 Ol 1 00 4.11 2.02 4.28 0.90 1.90 0.54

3 0 96 0 94 3.46 1.74 2.69 0.94 1.36 0.82

4 0 90 0 88 1.66

Exp. cont

1.25

.: IX

1.55

SX

1.15 1.28

20X

0.98

D 0.51 0.32 3.39 0.22 17.25 0.10

H 1.13 0.67 3.93 0.5S 2.15 0.39

B 1.08 1.02 1.13 1.03 1.07 0.99

L 1.04 1.01 1.07 1.02 1.04 1.00

T 1.25 0.96 1.62 0.94 1.21 0.87

1 1.16 1.04 1.2S 0.98 1.04 0.93

E 1.26 1.01 1.55 0.90 1.08 0.84

2 1.21 1.04 1.44 0.96 1.08 0.86

3 1.26 0.96 1.64 0.93 1.21 0.86

4 1.24 0.91 1.62 0.94 1.28 0.89
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Kernel »0.5: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 3, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1X1 5X i 20%

D 0 15 0 15 0.28 0.22 1.23 0.34 10.69 0.26

H 0 32 0 31 0.61 0.43 2.97 0.57 39.49 0.37

B 1 15 1 14 1.83 1.61 2.57 2.02 2.21 1.58

L 1 08 1 07 1.38 1.33 1.46 1.41 1.36 1.40

T 1 12 1 10 2.15 1.49 5.62 1.79 3.31 1.21

1 1 20 1 18 1.76 1.47 2.30 1.68 1.76 1.38

E 1 11 1 09 2.06 1.44 4.55 1.71 2.96 1.23

2 0 89 0 87 1.79 1.16 7.46 1.41 6.85 0.89

3 1 12 1 10 2.10 1.47 5.04 1.80 3.13 1.24

4 1 14 1 13 1.51

Exp. cont

1.29

.: IX

1.81

5X

1.41 1.57

20X

1.29

D 0.21 0.14 0.96 0.10 20.27 0.05

H 0.46 0.27 2.72 0.18 12.71 0.09

B 1.35 1.14 1.53 1.09 1.27 0.74

L 1.15 1.07 1.19 1.08 1.10 0.96

T 1.56 1.00 1.98 0.85 1.23 0.84

1 1.39 1.10 1.38 0.97 1.06 0.92

E 1.53 0.97 1.86 0.83 1.10 0.83

2 1.38 0.74 4.37 0.50 1.50 0.38

3 1.57 0.99 2.02 0.84 1.23 0.82

4 1.44 1.10 1.63 1.03 1.28 0.88

Kernel »2.0: en er

3XX4_Sa__t»4_-S8SS4_B

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 3, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont 1 Scale cont.: 1%| SX 1 20X

D 0.42 0.41 | 2.41 0.68 | 3S.08 0.39 | 128.50 0.10

H 0.73 0.70 | 4.42 1.07 | 21.58 0.56 1 9.62 0.18

B 1.00 1.00 1.20 1.15 | 1.22 1.18 | 1.18 1.07

L 1.00 1.00 | 1.10 1.08 | 1.11 1.09 | 1.08 1.05

T 0.95 0.93 | 3.38 1.60 | 2.63 1.02 | 1.36 0.82

1 0.99 0.99 | 2.11 1.61 | 1.56 1.10 | 1.15 0.95

E 0.98 0.97 | 3.68 1.67 | 2.38 0.96 | 1.31 0.83

2 0.99 0.98 | 3.43 1.83 | 3.84 1.05 | 1.88 0.58

3 0.95 0.93 | 3.20 1.61 1 2.64 1.04 1 1.38 0.81

4 0.88 0.85 | 1.69 1.20 | 1.54 1.17 | 1.29 0.98
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I Exp. cont.: 1% I 5% 20X

1 0.96 0.44 | 5.75 0.29 | 20.41 0.10

1 1.68 0.76 | 4.68 0.58 | 2.64 0.33

1 1.10 1.04 | 1.14 1.06 | 1.08 1.00

1 1.06 1.02 | 1.07 1.03 | 1.04 1.01

1 1.50 1.05 | 1.76 0.98 | 1.25 0.87

1 1.31 1.13 1 1.36 1.02 | 1.08 0.95

1 1.58 1.15 | 1.77 0.92 | 1.17 0.87

1 1.45 1.16 | 1.67 1.01 | 1.17 0.86

1 1.53 1.07 | 1.78 0.97 | 1.25 0.86

1 1.42 0.96 | 1.57 0.99 | 1.28 0.92

Kernel nO.O: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 3, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: SX I Exp. cont.: SX

D 0.62 0.62 3.23 3.23 4.50 0.52

H 0.72 0.73 0.75 0.75 3.76 0.62

B 0.99 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.12 1.04

L 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.06 1.03

T 0.93 0.94 1.16 1.16 1.61 0.99

1 1.00 1.00 1.23 1.23 1.28 1.03

E 0.99 0.99 1.30 1.31 1.61 0.96

2 1.00 1.00 1.34 1.35 1.47 1.04

3 0.96 0.96 1.30 1.31 1.64 0.99

4 0.91 0.91 1.16 1.17 1.58 0.97

Kernels pl.5 and p2.5: en er (pseudo-eff.)
SSSSBSSSB

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 3, kb : 5.00, maxrb :0.50, teps :0.05

Par(1.5) | Par«.5)

D 0.54 0.56 0.23 0.23

H 0.95 0.99 0.62 0.59

B 2.01 2.06 1.16 1.15

L 1.29 1.30 1.10 1.09

T 2.13 2.26 1.44 1.38

1 2.04 2.10 1.45 1.41

E 2.17 2.29 1.37 1.31

2 1.94 2.05 1.42 1.35

3 2.26 2.39 1.37 1.31

4 1.45 1.47 1.21 1.18
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Kernel gO.5: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 4, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: lt! 51 | 20%

D 0 10 0 10 0.29 0.20 1.85 0.30 23.24 0.18

H 0 54 0 53 1.50 0.84 10.46 0.82 17.35 0.37

B 1 03 1 02 1.13 1.09 1.17 1.13 1.13 1.09

L 1 02 1 01 1.07 1.05 1.08 1.06 1.06 1.04

T 1 04 1 03 1.68 1.48 2.00 1.62 1.38 1.15

1 1 03 1 03 1.72 1.46 2.03 1.53 1.44 1.13

E 0 97 0 96 2.21 1.54 3.83 1.65 2.00 1.01

2 0 .99 0 98 2.25 1.60 5.05 1.64 3.13 0.86

3 1 .03 1 03 1.79 1.51 2.28 1.66 1.50 1.15

4 0 .99 0 98 1.49

Exp. cont

1.21

.: IX

1.71

5X

1.32 1.44

20X

1.15

D 0.18 0.11 1.15 0.10 32.88 0.06

H 1.02 0.51 5.42 0.36 2.80 0.24

B 1.11 1.04 1.13 1.04 1.06 0.98

L 1.06 1.02 1.07 1.02 1.03 0.99

T 1.20 1.04 1.25 1.00 1.07 0.96

1 1.26 1.03 1.29 0.95 1.02 0.92

E 1.40 0.95 1.62 0.83 1.04 0.85

2 1.38 0.98 1.74 0.81 1.06 0.79

3 1.27 1.04 1.33 0.97 1.05 0.89

4 1.40 1.01 1.60 1.00 1.16 0.74

Kernel gl.O: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 4, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. I Scale cont.: 1%| 5% | 20%

D 0.1S 0.15 | 0.65 0.29 1 4.42 0.31 | 96.33 0.15

H 0.78 0.76 | 2.81 1.23 | 12.04 0.84 | 7.37 0.35

B 1.01 1.01 | 1.14 1.10 | 1.15 1.12 | 1.11 1.07

L 1.01 1.01 | 1.07 1.05 | 1.08 1.06 | 1.05 1.04

T 1.02 1.01 | 1.75 1.52 | 1.65 1.35 1 1.23 1.04

1 1.01 1.00 | 1.83 1.52 | 1.77 1.32 | 1.28 1.02

E 0.96 0.96 1 2.62 1.63 | 2.94 1.24 | 1.S8 0.90

2 0.99 0.99 | 2.60 1.78 | 3.69 1.43 | 2.02 0.79

3 1.01 1.00 | 1.91 1.57 | 1.87 1.37 | 1.31 1.02

4 0.93 0.92 1 1.59 1.22 | 1.62 1.23 | 1.36 1.07
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Kernel »0.5: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 4, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

¦o cont. | Scale cont.: 1%I 5% | 20%

D 0 14 0 13 0.32 0.22 1.31 0.37 11.76 0.31

N 0 36 0 34 0.87 0.53 4.12 0.73 57.19 0.51

B 1 08 1 07 1.16 1.11 1.16 1.11 1.13 1.09

L 1 .04 1 04 1.07 1.05 1.06 1.04 1.06 1.03

T 1 18 1 16 2.08 1.70 2.80 2.09 1.77 1.50

1 1 18 1 15 1.92 1.55 2.39 1.79 1.76 1.44

E 1 07 1 02 2.43 1.54 4.90 1.90 2.93 1.38

2 0 97 0 92 2.41 1.39 6.70 1.70 5.73 1.17

3 1 .19 1 15 2.17 1.68 3.04 2.OS 1.95 1.50

4 1 14 1 11 1.60

Exp. cont

1.32

.: IX

1.81

SX

1.44 1.56

20X

1.33

D 0.20 0.14 1.00 0.10 21.05 0.05

N 0.58 0.33 3.73 0.21 6.05 0.13

B 1.15 1.07 1.17 1.05 1.07 0.97

L 1.07 1.04 1.08 1.03 1.03 0.99

T 1.31 1.10 1.29 0.98 1.07 0.95

1 1.36 1.09 1.31 0.94 1.02 0.95

E 1.49 0.98 1.6S 0.81 1.03 0.90

2 1.58 0.89 2.98 0.57 1.09 0.59

3 1.39 1.10 1.38 0.95 1.03 0.89

4 1.44 1.10 1.62 1.02 1.11 0.73

Kernel »2.0: en er

ns : 64, nr : 800, psi : 4, kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

Io cont. | Scale cont.: 1%| 5% | 20%

D 0.41 0.41 | 3.11 0.8S | 31.06 0.35 | 126.54 0.11

H 0.94 0.95 | 5.53 1.98 | 13.57 0.63 | 6.39 0.23

B 1.00 1.00 | 1.14 1.13 1 1.16 1.12 | 1.09 1.02

L 1.00 1.00 | 1.07 1.06 | 1.07 1.06 | 1.04 1.02

T 1.00 1.00 | 1.87 1.64 | 1.S2 1.14 | 1.12 0.96

1 1.00 1.00 | 2.02 1.67 | 1.59 1.09 | 1.12 0.92

E 0.99 0.99 | 3.59 1.97 | 2.41 0.93 | 1.23 0.81

2 1.00 1.00 | 3.41 2.16 | 3.47 1.03 | 1.51 0.63

3 1.00 1.00 | 2.14 1.77 | 1.70 1.13 | 1.15 0.92

4 0.97 0.97 | 1.68 1.43 | 1.55 1.18 | 1.29 0.99
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C.2 Some summaries for if>aHub

The next tables contain summaries for xpaHub at Gam(l), i.e. the expo¬

nential distribution with mean 1. First come the tables for sample size

n = 16, 64, 256 (pages 233, 235, 237) then scale and exponential con¬

tamination with e = 0.05 at n = 64 (pages 239 and 241). The notation

is the following:

nb : -e* 100.

ng : number of groups for the calculation of the variability of the effi¬

eieneies (see section 3.4.2)

Monitor : TRUE if r(Fn,k) should be saved

eps : contamination rate c

kola : constant Xe (see section 3.3.3)

xO : shift for the exponential contamination.

P[more in nr]: probability to get more than the observed maximal

number of contaminated observations

Max. Iter. : Maximum of the steps either for the calculation of an

M-estimator or of a root-search

allkont : flags to control convergences

Ave : average over the realisations

Var : variance over the realisations

en : MSE-N efficiency (except for the AM, where it is the MSE-N) in

percent

er : MSE-R efficiency (except for the AM, where it is the MSE-R) in

percent

SD : estimated Standard deviation of the corresponding efficiency

pen : nonrepresentative pseudoefficiency (see section 3.4.3) in percent

per : representative pseudoefficiency (see section 3.4.3) in percent
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The abbreviations for the estimators are selfexplaining. The abbrevia¬

tions for the rest of the indieators are the following:

12 yvar : empirical variance

13 ymab : MAD

14 ysch : Hampel's estimator of skewness (see section 3.4.5)

15 kminl : kmi, the tuning constant ofthe MER-estimator

16 rminl : r(_Fn,/eml)

17 kmin2 : km2

18 vkb : V(Fn,kbd) where d is the MAD

19 w : w2(Fn,kb)

20 kmin3 : km3

21 kalph : ka, the tuning constant for the TM-estimator

22 krbmi : kmt,

The values in the rows of rminl and vkb are the ratios <ji and q2 (see
section 3.16 and 3.17) respectively. The overall coefficient of Variation

of er is defined by (3.12) and accordingly for en. Quantiles of the

estimators and a plot of the quantiles of the MER-estimator versus the

corresponding normal quantiles follow on a second page for each of the

selected distributions.
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SIH III 24-APR-1990 15:48:58.38

nb : 0, nr : 800, ng :

ns : 16

Distribution : Gamma

gamma: 1.00, lambda: 1.00, Expect.:
¦o contamination, i.e. eps : OX

psi : Asymm. Huber , kb : 5.00, maxrb

iseed : 154903, Max. Iter. 48.,

4, Monitor : FALSE

1.000E+00, Var.: 1.000E+00

0.50, teps :

allkont : 800

0.05

0 0

Estim. Ave Var en (SD) er (SD) pen per

1 AH

2 HD

3 HE

4 BH1 :

5 BML :

6 TH

7 HERl :

8 EER1 :

9 HER2 :

10 HER3 :

11 HVBB :

12 yvar :

13 ymab :

14 ysch :

15 kminl:

16 rminl:

17 kmin2:

18 vkb :

19 B

20 kmin3:

21 kalph:
22 krbmi:

1.003E+00 6

7.347E-01 6

9.524E-01 6

9.939E-01 5

9.964E-01 6

1.000E+00 6

9.618E-01 5

9.282E-01

9.S06E-01

9.434E-01

9.368E-01

1.01SE+O0

4.3S4E-01

1.873E-01

2.887E+00 7

9.036E-01 3

2.857E+00 6

8.634E-01 2

9.948E-01 2

2.778E+00 6

6.302E+00 1

3.380E+00 7

.079E-02

.088E-02

.058E-02

.982E-02

.004E-02

.014E-02

.707E-02

.913E-02

.762E-02

.790E-02

.538E-02

.567E-01

.817E-02

.010E-01

.036E+O0

.417E-01

.403E+00

.920E-01

.102E-03

.591E+00

.685E+01

.926E+00

6.080E-02

46.3 ( 2.1)

96.7 ( 2.2)

101.6 ( 0.3)

101.2 ( 0.2)

101.1 ( 0.2)

102.4 ( 1.2)

94.6 ( 2.1)

101.2 ( 1.7)

99.S ( 2.6)

102.4 ( 1.4)

0.946

0.891

6.079E-02

46.7 ( 2.6)

( 2.4)

( 0.4)

( 0.3)

( 0.1)

96.2

101.5

101.2

101.1

101.8 ( 2.3)

93.9 ( 3.0)

100.7 ( 2.4)

98.9 ( 3.0)

101.7 ( 2.2)

42.6

99.1

101.2

101.2

100.

104.

93.

102.

97.8

97.7

42.0

98.5

101.1

101.1

100.7

103.9

92.8

101.8

97.1

97.0

Overall coefficient of Variation of en and er: 1.99 2.57
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Quantiles of the Estimators:

Est.: IX 2.5X SX 10X 2SX 50X 75% 90X 9SX 97.5X99%

1: 0.52 0.S8 0.64 0.70 0.82 0.99 1.17 1.33 1.42 1.52 1.67

2: 0.29 0.34 0.39 0.44 0.56 0.70 0.87 1.07 1.19 1.32 1.46

3: 0.48 0.54 0.59 0.65 0.77 0.93 1.11 1.29 1.39 1.46 1.61

4: 0.52 0.58 0.64 0.69 0.81 0.98 1.15 1.32

6: 0.62 0.58 0.64 0.70 0.81 0.98 1.16 1.33

6: 0.52 0.58 0.64 0.70 0.82 0.99 1.16 1.32

7: 0.49 0.56 0.60 0.66 0.77 0.93 1.12 1.27

8: 0.46 0.52 0.56 0.63 0.75 0.90 1.10 1.25

9: 0.48 0.55 0.59 0.65 0.77 0.93 1.12 1.27

10: 0.47 0.63 0.59 0.65 0.77 0.92 1.11 1.27

11: 0.48 0.55 0.59 0.64 0.77 0.91 1.08 1.26

lormalplot of HERl (Quantiles of HERl vs normal quantiles)

1 .42 1 51 1 66

1 42 1 51 1 66

1 42 1 51 1 67

1 37 1 45 1 69

1 35 1 44 1 57

1 37 1 45 1 59

1 36 1 45 1 59

1 35 1 46 1 58
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SIH III 29-APR-1990 00:18:48.80

nb : 0, nr : 800, ng : 4, Honitor : FALSE

ns : 64

Distribution : Gamma

gamma: 1.00, lambda: 1.00, Expect
Io contamination, i.e. eps : OX

psi : Asymm. Huber , kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

iseed : 1850, Hax. Iter. 21., allkont : 800 0 0

1.000E+00, Var.: 1.000E+00

Estim. Ave Var en (SD) er (SD) pen per

1 AH 1.003E+00 1.600E-02 1.601E-02 1.600E-02

2 HD 7.012E-01 1.487E-02 15.4 ( 0.9) 15.1 ( 0.6) 15 .1 14 .9

3 HE 9.641E-01 1.633E-02 96.4 ( 3.2) 94.9 ( 1.8) 94 .6 93 .2

4 BH1 : 9.990E-01 1.580E-02 101.3 ( 0.3) 101.2 ( 0.2) 101 .2 101 .0

5 BHL : 1.001E+00 1.589E-02 100.8 ( 0.2) 100.7 ( 0.1) 100 .7 100 .6

6 TH 9.543E-01 1.463E-02 95.8 ( 4.9) 94.0 ( 3.2) 92..1 90..5

7 HERl : 9.806E-01 1.53SE-02 101.8 ( 2.5) 100.9 ( 1.7) 103..7 102 .7

8 EER1 : 9.656E-01 1.524E-02 97.5 ( 4.4) 96.1 ( 3.0) 101..3 99..7

9 HER2 : 9.804E-01 1.535E-02 101.8 ( 2.5) 100.8 ( 1.8) 103..2 102 .2

10 HER3 : 9.519E-01 1.459E-02 94.7 ( 4.8) 92.9 ( 3.2) 93 .3 91..5

11 HVBB : 9.S79E-01 1.437E-02 99.2 ( 3.0) 97.5 ( 1.5) 99..3 97,.5

12 yvar : 1.016E+00 1.385E-01

13 ymab : 4.681E-01 6.885E-03

14 ysch : 2.284E-01 2.938E-02

15 kminl: 4.953E+00 6.0S1E+00

16 rminl: 9.488E-01 1.052E-01 0.935

17 kmin2: 4.944E+00 5.937E+00

18 vkb : 8.645E-01 7.182E-02 0.881

19 w 9.976E-01 4.304E-04

20 kmin3: 3.896E+00 2.334E+00

21 kalph: 4.271E+00 1.585E+00

22 krbmi: 4.481E+00 3.161E+00

Overall coefficient of Variation of en and er: 3.53 2.35
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Quantiles of the Estimators:

Est.: IX 2.5X 5X 10X 25X 50X 75X 90X 95X 97.5X 99X

1: 0.73 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.92 1.00 1.09 1.17 1.22 1.27 1.33

2: 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.55 0.62 0.69 0.78 0.86 0.92 0.96 1.02

3: 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.81 0.88 0.95 1.05 1.13 1.18 1.22 1.27

4: 0.73 0.77 0.80 0.84 0.91 0.99 1.09 1.16 1.22 1.26 1.32

5: 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.91 0.99 1.09 1.16 1.22 1.26 1.33

6: 0.69 0.73 0.76 0.81 0.87 0.95 1.04 1.11 1.16 1.21 1.24

7: 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.82 0.89 0.98 1.07 1.15 1.19 1.23 1.29

8: 0.70 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.88 0.96 1.05 1.13 1.18 1.21 1.26

9: 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.82 0.89 0.98 1.07 1.15 1.19 1.23 1.29

10: 0.69 0.73 0.75 0.81 0.87 0.94 1.04 1.11 1.16 1.20 1.24

11: 0.71 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.87 0.95 1.04 1.11 1.17 1.21 1.27

lormalplot of HERl (Quantiles of HERl vs normal quantiles)
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SIH III 12-APR-1990 03:19:20.65

nb : 0, nr : 800, ng :

ns : 256

Distribution : Gamma

gamma: 1.00, lambda: 1.00, Expect.
¦o contamination, i.e. eps : OX

psi : Asymm. Huber ,
kb : 6.00, maxrb

iseed : 31926, Hax. Iter. 19.

4, Honitor : FALSE

1.OO0E+O0, Var.: 1.000E+O0

0.50, teps :

allkont : 800

0.05

0 0

Estim. Ave Var en (SD) er (SD) pen per

1 AH 1.002E+00 3.867E-03 3.870E-03 3.867E-03

2 HD 6.971E-01 3.819E-03 4.0 ( 0.2) 4.0 ( 0.2) 4.4 4 .3

3 HE 9.663E-01 3.813E-03 78.2 ( 1.7) 76.3 ( 1.8) 87.7 85 .4

4 BH1 : 9.998E-01 3.848E-03 100.6 ( 0.2) 100.4 ( 0.1) 101.3 101 .2

5 BHL : 1.001E+00 3.860E-03 100.2 ( 0.1) 100.2 ( 0.0) 100.7 100 .6

6 TH 9.529E-01 3.610E-03 66.4 ( 1.4) 64.4 ( 1.8) 70.0 68 .0

7 HERl : 9.928E-01 3.814E-03 100.1 ( 1.3) 99.3 ( 0.6) 102.7 101 .9

8 EER1 : 9.861E-01 3.779E-03 97.4 ( 2.4) 96.1 ( 1.5) 99.7 98 .4

9 HER2 : 9.927E-01 3.814E-03 100.1 ( 1.3) 99.3 ( 0.6) 102.7 101 .9

10 HER3 : 9.478E-01 3.567E-03 61.5 ( 1.3) 59.7 ( 1.8) 66.0 64 .0

11 HVBB : 9.760E-01 3.668E-03 91.2 ( 1.3) 89.3 ( 1.0) 92.3 90 .4

12 yvar : 1.004E+00 3.314E-02

13 ymab : 4.787E-01 1.895E-03

14 ysch : 2.376E-01 8.009E-03

15 kminl: 7.217E+00 3.802E+00

16 rminl: 9.702E-01 2.814E-02 0.973

17 kmin2: 7.214E+00 3.776E+00

18 vkb : 8.579E-01 1.670E-02 0.879

19 H 9.981E-01 2.972E-04

20 kmin3: 4.102E+00 3.358E-01

21 kalph: 4.289E+00 3.682E-01

22 krbmi: 5.628E+00 1.252E+00

Overall coefficient of Variation of en and er: 2.14 2.44
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Quantiles of the Estimators:

Est.: IX 2.5X SX 10X 2SX 50X 7SX 90X 95X 97.5X 99X

1: 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.96 1.00 1.04 1.08 1.

2: 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62 0.65 0.70 0.74 0.78 0.

3: 0.82 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.97 1.01 1.05 1.

4: 0.85 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.96 1.00 1.04 1.08 1.

5: 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.96 1.00 1.04 1.08 1.

6: 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.96 0.99 1.03 1.

7: 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.91 0.95 0.99 1.03 1.07 1.

8: 0.84 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.94 0.99 1.02 1.07 1.09 1.11 1.14

9: 0.86 0.87 0.90 0.91 0.95 0.99 1.03 1.07 1.10 1.12 1.15

10: 0.81 0.83 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.95 0.99 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.09

11: 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.01 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.13

lormalplot of HERl (Quantiles of HERl vs normal quantiles)

11 1.13 1 16

80 0.82 0 84

07 1.09 1 12

10 1.13 1 16

11 1.13 1 16

06 1.08 1 10

10 1.12 1 15
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SIH III 29-APR-1990 00:28:38.36

nb : -5, nr : 800, ng : 4, Honitor : FALSE

ns : 64

Distribution : Gamma

gamma: 1.00, lambda: 1.00, Expect.: 1.000E+00, Var.: 1.OO0E+00

Füll contamination aith eps : 5X, scale contamination, kola : 0.10

Hax. number of cont. obs. : 10, Pfmore in nr] : 6.28419E-01

psi : Asymm. Huber ,
kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

iseed : 2839, Hax. Iter. : 21., allkont : 800 0 0 0

Estim. Ave Var en (SD) er (SD) pen per

1 AH 1.452E+00 1.491E-01 3.532E-01 1.491E-01

2 HD 7.622E-01 1.885E-02 468.5 (27.9) 30.1 ( 0.8) 473 .5 30..4

3 HE 1.088E+00 2.570E-02 1054.3 (60.2) 94.5 ( 3.3) 1096 .7 95..9

4 BH1 : 1.414E+00 1.271E-01 118.4 ( 0.3) 116.0 ( 0.4) 118..2 115 .5

5 BHL : 1.431E+00 1.368E-01 109.5 ( 0.1) 108.6 ( 0.2) 110 .3 110 .6

6 TH 1.142E+00 S.220E-02 488.2 (23.8) 100.6 ( 3.5) 470 .4 99 .4

7 HERl : 1.317E+00 9.511E-02 180.6 ( 2.0) 131.6 ( 1.9) 178 .0 128 .6

8 EERl : 1.197E+00 6.256E-02 348.7 ( 6.4) 116.8 ( 2.4) 336 .0 114 .0

9 HER2 : 1.230E+00 S.069E-02 341.5 ( 8.3) 149.0 ( 4.0) 353 .9 155 .2

10 HER3 : 1.142E+00 4.748E-02 521.5 (16.4) 104.0 ( 3.7) 501 .5 102 .8

11 HVBB : 1.333E+00 1.063E-01 162.5 ( 0.8) 123.8 ( 0.8) 162 .8 124 .5

12 yvar : 9.546E+00 1.424E+02

13 ymab : 5.163E-01 1.060E-02

14 ysch : 2.430E-01 2.597E-02

15 kminl: 1.751E+01 1.457E+02

16 rminl: 6.555E+00 5.909E+01 0.904

17 kmin2: 1.126E+01 1.739E+01

18 vkb : 1.302E+00 2.785E-01 0.791

19 v 6.634E-01 9.312E-02

20 kmin3: 6.316E+00 1.123E+01

21 kalph: 6.212E+00 1.367E+01

22 krbmi: 1.982E+01 2.406E+02

Overall coefficient of Variation of en and er: 3.20 2.29
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Quantiles of the Estimators:

Est.: IX 2.5X SX 10X 25X 50X 7SX 90X 95X 97.5X 99X

1: 0.87 0.92 0.96 1.02 1.17 1.38 1.65 1.98 2.19 2.44 2.64

2: 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.59 0.67 0.75 0.85 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.13

3: 0.7S 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.98 1.08 1.19 1.30 1.37 1.41 1.S0

4: 0.86 0.91 0.96 1.02 1.15 1.34 1.61 1.90 2.10 2.31 2.50

5: 0.86 0.92 0.96 1.02 1.16 1.36 1.63 1.94 2.14 2.36 2.55

6: 0.77 0.82 0.86 0.91 0.99 1.10 1.25 1.41 1.56 1.74 1.92

7: 0.85 0.88 0.93 0.98 1.09 1.25 1.48 1.72 1.91 2.11 2.30

8: 0.79 0.84 0.88 0.94 1.02 1.15 1.32 1.51 1.68 1.85 1.96

9: 0.83 0.87 0.91 0.97 1.07 1.21 1.35 1.53 1.64 1.73 1.88

10: 0.78 0.82 0.86 0.92 1.00 1.11 1.25 1.40 1.56 1.70 1.85

11: 0.83 0.87 0.91 0.97 1.09 1.27 1.52 1.77 1.95 2.IS 2.33

lormalplot of HERl (Quantiles of HERl vs normal quantiles)
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SIH III 29-APR-1990 01:56:08.89

nb : -5, nr : 800, ng : 4, Honitor : FALSE

ns : 64

Distribution : Gamma

gamma: 1.00, lambda: 1.00, Expect.: 1.000E+00, Var.: 1.000E+00

Füll contamination oith eps : 5X, Exp. contamination, xO : 6.00

Hax. number of cont. obs. 9, P[more in nr] : 9.71542E-01

psi : Asymm. Huber , kb : 5.00, maxrb : 0.50, teps : 0.05

iseed : 15610, Hax. Iter. : 21., allkont : 800 0 0 0

Estim. Ave Var en (SD) er (SD) pen per

1 AH 1.300E+00 3.855E-02 1.287E-01 3.855E-02

2 HD 7.528E-01 1.801E-02 162.7 ( 3.3) 12.1 ( 1.0) 161 .7 12 .0

3 HE 1.116E+00 3.074E-02 291.3 ( 5.7) 59.6 ( 3.8) 296 .9 59 .8

4 BH1 : 1.281E+00 3.716E-02 110.7 ( 0.2) 102.7 ( 0.4) 111 .1 104 .0

5 BHL : 1.290E+00 3.777E-02 105.7 ( 0.1) 101.8 ( 0.2) 105 .9 102 .5

6 TH 1.217E+00 4.741E-02 136.3 ( 1.0) 70.9 ( 1.6) 142 .5 76 .3

7 HERl : 1.257E+00 4.345E-02 117.4 ( 0.4) 85.1 ( 0.8) 119 .1 87..8

8 EERl : 1.228E+00 4.805E-02 128.5 ( 1.1) 72.4 ( 1.3) 133 .0 77 .0

9 HER2 : 1.249E+00 4.443E-02 120.8 ( 0.8) 82.0 ( l.S) 123 .1 85 .4

10 HER3 : 1.185E+00 4.678E-02 158.8 ( 3.0) 64.2 ( 2.2) 161 .5 65..2

11 HVBB : 1.221E+O0 3.S01E-02 153.4 ( 1.3) 93.4 ( 1.7) 151..2 90..3

12 yvar : 2.710E+00 9.210E-01

13 ymab : S.14SE-01 1.007E-02

14 ysch : 2.622E-01 2.688E-02

15 kminl: 8.027E+00 1.429E+01

16 rminl: 2.551E+00 9.640E-01 0.880

17 kmin2: 7.877E+00 1.103E+01

18 vkb : 1.517E+00 4.602E-01 0.771

19 H 9.158E-01 1.967E-02

20 kmin3: 6.036E-t-00 6.319E+00

21 kalph: 7.338E+00 7.481E+00

22 krbmi: 7.972E+00 5.141E+00

Overall coefficient of Variation of en and er: 1.14 3.56
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Quantiles of the Estimators:

Est.: IX 2.5X SX 10X 25X SOX 75X 90X 95X 97.5X 99X

1: 0.89 0.95 1.00 1.07 1.16 1.29 1.42 1.56 1.65 1.71 1.79

2: 0.46 0.51 0.54 0.59 0.66 0.75 0.84 0.93 0.98 1.04 1.10

3: 0.77 0.81 0.86 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.22 1.34 1.44 1.49 1.59

4: 0.89 0.93 0.98 1.05 1.14 1.27 1.40 1.53 1.63 1.68 1.76

5: 0.89 0.94 0.99 1.06 1.15 1.28 1.41 1.55 1.64 1.69 1.78

6: 0.78 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.05 1.21 1.36 1.50 1.60 1.67 1.75

7: 0.84 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.10 1.24 1.39 1.S4 1.63 1.69 1.79

8: 0.81 0.86 0.91 0.97 1.06 1.21 1.37 1.53 1.62 1.69 1.78

9: 0.84 0.89 0.94 1.00 1.09 1.23 1.38 1.53 1.63 1.69 1.79

10: 0.78 0.84 0.89 0.94 1.03 1.15 1.31 1.49 1.59 1.68 1.76

11: 0.85 0.89 0.94 1.00 1.08 1.21 1.33 1.47 1.56 1.63 1.74

lormalplot of HERl (Quantiles of HERl vs normal quantiles)
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